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Abstract
Regulation of gene expression spans different levels of complexity: from genomic sequence,
transcription factor binding and epigenetics, to three-dimensional chromatin interactions. Data
from different individuals such as genetic variations presents an extra dimension to consider.
Abnormal activities at any level may lead to disease phenotypes, motivating deeper exploration
of gene regulation. New high-throughput sequencing techniques have empowered genome-wide
studies of the regulatory mechanisms within cells. This thesis uses computational approaches to
examine gene regulation with high-throughput data in order to address biological hypotheses
traversing from short local sequence features to megabase-sized topologically associating
domains (TADs).

The hypotheses addressed in the thesis have two central themes: 1) the elucidation of local and
domain regulation of gene expression, and 2) the application of such knowledge to identify
functional phenotypic variants. We developed a computational approach to identify functional
variants associated with cancer, and demonstrated how annotating regulatory sequences and
linking these regions to target genes can strengthen genome interpretation. The concurrent and
intertwined nature of local and domain regulation of gene expression develops as the thesis
unfolds. In a study of genes that escape from X-chromosome inactivation, we found the YY1
transcription factor to be a key regulator, and is potentially associated with long distance
chromatin looping mechanisms. Similarly, when studying the spread of inactivation to the
autosomes in translocated cells, we detected local features associated with inactivation status,
and at the domain level, we observed the spreading to be in accordance with TADs. Lastly, when
considering TADs as transcriptional units, the identification of cell type-selectively co-expressed
ii

and co-localized TADs highlighted an organized and dynamic chromatin architecture across
multiple cell types.

In summary, this thesis provides insights into the mechanisms involved in gene expression across
multiple scales (from local sequences to chromatin domains) using computational analyses on
publicly available datasets. The presented methods and results have potential applications to
interpret genetic variations and further our understanding in diseases and phenotypes. The
findings may contribute to an era of preventative and regenerative medicine to come.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The total number of cells [1] in a human body has been estimated to be 3.72*1013, which can be
classified into hundreds of cell types [2, 3], each with important roles in health and disease.
These distinct cell types are generated from the same underlying DNA instructions – the
genome. The differences between cell types are therefore controlled by the interplay of multiple
regulatory mechanisms that determine which genes are active in a given cell, and result in its
unique properties. Genomic variations between individuals add to the complexity, with a small
subset of variants potentially affecting gene regulation. Alterations in gene regulation contribute
to most human diseases and conditions, making the understanding of regulation paramount for
many life science and biomedical researchers. With this motivation, enormous resources and
coordinated international efforts over the past 15 years have been directed to profile cell typespecific gene expression and the regulatory properties of cells.

Advanced technologies for probing regulatory properties generate large-scale data sets that can
reveal fundamental aspects of cells and tissues. While array technologies facilitated the
simultaneous measurement of properties at ~106 locations across the genome (comprised of
~3*109 base pairs) in the previous decade, recent development of high-throughput sequencing
(HTS) techniques has extended analyses to span the entire genome. Particularly, this expansion
has enabled exploration of the 97% of the genome that was originally thought to be nonfunctional [4, 5]. Given the abundance and scale of data, a grand challenge is to annotate the
functions of genomic regions through bioinformatics analyses. The discoveries from analysis of
these data are generating insights both into basic cellular mechanisms and the properties of
diseases at the genomic level.
1

1.1

Overview of regulation of gene expression

Gene expression is regulated and affected by multiple biochemical processes, such as DNA
sequence, transcription factor (TF) binding, epigenetic modifications, and three-dimensional
chromatin organization. These diverse components are integrated within cells to regulate gene
expression – a complex network of interplaying components that determine when, where and
how each gene is expressed. Using information from the same underlying DNA sequence,
multiple cell types within an individual originate from embryonic stem cells yet exhibit specific
gene expression patterns.

Key advances have been made in both computational and experimental methods that allow the
interrogation of regulatory mechanisms controlling gene transcription (Figure 1.1). While there
are similarly complex post-transcription mechanisms, which control isoform generation, stability
and activity of both RNA and protein, this thesis focuses on regulation of transcription through
mechanisms described in the following sections.

2

Figure 1.1 Multi-level regulation of gene expression and corresponding technologies.
The illustration summarizes key aspects of gene regulation and the types of data used in the thesis study. For the
ease of reference, the aspects investigated are loosely categorized into local and domain levels, marking a transition
of focus in the study. While the categories can be intertwined and not mutually exclusive, we refer to the local level
as regulatory controls near the gene of study in linear DNA distance, and the domain level as distal regulatory
controls through 3-dimensional proximity.

1.2

Transcription factor binding

Transcription factors (TFs) are proteins that promote or suppress the recruitment or activity of
RNA polymerase (an enzyme responsible RNA transcription), and thereby regulate the
expression of target genes. Understanding the regulation of transcription by sequence-specific
DNA binding TFs was amongst the earliest advances in molecular genetics. Since that time,
global efforts have revealed structurally diverse protein families, each binding to DNA through
different DNA binding domain. Some TF families bind to DNA as protein monomers, many bind
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as complexes of two or more protein subunits, some in heterogeneous and others in
homogeneous combinations. A key determinant of transcriptional regulation in a cell is the set of
expressed TFs as well as cell type dependent binding of TFs [6]. Through the cooperative
binding of cell type-specific sets of TFs in the regulatory sequences of genes, selective patterns
of gene expression are maintained across cells of the same type. Furthermore, while some TFs
are active across multiple cell types, ubiquitously expressed TFs contribute differentially to gene
expression as a result of interactions with cell type-specific TFs [7].

Patterns of target sequences have been compiled for hundreds of individual TFs, informing the
construction of computational models to predict TF binding sites (TFBS). A recent curation of
TF sequence-specific binding profiles for vertebrates reported a total of 510 non-redundant ones
[8], generally ranging in length between 6 to 21 base pairs.

Over decades the capacity to profile the sequences to which TFs bind, both the locations and
sequence patterns, have advanced. The modern laboratory methods include chromatin
immunoprecipitation coupled with high-throughput sequencing (ChIP-seq) to determine the
locations in the genome at which a protein tends to be found [9], and in vitro binding assays (in
solution or on arrays) that quantitatively profile the affinity of a protein for individual DNA
sequences. In a ChIP-seq experiment, DNA and associated proteins are first cross-linked and
sheared to hundreds of bps of chromatin fragments, and subsequently, the antibody of the target
protein (eg. a TF) pulls down the protein along with its associated DNA fragments, which are
then sequenced to identify the genomic locations. The ChIP-seq technology captures both the
sequence-specific (direct) and non-sequence-specific (indirect) protein-DNA interactions,
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allowing detection of binding locations not only for sequence-specific DNA binding TFs, but
also TFs, cofactors and other proteins that do not bind sequence-specifically.

1.2.1

Computational transcription factor motif discovery and binding site prediction

ChIP-seq datasets for sequence-specific binding TFs can be used to construct quantitative models
to predict locations at which TFs will bind in such manner (Motif discovery approach shown in
Figure 1.2). The experimentally determined binding sequences of a TF are first aligned and
compiled into a position frequency matrix (PFM), which is subsequently transformed into a logscale position weight matrix (PWM) [10]. Putative TF binding sites can be predicted by
comparing the matrix starting at each position of a query sequence and summing the
corresponding value of each position from the PWM as the TF binding score (TF binding site
prediction in Figure 1.2). The matrix can be iteratively shifted (slid) by one position to scan
across DNA. Databases of TF binding models are available, such as JASPAR [8], UniPROBE
[11], and TRANSFAC [12]. While there are more advanced binding models emerging, within the
context of this thesis PWMs are exclusively used.

Motif over-representation across a set of sequences compared to a background is frequently used
to identify TFs (or TF families) that might participate in a regulatory process, and appears within
this thesis. For instance, an over-representation of predicted TFBS in the regulatory sequences of
a group of genes elevated in expression in response to stimuli suggests a potential functional role
of a TF. The bioinformatics methods for TFBS over-representation continue to improve, both
due to the expanding collection of binding models and due to better approaches to matching the
composition properties of the foreground and background sequences. As the G+C compositions
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of PWMs can vary widely (JASPAR matrices range between 20 to 80 %), when testing for overrepresentation of TF binding motifs in a set of query sequences, it is important to match the
%G+C composition, among other potential biases, of the background sequences to the query. A
common over-represented testing approach is the one-sided Fisher’s exact test, which is a
statistical test of nonrandom association between two categorical variables, shown in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2 TF DNA binding motif discovery, binding site prediction and over-representation.
The mini-example shows the motif discovery process from aligning known TF binding sites of the Myc TF,
compiling the position frequency matrix, to computing the position weight matrix. TF binding motif can be
visualized graphically in a logo, in which the heights of the nucleotides reflect the binding preferences of the
nucleotides at each position. When predicting TF binding site(s) given a query sequence, the PWM is iteratively
shifted along the sequence one nucleotide at a time to compute the TF binding scores as the sum of position-specific
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weights. A one-sided Fisher’s test can be used when testing for over-represented TFs in a set of query sequences ‘Q’
against background sequences ‘B’.

It is well known that the prediction scores of binding sites using PWMs correlate well with the in
vitro biochemical affinity of proteins for target sequences, but the scores have limited predictive
value for in vivo binding, a limitation in large part attributable to the fact that TFs have limited
physical access to regions of the genome in vivo [13].

1.3

Chromatin accessibility

Two meters of DNA sequence is compacted in each human cell through organized wrapping
around histone proteins, creating units named nucleosomes, and the subsequent packing of
histones into compressed chromatin fibers. Such chromatin accessibility is cell type-specific
[14]. Inactive regions with little transcription occurring tend to be more compact, defined as a
closed chromatin state (heterochromatin), whereas actively transcribed regions tend to be in an
open and accessible chromatin state (euchromatin) that is nucleosome-free. TF binding site
predictions in vivo show significant improvement when paired with experimental profiles of
open chromatin [15-17], and have been successfully used to predict cell type-specific gene
expression [18]. Such findings highlight that chromatin accessibility is a key determinant in gene
regulation.

The state of chromatin can be measured using several techniques based on high-throughput
sequencing [19]; for instance, DNase I hypersensitivity (DNase-seq), Formaldehyde-Assisted
Isolation of Regulatory Elements (FAIRE-seq), and Assay for Transposase-Accessible
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Chromatin using sequencing (ATAC-seq). It is not feasible at present to profile the binding of
more than 1000 TFs in each cell type. Therefore coupling open chromatin data with PWM-based
TF binding site predictions offers an alternative to gain broad insights into active regulatory
sequences, particularly for the determination of key regulators in a cellular context of interest
[20].

1.4

Epigenetic regulation of gene expression

Chromatin accessibility is conferred by epigenetic properties, which refer to functional
modifications to the genome that are heritable across cellular generations [21]. Such
modifications can alter gene expression without altering the DNA sequence, allowing cell typespecific gene expression. The three components of epigenetics are DNA methylation (DNAm),
histone modifications and non-coding RNAs. Aberrant epigenetic regulation has been associated
to human diseases, such as cancer, neurological disorders and autoimmune diseases [22].

DNA methylation is a covalent modification in the DNA sequence that commonly involves
addition of a methyl group (CH3) to position 5 of the cytosine ring in CpG dinucleotides in
human cells. Such methylation can regulate gene expression by impeding the bindings of TFs,
hence genes with a highly methylated promoter region tend to exhibit suppressed expression.
There have been recent developments of high-throughput sequencing-based DNAm profiling
technologies with better resolutions, such as whole genome bisulfite-sequencing, methylated
DNA immunoprecipitation and methyl-binding protein [23]. On the other hand, Illumina DNAm
450k arrays, measuring over 485k methylation sites, have been widely used for studies with large
sample size due to cost efficiency.
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Each fundamental unit of chromatin (nucleosome) consists of a segment of DNA that wraps
around 8 histone protein cores, and is further packaged into chromosomes. In addition to
modifications on DNA, histone proteins can also be covalently modified through methylation
and acetylation for example, primarily at the N-terminal ends of the proteins, which are exposed
on the surface of histones. Antibodies that recognize specific modified histones have allowed
deep investigation into the locations of modifications across diverse cell types, frequently by
correlating the annotated properties of regions associated with each modification. As with TF
binding, the ChIP-seq technique has been used to measure these modifications of histones,
enabling the identification of the epigenetic status genome-wide [24]. Histone modifications are
associated with active or repressed transcription [25]. For example, mono-methylation of histone
H3 at the lysine situated in the 4th amino acid of the protein chain (H3K4me1), tri-methylation of
histone H3 lysine 4 (H3K4me3) and acetylation of H3K27 (H3K27ac) marks are associated with
active transcriptional states [24]. On the other hand, H3K27me3 and H3K9me3 have been
associated to repressed and heterochromatin states. Combinatorial patterns of histone
modifications that correlate with gene expression have been identified, indicating cooperative
regulation of expression by histone modification systems [26, 27].

Both small and long (greater than 200 nucleotides) non-coding RNAs have been reported to
epigenetically regulate gene expression [28]. For instance, long non-coding RNAs have been
implicated in chromatin remodeling such as organization of genome architecture and
chromosome-wide inactivation [29, 30].
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1.5

X-Chromosome Inactivation – a special case of epigenetic regulation by RNA

A special case of chromosome-wide epigenetic regulation takes place across one copy of the X
chromosome (chrX) of female cells. With two copies of chrX in female cells as opposed to one
in male cells, expression dosage is compensated through X-chromosome inactivation (XCI),
where one of the chrX is inactivated at the onset of transcriptional activation of the long noncoding RNA, XIST [31]. XCI is initiated by XIST RNA recruiting polycomb repressive proteins,
and with the spread of heterochromatin, the chromatin of the inactive X is more condensed
compared to the active X. While the majority of genes are inactivated on the inactive X, i.e.
subject to XCI, a subset of genes including XIST are transcriptionally active, i.e. escape from
XCI [32]. The degree of escape can vary between individuals and tissues [33, 34].

1.6

Transcriptional levels and genomic annotation of regulatory sequences

The advent of technologies for measuring gene expression has enabled global detection of noncoding RNAs, due to the transition from protein-coding centric microarrays to genome-wide
approaches coupled with HTS such as RNA-seq, Cap Analysis Gene Expression (CAGE), and
global run-on sequencing (GRO-seq). As a result, the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements
(ENCODE) consortium reported that over 75% of the genome, instead of the only 3% proteincoding genes, is capable of being transcribed in the human genome [5], and further suggested
biochemical activity in 80% of the genome through additional observations from transcription
factor ChIP-seq and chromatin data [4]. While the proportions are controversial, drastically
different from the <10% evolutionary conserved genome, and potentially over-estimated due to a
loose definition of ‘functions’ (discussed in [35]), it has challenged researchers to rethink ‘junk
DNA’. Regions with biochemical activities encompass regulatory sequences, which regulate
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expression of genes immediately downstream (promoters) or flexibly from a distance (distal
regulatory sequences).

The CAGE technology reveals both specific transcript initiation positions, transcription start sites
(TSSs), and the pattern of activity associated with each. It does so by specifically delineating the
start positions of RNA, based on the presence of RNA caps. The FANTOM5 consortium has
compiled CAGE data to identify TSSs and their activities in hundreds of cells and tissues from
over 800 samples [2]. The majority of these TSSs fall within promoters, which specify the
positioning of RNA polymerase complexes. Enhancers play an important role in regulation of
gene expression and tissue specificity [36, 37]. Historically enhancers were viewed as DNA
segments through which bound TFs modify the rate of transcript initiation from one or more
promoters. Within this thesis, enhancers and promoters are treated as distinct classes. Recently
the distinction between enhancers and promoters has blurred, with the observation of bidirectional RNA transcripts initiating from the edges of enhancers in both GRO-seq and CAGE
datasets [38, 39]. Thus enhancers and promoters share the capacity for RNA polymerase to
initiate from within [40], and might soon be considered as a continuum of regulatory sequences
rather than clearly distinct classes.

With the accumulation of ChIP-seq data sets for both TF binding and patterns of histone
modifications, coupled to expression profiling data, there have been important computational
efforts to improve genome annotation using unsupervised and supervised machine learning
algorithms [41]. Such approaches commonly analyze consecutive genomic segments (bins) to
determine classes that share similar epigenomic and genomic properties. Two research groups
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from the ENCODE consortium independently constructed probabilistic models using hidden
Markov Model and dynamic Bayesian approaches, respectively ChromHMM and Segway [42,
43]. For each, some classes of sequence regions are determined to be consistent with functional
roles, based on the enrichment of known functions, for instance the elevated presence of
promoters. In these cases, biological annotations are then assigned to the chromatin states
identified from the unsupervised models. On the other hand, supervised algorithms are designed
to specifically recognize classes based on a set of known examples, which are used to train the
model parameters. For instance, L1 regularized logistic regression and random forest approaches
have been used to predict enhancer and detect associated features [41, 44].

1.7

Chromatin interaction, looping and topologically associating domains

When the locations of enhancers are given, the next challenge is to determine the promoter/gene
targets of the distal regulatory sequences. While relationships between promoters and enhancers
can be predicted by correlating chromatin marks and/or CAGE expression properties[38, 45],
laboratory methods that identify physical proximity between DNA segments in vivo have proven
powerful. The interplay between promoters and enhancers adds to the complexity and diversity
of gene expression across cell types and developmental states. With tight packaging of DNA in
the nucleus, distal regulatory sequences, far in linear distance from their promoter targets, can be
in three-dimensional proximity due to chromatin looping. CTCF, mediators and cohesion
proteins have been implicated as key contributors to the formation of chromatin loops [46].

Interactions are not limited to enhancers-promoters. Spatial clustering of active genes in the
nucleus has been long reported (reviewed in [47]). Inactive genes tend to cluster near the nuclear
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periphery and active genes toward the center, indicating distinct territories within the nucleus
[48]. Relocation of some genes to the nuclear periphery repressed expression, proving a
causative role of nuclear periphery on gene regulation [49]. Recent advances in high-throughput
technologies have contributed significantly to the understanding of nuclear architecture. Smallscale capture analysis of chromosome conformation was first used to detect physical interactions
between target pairs of genomic regions [50]. Coupled with high-throughput sequencing,
techniques such as Hi-C have recently enabled the global-scale quantification of spatial
proximity in cells [51].

From these methods, we now know that organization of nuclear architecture takes place in
hierarchical scales, and that there exist large domains with greater intra-regional interactions,
highlighting additional organizational units contributing to gene regulation. At the scale of ~5
megabases, there are two subclasses of genome compartments (open and closed - A and B) that
alternate along chromosomes, and each type of compartment preferentially interacts with
compartments of the same type throughout the genome [51]. At ~1 megabase-sized scale, over
2000 topologically associating domains (TADs) have been identified in both human and mouse
cells through the usage of the interaction directionality and a hidden Markov Model approach
[52]. The loci within these TADs interact more frequently with each other, and much less
frequently with loci outside of the domain. The number of genes encompassed in each TAD
varies with a median of 4 protein-coding genes.

A key characteristic of TADs is the relatively invariant nature of their boundaries between cell
types and developmental stages [52, 53]. Due to lower interaction frequencies of genomic
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regions between TADs, the TAD boundaries can be considered as regulatory confinements of
enhancer-promoter interactions, and is supported by domain clusters of co-regulated enhancer
and promoters [54] and the discovery of enhancers distributing activity along broad regions that
correlate strongly with TADs [55]. Disruption of a TAD boundary has been reported to rewire
promoter-enhancer interactions causing misregulation [56]. Lastly, in a finer-scale, interactions
within a TAD, referred to as sub-TADs, vary between cell types reflecting the cell typespecificity of enhancers [57, 58].

1.8

Public data and tool resources used

The public datasets and tool resources frequently used are listed in Table 1.1 and 1.2,
respectively.
Resource

Data type(s)

Technique(s) Citation

JASPAR

TF binding profiles

PWM

[8]

FANTOM5

Transcription level

CAGE

[2]

TF binding and histone modifications

ChIP-seq

Open chromatin

DNase-seq

DNA methylation

450k arrays

[59]

Hi-C

[60]

Ontology

[3, 61]

ENCODE
TCGA
GEO

Data repository for chromatin
interaction data

CL, DOID,

Ontology of cells, diseases, and

UBERON

anatomy

[4]

Table 1.1 Public datasets used.
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Tool Resource

Purpose

Citation

CAGEd-oPOSSUM

Motif over-representation

[62]

Data analyses

[63-65]

Extraction of aligned reads

[66]

Bioconductor/R packages:
GenomicRanges, HITC
Bwtool

Table 1.2 A short list of public resources used.

1.9

Variation of gene regulation between individuals and the association with diseases

Recent studies using ATAC-seq have identified regulatory variations between cell types and
between individuals [14, 67]. While variation in transcription activity between cell types arises
from regulatory mechanisms (e.g. transcription factors expressed and epigenetic changes arising
during differentiation), transcriptional variation between the same cell types across individuals
may reflect a strong contribution of DNA sequence variants (as well as environmental
differences) (Figure 1.3). In this thesis, we focus on the non-coding sequence variants, including
their potential contribution to a change in transcription factor binding affinity [68] and/or DNA
accessibility [69], with a long-term vision (beyond the scope of the thesis) of bridging diseaseassociating genetic variants to altered gene expression in diseased cells [70].
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Figure 1.3 Illustration of variants within and outside of protein-coding regions.

The figure shows the potential impact of variants from an individual on gene regulation. Key
functional variants include, for example, a protein-coding variant that alters the amino acid
sequence of a protein resulting in a loss of the protein function, and a non-coding variant that
alters the binding affinity of TFs and/or function of the regulatory sequence (such as promoters,
enhancers, etc.) in which it is located.

The simplest and most extensively studied type of genetic variants is single-nucleotide variations
(SNV), differences of a single nucleotide between an individual and a reference sequence. A
portion of SNVs is single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP), specifically the SNVs that occur
more than a specified threshold in a population (commonly 1%). While the majority of SNVs is
anticipated to be non-functional, there are examples of functionally important alterations. SNVs
within an enhancer situated 1 megabase upstream of the sonic hedgehog Shh gene, for example,
cause preaxial polydactyl in human and mouse [71]. Although whole genome sequencing reveals
diverse types of genetic variants, genotyping arrays have been a cost effective way to detect
SNPs and associate them to disease phenotypes. Specifically, genome-wide association studies
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(GWAS) examine the genotypes of individuals with and without a phenotype/disease of interest,
and detect associated SNPs through group comparisons. Such studies have revealed links
between SNPs and a wide range of diseases/phenotypes [72].

Irrespective of phenotypes, a key finding from GWAS has been an over-representation of
associated SNPs within non-coding regions. Such a finding challenged the understanding of the
non-coding genomic regions, and motivated recent development of tools such as HaploReg [73]
and RegulomeDB [74] to facilitate identification of functional variants using genomic annotation
of regulatory sequences. Another challenge lies in interpreting molecular biological
consequences of the functional variants, most importantly, changes in the expression of target
genes. Studies have established links between genetic variation and changes in gene expression,
for instance via expression quantitative trait loci (eQTLs) analysis, or similarly linking genotypes
to DNA methylation or other chromatin properties [75]. While the QTL studies can link genetic
variants and target gene properties, a complementary approach can be pursued using chromatin
interaction data in the relevant cell type of interest. Recent reports successfully identified the
links from GWAS risk loci of cancer and autoimmune diseases to candidate genes through
chromatin interaction data [76, 77]. In aggregate, the ties between genetic variation and
phenotypes are increasingly emerging [78, 79].

1.10 Thesis overview and objectives
Since the initial determination of the human genome sequence, global research initiatives have
compiled genomic-scale data for the purpose of understanding gene regulation. The push to
understand regulation has spurred a continuous stream of technological innovations. The
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resulting data, increasing in quality and resolution, has empowered our understanding of genetic
disorders and elucidation of the underlying mechanisms of misregulation. Such studies have
demonstrated that alterations at all levels of regulation can impact phenotype, and therefore there
is an increasing opportunity for new models and related bioinformatics approaches to inform our
understanding of gene regulation.

From the level of single genes (local) to multiple genes (domain), within this thesis we
progressively incorporate additional characteristics and data to inform our understanding of gene
regulation. With an initiating focus on local regulatory mechanisms, we commence with an
analysis of GWAS disease-susceptibility variants, layering on TF motif, TF binding and
epigenetic properties to predict genetic variation likely to functionally alter gene regulation.
Confronting a challenge in the analysis of gene expression on X chromosome in a large-scale
dataset, we emerge with the identification of YY1 as a key TF for facilitating the escape of gene
repression from XCI. The results suggest a mechanism of XCI escape involving chromatin
looping, moving our focus toward domain level regulation. For the deeply characterized Pax6
gene, using chromatin interaction data we show that most annotated Pax6 regulatory sequences
are situated within the same highly interactive domain as the target promoter. Through
examining the spread of heterochromatin from the inactive X to autosomes in a X;autosome
translocation study, we observe that regulatory properties appear to be established in units
consistent with large-scale domains (TADs). Finally, using the TAD as a unit for analysis, we
demonstrate co-expression and co-localization properties of TADs consistent with threedimensional regulatory properties within the nucleus. The progressing focus across the units of
research is illustrated in Figure 1.4. Using computational approaches and the plethora of rich
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public datasets, we traverse from local genic regulation properties (Chapter 2 and 3) to
megabase-sized domains (Chapter 4, 5 and 6) elucidating varying levels of regulation, addressing
biological hypotheses, and exemplifying the medical genomic application of the biological
knowledge gained.

Figure 1.4 Graphical overview of thesis chapters.
The nucleus icons on the left demonstrate the underlying foci. Figures on the right show the progression of the
chapters, traversing from local regulatory sequences to the three dimensional chromatin domains.

To first show the utility of incorporating regulatory sequence analysis into applied GWAS
interpretation, we studied the identification and interpretation of functional genetic variants in
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the case of cancer GWAS SNPs in Chapter 2 (as published in [80]). We devised a strategic
approach for identifying functional regulatory variants from GWAS based on data derived from
cancer and normal cells, focusing on three criteria: statistical identification of differential TF
binding affinity according to motifs; regulatory annotation from epigenetic data; and binding
evidence from TF ChIP-seq data. We identified a variant creating elevated binding affinity for an
oncoprotein TF, and situated within a potential cancer-specific enhancer 60kb upstream of a
cancer-associated gene.

During the course of the initial study, we grew aware of the data analysis intricacies imposed by
the different transcriptional status of the two copies of the X chromosome in female cells. Some
genomic studies exclude data from chrX altogether. Inspired by reports of differential disease
susceptibility and progression between sexes [81-83], increasing awareness of the challenges in
data analyses of chrX [84], and recent polices on research of balanced sexes in US and Canada
[85], we set out to reveal unique properties of chrX gene regulation in Chapter 3 (manuscript
under review). As the study focused on local regulation of gene expression, we identified the key
TF over-represented at escapees, but further elucidated that the TF was involved in long distance
chromatin looping specific to the inactive X, suggesting chromatin looping as a potential
mechanism of escape from XCI.

Stemming from the arising association between chromatin looping and gene regulation, Chapter
4 (manuscript submitted) is a mini-chapter that transitions into the study of chromatin interaction
and domain regulation on gene expression. We present a case study linking regulatory sequences
to their target genes using chromatin interaction data. The objective was to investigate the
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regulation of the Pax6 gene, and narrow the set of candidate regulatory sequences using
chromatin interaction Hi-C data. We designed a methodology to identify the highly interactive
region around an anchor region (in this case Pax6 TSSs), which we found to encompass the
majority of its reported regulatory sequences. Zooming out from within a TAD to multiple
TADs, we investigated the spreading of XCI through X;autosome translocated human cell lines,
and assessed its association with TADs in Chapter 5 (as published in [86]). Given the sets of
reported autosomal genes that were subject to or escape from XCI, we first systematically
assessed the association of sequence and chromatin features locally to report significantly
enriched features at either subject or escape genes. Our observation of consecutive gene clusters
sharing the same inactivation status led us to further examine the spreading of heterochromatin
with respect to TADs using entropy values.

As we found a significant tendency of heterochromatin to spread in units of TADs in the
X;autosome study, we broadened the scale of domain regulation analysis in Chapter 6 (work in
progress) by considering TADs as a unit of transcription instead of genes. While past studies
have reported co-expression and co-localization of subsets of genes [87, 88], we hypothesized
that such association may exist at a TAD level. Through incorporating TAD information, we
summarized CAGE data from TSS to TAD transcriptional activities, and identified ‘coexpressed’ TAD modules, which are clusters of TADs sharing similar transcriptional activity
across cell types. We then examined the functional properties of each TAD module and the
spatial proximity among TADs in each module using Hi-C data to assess cell type-specific colocalization. We identified a subset of modules that are both transcriptionally active and are
significantly closer in 3D space in specific cell types compared to random groups of TADs.
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In this thesis, we traverse a range of biological hypotheses associated with multiple levels of
transcriptional regulation, conducting computational analyses on public datasets (Table 1.3). We
exemplified an application of the biological knowledge and the extraction of such knowledge
from public data to facilitate the identification of interpretation of genetic variants. We
demonstrated that analyses incorporating regulatory data at local and domain levels can
powerfully contribute to understanding gene regulation and revealing underlying mechanisms. In
addition to biological insights, we addressed the challenges of bioinformatics analyses of the X
chromosome by elucidating the unique properties of the data to facilitate interpretation. In
summary, these approaches and findings strengthen the biological understanding of the noncoding genome, and have potential future application in the interpretation of genetic variations
and furthering our understanding of health and disease phenotypes.

Chapter

Objective

2

Identification and interpretation of regulatory variants using epigenetic and
transcription factor binding data

3

Identification of common regulator(s) of genes escape from XCI

4

Connecting regulatory sequences and the target gene using chromatin
interaction data

5

Investigating the association of local features and TADs with the spread of
heterochromatin

6

Assessing co-expression and co-localization of TADs in different cell types.

Table 1.3 The list of objectives of research chapters.
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Chapter 2: Identification of regulatory variants using genomic and
epigenomic data sets

2.1

Synopsis

GWAS use a population-scale approach to the identification of segments of the genome in which
genetic variations may contribute to disease risk. Current methods focus on the discovery of
SNPs associated with disease traits. As there are many SNPs within identified risk loci, and the
majority of these are situated within non-coding regions, a key challenge is to identify and
prioritize variants affecting regulatory sequences that are likely to contribute to the phenotype
assessed.

We focused investigation on SNPs within lung and breast cancer GWAS loci that reached
genome-wide significance for potential roles in gene regulation with a specific focus on SNPs
likely to disrupt TF binding sites. Within risk loci, the regulatory potential of sub-regions was
classified using relevant open chromatin and epigenetic high-throughput sequencing data sets
from the ENCODE project in available cancer and normal cell lines. Furthermore, transcription
factor affinity altering variants were predicted by comparison of PWM scores between disease
and reference alleles. Lastly, ChIP-seq data of transcription associated factors and topological
domains were included as binding evidence and potential gene target inference.

The sets of SNPs, including both the disease-associated markers and those in high linkage
disequilibrium with them, were significantly over-represented in regulatory sequences of cancer
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and/or normal cells; however, over-representation was generally not restricted to disease-relevant
tissue specific regions. The calculated regulatory potential, allelic binding affinity scores and
ChIP-seq binding evidence were the three criteria used to prioritize candidates. Fitting all three
criteria, we highlighted breast cancer susceptibility SNPs and a borderline lung cancer relevant
SNP located in cancer-specific enhancers overlapping multiple distinct transcription associated
factor ChIP-seq binding sites.

Incorporating high-throughput sequencing epigenetic and transcription factor data sets from both
cancer and normal cells into cancer genetic studies reveals potential functional SNPs and informs
subsequent characterization efforts.

2.2

Background

GWAS examine common genetic variants, typically SNPs, to detect statistical association with a
trait across a set of unrelated individuals. Using large-scale SNP genotyping data, these studies
compare the genetic makeup between two groups of individuals, those with and without the
phenotype or disease of interest. GWAS findings have made important contributions to
understanding of numerous disorders.

Once disease associated regions are identified, the challenge is to interpret the potential role of
each of the associated SNPs, in order to prioritize candidate functional variants contributing to
the phenotype. Around 90% of the variants in GWASdb, a repository of phenotype-associated
SNPs identified in GWAS, are situated within intergenic or intronic regions [89]. The analysis
and interpretation of such variants are challenging, as sequence-specific functions, such as cis24

regulatory elements, are present at low density in these regions and have been largely
undetermined. The plethora of large-scale data sets generated with human cells creates a new
opportunity to probe the relationship between GWAS identified loci and regulatory sequence
variants. Both DNase-seq and ChIP-seq datasets generated by consortia such as the ENCODE
project [4, 90] have been key. Open chromatin regions defined by DNase I hypersensitivity
assays are enriched for the presence of regulatory regions such as promoters and enhancers.
Histone modifications such as mono- and tri- methylation of the lysine at position 4 of histone 3
(referred to as H3K4me1 and H3K4me3 respectively) are associated with enhancer and promoter
positions [36, 44], while acetylation of the lysine at position 27 of histone 3 (H3K27ac) reflects
active utilization of the regions [91]. Extensive research into the relationships between diverse
chromatin modifications and functional roles of the marked DNA segments is ongoing.

The interpretation of cancer GWAS may be particularly impacted by the study of non-coding
regions, as cancer can be considered, at the fundamental level, a disorder of gene regulation.
Differential activities of distal regulatory regions, such as enhancers, have been identified at
prostate and colon cancer risk variants from GWAS [92-94]. Using H3K4me1 ChIP-seq datasets
in colon cancer and normal cells, Akhtar-Zaidi et al. identified thousands of variants with loss or
gain of H3K4me1, and found them to comprise a signature that is predictive of in vivo colon
cancer gene expression patterns [92]. Gerasimova et al. successfully predicted functional SNPs
contributing to asthma, in part by taking into account tissue-specificity of enhancers using
epigenetic datasets [95]. Paul et al. showed enrichment of SNPs associated with hematological
traits within nucleosome-depleted regions of hematopoietic cells [96]. One previous study
successfully coupled disease associated SNPs to regulatory sequence annotation by pooling and
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analyzing datasets from multiple cell types to focus on potential regulatory SNPs [97]. As
GWAS derived disease-associated SNPs are most commonly found in non-coding regions,
incorporating regulatory sequence annotations into the interpretation process is anticipated to
further the identification of the causal variations within GWAS loci.

The identification of regulatory sequence variants impacting phenotype has received increasing
research attention [98]. Initial methods focused on the identification of mutations that disrupt
TFBS [99-101]. More specifically, the intersection of GWAS and large-scale regulatory
sequence annotation availability has catalyzed the creation of tools focused on the identification
or ranking of potential regulatory variants. Ward et al. created the online resource tool,
HaploReg, to provide annotations for non-coding variants through chromatin states of 9 cell
types, conservation and impact on predicted TFBS [73]. The RegulomeDB tool annotates
functional variation using a combination of high-throughput sequencing (HTS) data, TFBS
predictions, eQTLs and enhancer information [74]. Coetzee et al. created a functional SNP
annotator by incorporating ENCODE TF and histone modification datasets within an R package,
FunciSNP, which was subsequently used in a breast cancer GWAS analysis [102, 103]. The
ChroMoS web server, on the other hand, facilitates SNP prioritization using genetic and
epigenetic data, and predicts differential transcription factor and miRNA binding [104].

In this study, we introduce an approach to the prioritization of regulatory variants within GWAS
defined loci. The methods are applied to GWAS cancer susceptibility SNP sets for lung, breast,
prostate and colorectal cancers. Based on the observed strong signature of potential regulatory
variants and HTS data availability, we focus on the analysis of breast and lung cancer GWAS as
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models for the prioritization of non-coding functional variants. Our objective is to interpret
potential cell type-specific functionality of cancer GWAS SNPs in non-coding regions by
incorporating sequence motif information and HTS datasets from the ENCODE project (a
workflow overview is presented in Figure 2.1). We expanded cancer susceptibility SNP sets to
SNPs in high linkage disequilibrium (LD). After annotating regulatory sequences based on data
sets from cancer and normal cells, we assessed enrichment of the SNPs in regulatory sequences
of relevant and non-relevant cell types. We detected significant TF binding affinity differences
from PWM to narrow the focus toward functional SNPs in regulatory sequences that potentially
result in a difference in predicted binding status. ChIP-seq data was also used to identify
transcription associated factors (TAFs), including both sequence-specific DNA binding TFs and
a broader set of proteins involved in transcription, whose binding may be affected by SNPs.
Lastly we examined ENCODE RNA-seq data from tumor and normal cells to report nearby
differentially expressed genes. In the breast cancer GWAS and a case study of a published lung
cancer meta-analysis [105], we highlight SNPs that fit all criteria and are situated within
potential cancer-specific enhancers. Higher order chromatin interaction data was analyzed to
infer the potential gene targets of the variants. Overall we prioritized functional SNP candidates
by integrating multiple levels of information. The analysis process may serve as a general
framework for the investigation of GWAS loci for potential regulatory variants.
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Figure 2.1 Overview of regulatory variant discovery workflow.
The analysis workflow takes as input a list of SNPs identified in genome wide association studies, diverse highthroughput sequencing data related to the delineation of cis-regulatory sequences, and PWMs. The input SNP lists
are extended to SNPs in high linkage disequilibrium. Functionality of each SNP is evaluated through the three
criteria (regulatory potential, TF binding affinity and binding evidence). The output is a set of candidate variants that
display characteristics consistent with a cis-regulatory role in the disease process.

2.3

Methods

The bioinformatics analyses were done using R 3.0.2 [106] and Bioconductor [63] unless
otherwise stated.
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2.3.1

UCSC GWAS SNPs and the corresponding LD80 SNPs

We obtained lung cancer, breast cancer, prostate cancer and colorectal cancer SNP lists from the
gwasCatalog table of UCSC database [90] collected by NHGRI [107], and applied the stringent
threshold of P < 5x10-8 for genome-wide significance (gwasCatalog downloaded on March 17,
2014; Appendix A.1). With the p-value threshold, the Lung.cancer set (in the trait column of
gwasCatalog) included SNPs from European GWAS on “Lung adenocarcinoma” and “Lung
cancer”. The Breast.cancer set included SNPs from European GWAS on “Breast cancer”,
“Breast cancer (male)”, and “Breast Cancer in BRCA1 mutation carriers”. The Colorectal.cancer
and Prostate.cancer sets included European GWAS on “Colorectal cancer” and “Prostate
cancer”, respectively. We note that some of the studies included meta-analysis. We focused on
European descent studies to avoid potential differences in epigenetic status among different
ethnicities. All data sets were obtained from published studies, thus no specific ethics approval
was required for the study.

To account for potentially biased SNP selection of the SNP arrays, we obtained all SNPs in
linkage disequilibrium with the SNPs of interest, using the SNAP webtool [108]. The search
distance was limited to 500 kilobases for simplicity, and the r2 threshold was set to 0.80 on
SNAP for 1000 Genomes project (Pilot 1), Phase III HapMap (release 2), and Phase II HapMap
(release 22 and 21) data sets to expand to variants in strongest LD to disease susceptibility SNPs.
A union and unique set of variants, which we referred to as LD80, was compiled from these
queries for each GWAS SNP set. Since all SNPs in this report were collected from European
descent studies, LD80 SNPs were obtained using r2 values with the CEU (Utah residents with
ancestry from northern and western Europe) population. To eliminate duplicate or obsolete
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SNPs, the LD80 SNPs were further filtered for unique genomic coordinates in hg19 through
BioMart, and analyses were conducted on these LD80 SNP sets.

2.3.2

High-throughput sequencing data from ENCODE

The HTS datasets of H1 embryonic stem (ES) cells, A549 lung cancer cells and its ‘healthy
equivalent’ NHLF (Normal Human Lung Fibroblasts), MCF-7 breast cancer and its ‘healthy
equivalent’ HMEC (Human Mammary Epithelial Cells), LNCaP prostate cancer and its ‘healthy
equivalent’ PrEC (Human Prostate Epithelial Cells), and two colorectal cancer (Caco-2 and
HCT-116) cell lines were obtained from the ENCODE project in the hg19 genomic build [4, 90].
We included in our analysis the datasets from H1 ES cells, as GWAS SNPs associated with
various cancers have been reported to be enriched in ES cell enhancers [109]. Regions that were
in open chromatin as shown by DNase-I hypersensitivity data, and occupied by H3K4me3 and
CTCF (an insulator binding protein) were collected along with bound regions for multiple
transcription factors. RNA-seq expression data of A549, NHLF, MCF-7, and HMEC cell lines
were obtained for expression analysis. Also, the TAF ChIP-seq peaks of the cell lines (A549, H1
ES, HCT-116, MCF-7 cells) were retrieved, and overlapping peaks across the replicates of each
TF within each cell line were required for stringency. No TAF data was identified for NHLF,
HMEC, LNCaP, PrEC and Caco-2 cells. Detailed information on the retrieved public datasets is
provided in Appendix A.2.

2.3.3

Annotation of regulatory sequences

In order to interpret the functionality associated with the SNPs, regulatory sequences were
annotated in H1 embryonic stem cells, A549 lung cancer, NHLF lung normal, MCF-7 breast
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cancer, HMEC breast normal, LNCaP prostate cancer, PrEC prostate normal, Caco-2 and HCT116 colorectal cancer cell lines. Where data were available, open chromatin regions were
specified by DNase I hypersensitive regions from DNase-seq, potential promoters by H3K4me3
ChIP-seq regions, potential insulators by ChIP-seq peaks of CTCF, and finally potential
enhancers (pEnh) by DNase I regions lacking H3K4me3 in non-exonic regions.

2.3.4

Genomic functional categories

The Ensembl transcripts from ENSEMBL GENES 71 were used for annotation information to
specify the locations of exons, untranslated regions (UTRs), transcription start and termination
sites. SNPs within 10kb upstream of TSSs were labeled as upstream regions, and SNPs within
10kb downstream of TTSs were labeled as downstream regions. SNPs falling into more than one
category were assigned in the priority order from high to low: 5’ UTR, 3’ UTR, exons, genic,
upstream, downstream and intergenic.

2.3.5

Enrichment tests of SNPs in regulatory sequences

In order to test the enrichment of SNPs in regulatory sequences, we randomly drew from the
Illumina 660K SNP Array (widely used in GWAS) an equal number of variants with the overall
distributions matching three attributes of the LD80 SNP sets: minor allele frequency, G+C
content in the region +/-500bps from the variant and distance to the nearest TSS. We separated
each attribute into 20 percentile bins and repeated matched drawings 1,000 times. Using these
background sets, we determined the distributions of the number of SNPs overlapping each
annotated experimental dataset (e.g. open chromatin, H3K4me3, etc.). We then obtained the pvalue of each SNP list with respect to each dataset by comparing the true foreground overlapping
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counts to the background distributions. Multiple hypothesis testing adjustment was conducted
using the ‘qvalue’ R package [110].

2.3.6

Differential TF binding affinity analysis using PWMs

PWM scores have been repeatedly demonstrated to have strong correlation with the sequence
specific binding energy of the modeled TF using the PWM scoring procedure described in [10,
111]. We computed the TF affinity scores on 30 base pairs up- and down- stream of each SNP
with major and minor alleles using PWMs from the JASPAR 2010 database [112]. For binding
site prediction stringency, we used 90 out of 130 vertebrate PWMs with information content
greater than 10. The best score overlapping each SNP for each TF was retained, and we took the
differences between PWM scores of the major and minor alleles to represent the difference in
binding affinity of each TF. We randomly selected 10,000 SNPs from Illumina 660K SNP array
that had the same single nucleotide variation, similar G+C content (+/-500bps) and similar
distance to the nearest TSS as the studied set of SNPs, and used the TF binding affinity
differences of these random SNPs as the background (i.e. we matched the proportions of every
possible nucleotide substitution, and 20 percentile bins of GC content and distance to the nearest
TSS between the LD80 SNP set and the randomly drawn sets). Using such background
distribution of score differences for each PWM, we obtained a two-tailed empirical p-value of
the difference in TF binding affinity for each LD80 SNP of interest. SNPs with empirical pvalues ≤ 0.05 were considered to induce differential affinity for such TF. To further distinguish
meaningful differential affinity that potentially infers enhancement or disruption of a TF binding
site, we included an additional criterion of PWM scores greater than 80 for either allele.
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2.3.7

Regulatory potential index

For each of the HTS data, intersection of regions from replicated data sets was taken, and values
were compiled using geometric means across replicates. To obtain a quantitative score for the
regulatory sequences, we computed regulatory potential index (RPI) for each cell line by
summing the following values for each SNP: the reads per kilobase per million sequencing reads
from DNase-seq, the average enrichment values from H3K4me3 and CTCF ChIP-seq data from
the ENCODE consortium. The relative regulatory potential was computed as log2 of
(RPIcancer+1)/(RPInormal+1). In the case of lung cancer, the relative regulatory potential was
log2((RPIA549+1)/(RPINHLF+1)). We note that for colorectal cancer, data sets were only available
in two cancer cell lines, in such case the relative regulatory potential was computed from the two
cancer cell lines and do not reflect comparison between cancer and normal cell lines.

2.3.8

Case study of a lung cancer meta-analysis

Landi et al. published a meta-analysis of lung cancer GWAS [105]. The Lung.Meta SNP list was
generated through a meta-analysis of 11 lung cancer GWAS combining histological types with
13,300 primary lung cancer cases and 19,666 controls of European descent. It is a permissive list
that is inclusive of all eight SNPs from Lung.cancer collection introduced above. The published
set was based on a threshold of P<8x10-5, which we took as reported for a case study to
demonstrate how the regulatory analyses can be applied to borderline lung cancer candidate
variant prioritization. We note that the published threshold is less stringent than the threshold
applied to the UCSC collections, and greater caution is therefore required in assessing the
reliability of the candidate.
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2.3.9

Topological domains and chromatin interactions from Hi-C datasets

We downloaded TADs and mapped reads of the chromatin interaction datasets in H1 human ES
cells and IMR90 fibroblast cells from Hi-C experiments conducted by Dixon et al. using the
restriction enzyme HindIII [52] (summary files obtained through GEO: GSE35156). We lifted
the genomic coordinates of TADs and paired-end reads originally mapped to reference human
genome hg18 to hg19 build using the liftOver tool [113]. As the number of paired reads between
two genomic regions reflects the degree of interactions, and Hi-C technique is limited by
resolution, we counted the numbers of paired reads in 20 kilobase bins and plotted the result
using the ‘HiTC’ R package [64].

2.4
2.4.1

Results
Cancer susceptibility SNPs frequently occur in non-coding regions

We retrieved cancer susceptibility SNP sets of multiple lung, breast, colorectal, and prostate
cancer studies through the GWAS catalog [107]. Using the SNAP webtool [108], we expanded
from the reported SNPs in each set to include those SNPs in high linkage disequilibrium in order
to account for potentially biased SNP selection of the SNP arrays. We incorporated such SNPs
with an r2 greater than 0.8 in the CEU population from either of the 1000 Genomes Project
Consortium or the HapMap project (see Methods). We referred to these SNPs in addition to the
reported SNPs as LD80, and conducted analyses on the LD80 sets for each GWAS study. In
total, we compiled the LD80 sets of 219 lung, 1798 breast, 1197 prostate and 253 colorectal
cancer SNPs (Figure 2.2). To determine how frequently the cancer susceptibility SNPs occur in
non-coding regions of the genome, we assessed the distributions of genomic functional
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categories for each set (Figure 2.2). We found that over 80% of the SNPs were located in noncoding regions consistently for all LD80 sets.

Figure 2.2 Distributions of genomic functional categories of cancer GWAS LD80 SNP sets.
For each SNP in the corresponding GWAS LD80 SNP set, the genomic functional category was determined based
on genomic annotation, and the overall proportions were shown in the plot. Categories included coding, 5′
untranslated and 3′ untranslated portions of exons, as well as intronic, intergenic and upstream or downstream
proximals (within 10 kb of the TSSs or TTSs). The distribution of Illumina 660K SNP array was presented as a
background. Numbers above the chart showed the corresponding total SNP counts of each LD80 SNP set.

2.4.2

Delineating potential regulatory sequences of the genome in different cell types

In order to assess the potential regulatory roles of SNP-containing segments, in both cancer and
normal cell conditions, we analyzed a diverse group of features profiled in ENCODE project
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HTS data sets from cells relevant to the GWAS (detailed in Methods), including DNase-seq,
H3K4me3, and CTCF ChIP-seq data. As shown in Appendix A.3A, open chromatin regions
detected by DNase I sensitivity experiments are largely inclusive of the promoter regions marked
by H3K4me3. In agreement with previous literature [36], a large proportion of CTCF bound
regions and H3K4me3 marks are shared among cell types, whereas DNase-seq data sets are in
greater variation. The CTCF bound regions in NHLF cells are noted to differ from other cell
types. We defined regulatory sequences using these markers previously associated with
promoters, enhancers and insulators (see Methods). The coverage percentages of the genome for
all categories are similar across cell types (Appendix A.3B).

2.4.3

Cancer susceptibility SNPS are enriched in regulatory sequences

To investigate the functions associated with regions encompassing the LD80 sets, we tested
whether the SNPs are enriched in regulatory sequences both in relevant cells and across tissues
for comparison using a total of 32 datasets. Through comparison to randomly drawn SNPs with
matching minor allele frequency, G+C content and distance to the nearest TSS from the Illumina
660K genotyping array, we found the GWAS LD80 SNPs to be enriched in regulatory sequences
of cancer and/or normal cells. Due to the nature of GWAS, the multiple histological types of
cancer and the relevancy of the available cell lines to the study, significant enrichment in the cell
types and type of regulatory sequences varied between the LD80 sets (Figure 2.3, Appendix
A.5). The r2 threshold of 0.80 was selected to expand the SNP lists, alternatively a more stringent
0.95 threshold still showed a lesser degree but similar significance in enrichment tests of
regulatory sequences (Appendix A.4).
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Figure 2.3 Heatmap illustration of enrichment of LD80 SNPs in regulatory sequences.
The figure displays the degrees of enrichment significance in regulatory sequences for GWAS SNPs extended to
SNPs with r2 > =0.80 (LD80). The evaluated LD80 SNP sets are indicated across the horizontal axis. The y-axis
indicates the cells of origin and feature data sets that reflect regulatory sequences (all from the ENCODE
consortium). Vertical and horizontal side bars are colored according to tissue types and whether it is data from a
cancer or normal cell line. Enrichment testing was done by comparing the true foreground overlapping count of each
SNP set with each feature data to distributions of overlapping counts by randomly selected SNP sets with matching
minor allele frequencies, G+C content (+/-500 bps) and distance to the nearest TSSs repeated 1000 times. Multiple
hypothesis-adjusted q-values were computed. The enrichment of SNP lists within each feature is colored with a
transformed value from multiple hypothesis adjusted q-values: -1*(log10 (q-values +0.0001)). Highly enriched
feature and SNP list pairs are colored in yellow, and non-enriched pairs are colored in red.
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Overall, the Prostate.cancer and Breast.cancer LD80 sets showed the most frequent enrichment
for regulatory sequences found both within and across tissues, indicating that these SNPs were
disproportionately situated within active regions shared among cell types (Figure 2.3). The
Prostate.cancer and Breast.cancer sets were significantly enriched in 22 and 20 categories of
regulatory sequences (q-value <0.05), respectively (Appendix A.5B and C). The Lung.cancer set
was most strongly enriched in the promoter regions of multiple cancer cell lines, MCF-7,
LNCaP, Caco-2 and A549 as well as normal cell lines, such as HMEC and NHLF (Figure 2.3,
Appendix A.5A). The Breast.cancer set was most strongly, but not exclusively, enriched in the
open chromatin regions of MCF-7 breast cancer, A549 lung cancer and HMEC breast normal
cells (Figure 2.3, Appendix A.5B). The Prostate.cancer set was enriched most strongly in open
chromatin regions of LNCaP prostate cancer, PrEC prostate normal and all other cancer cell
lines. Enrichment was also noted for promoter and enhancer regions of multiple cell types as
well as CTCF binding sites in Caco-2 cells (Figure 2.3, Appendix A.5C). Due to data
availability, regulatory sequences of two colorectal cell lines were examined for colorectal LD80
SNPs. Enrichment was observed most strongly in active transcribed regions marked by
H3K36me3 of Caco-2 colorectal cancer cells, open chromatin regions of HMEC and NHLF
normal cell lines, and promoter regions of HCT-116 colorectal cancer cells (Figure 2.3,
Appendix A.5D). Interestingly, we observed a depletion of the inactive mark, H3K27me3, in
Caco-2 colorectal cancer cell line in all four SNP sets.
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2.4.4

Consequence of the SNPs on TF binding affinity scores

Altered binding affinity has been shown to have substantial impacts on the contributions of
TFBS [114]. In order to assess the potential impact of SNPs on TF binding, we next scored the
predicted differential TF binding affinity between alleles of each SNP using PWMs. We referred
to SNPs that result in a significantly higher or lower PWM scores compared to the major alleles
as having an increase or decrease of binding affinity for the specific TF, respectively. The impact
of a SNP on TF binding affinity was defined by comparing the observed score difference to the
distribution of PWM score differences from 10,000 matched randomly selected SNPs from the
Illumina 660K SNP array (see Methods). We reported the empirical p-values which reflected the
random chance of having such a difference between two alleles at a TF binding site in Appendix
A.6. We note that a SNP allele can be found with an increase of TF binding affinity for one TF
and a decrease for another. The percentages of SNPs with significant (p<0.05) predicted
differential TF binding affinity for at least one TF were 36 for Lung.cancer, 26 for Breast.cancer,
20 for Prostate.cancer, and 30 for Colorectal.cancer. For example, the Sox17 motif was
frequently found to have significant differential binding affinity in breast, prostate and colorectal
LD80 sets. Our results showed that the SNPs identified in multiple cancer types can alter TF
binding affinity as shown by significant changes in PWM scores.

2.4.5

Prioritizing functional SNPs using regulatory potential, TF binding affinity and

binding evidence
To prioritize functional SNPs, we examined the relative regulatory potential by comparing
cancer to normal cell lines where data is available (detailed in Methods) and differences in
predicted TF binding affinity by comparing major and minor alleles. We did not restrict the TF
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affinity analysis to SNPs present in the cancer cell lines we worked with, and we assumed the
regulatory potential in the cancer cell lines shows whether regions are active and accessible in
the corresponding cancer cells. Figure 2.4 showed the functional prioritization plot for
Lung.cancer and Breast.cancer due to higher data availability, and plots for other LD80 sets were
provided in Appendix A.7A-D. In Figure 2.4, the SNP-impacted TFBS in quadrants I were
consistent with the presence of a stronger TFBS in regulatory regions preferentially observed in
the cancer samples, quadrant II with the presence of a stronger TFBS in regulatory regions
preferentially observed in normal cells, quadrant III with the presence of a weaker TFBS in
regions preferentially observed in normal cells, and quadrant IV with presence of a weaker TFBS
in regions preferentially observed in cancer cells (i.e. loss of a silencing TFBS). The magnitude
of relative regulatory potential observed in the Breast.cancer set was higher than that of the
Lung.cancer set. We found that an increase of TF binding affinity in the minor allele was not
necessarily associated with a gain of regulatory potential in the cancer cell line, and vice versa.
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Figure 2.4 Differences in regulatory potential and allelic TF binding affinity for Lung.cancer and
Breast.cancer LD80 SNPs.
The plots present potentially affected TFBS, with the upper panel (A & C) displaying SNPs that confer stronger
TFBS patterns in cancer patients with the minor allele while the lower panel (B & D) displayed an decrease in TF
binding affinity. The x-axis represents the relative regulatory potential, defined as log2 ratio of regulatory potential
index between cancer and normal cells plus 1. The relative regulatory potential is indicated as positive for higher
regulatory potential in cancer cells (A549 for A and B; MCF-7 for C and D) and negative for higher regulatory
potential in the corresponding normal cells (NHLF normal lung fibroblasts for A and B; HMEC breast normal cells
for C and D). The y-axis shows the -1*log2 transformation of empirical p-values for motif affinity score changes.
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The data shown on the plot are restricted to PWMs with p-values<0.05 from the two-tailed test, and for visualization
purposes, only PWMs with scores > 85 in at least one allele are shown. TFs with an increase or decrease of TF
binding affinity where the SNP has non-zero regulatory potential in either cancer or normal cells are labeled along
with the corresponding SNP. SNPs with zero regulatory potential index in both cells are represented by gray dots,
whereas those with regulatory potential indices >0 in both cells are colored in blue. SNPs with regulatory potential
index restricted to a single cell type (cancer or normal cells) are colored in red and green, respectively. In plot C, a
red arrow indicates a SNP rs1391720 that is discussed in the text. The vertical bar illustrates the degree of difference
in TF affinity.

To further evaluate how TAF occupancy may aid in prioritizing functional SNPs, we inspected
the relationship between relative regulatory potential and the number of overlapping TAF
occupied regions reported in ChIP-seq data. We gathered available TAF ChIP-seq data from the
ENCODE project in the cell types we investigated. Counts of datasets overlapping each SNP
were generally higher for SNPs with regulatory potential in both cell types (blue dots), whereas
the SNPs with regulatory potential restricted to either cancer or normal cells (red or green dots)
were occupied by less TAFs (Lung.cancer and Breast.cancer sets shown in Figure 2.5, plots for
other LD80 sets were provided in Appendix A.7E and F). This result is expected as common
regulatory regions that are open and accessible in multiple cell types have higher chances of
detectable TAF binding.
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Figure 2.5 Visualizing Lung.cancer and Breast.cancer LD80 SNPs with TAF ChIP-seq data.
The relative regulatory potential is plotted along the x-axis, as in Figure 4. The y-axis displays the number of TAF
ChIP-seq data sets reporting binding in multiple cells examined in this study: A549, H1 embryonic stem, HCT-116,
MCF-7 cells. Each dot represents a SNP within the Lung.cancer (A) and Breast.cancer (B) LD80 lists. SNPs with
zero regulatory potential indices in both cells are represented in gray dots, whereas those with regulatory potential in
both cancer and normal cells are labeled and colored in blue. SNPs with only regulatory potential observed in cancer
or normal cells are colored in red and green, respectively. The red arrows in B highlight a set of correlated SNPs,
rs1391720, rs1391721 and rs1292011 that overlaps 15 to 16 TAF ChIP-seq peaks.

We listed SNPs with regulatory potential and TF affinity differences as well as TAF binding
evidence in Appendix A.6. The nearest differentially expressed genes were indicated based on
RNA-seq data, where available. Edwards et al. compiled a list of functional genetic variants
and/or target genes that were identified from GWAS, for which regulatory functions of variants
were experimentally verified through diverse methods such as electrophoretic mobility shift
assays, reporter assays, and more [115]. As a validation of our prioritization approach, we
compared our results to the Edwards’ list (Appendix A.8). For the 5 Edwards’ SNPs that were
present in the datasets we analyzed, at least one (but never all) of the three criteria was fulfilled
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(i.e. differential regulatory potential, predicted differential TF binding affinity or overlap with
TAF ChIP-seq regions).

For those variants meeting all three criteria, we further applied a threshold of ±5 to the relative
regulatory potential score and a threshold of 6 to the number of overlapping TAF ChIP-seq data
(both parameter values were set based on the 95th percentile of all examined SNPs). While 12
regulatory variants emerged in the Breast.cancer set, none of the Lung.cancer variants met the
thresholds. Within the breast cancer candidates, a set of three highly correlated SNPs stood out
among the highest ranking with interesting cancer-related characteristics: rs1292011 (GWAS
P=9x10-22 [116]), rs1391720 and rs1391721 (highlighted in Figure 2.5). While all three SNPs
had differential TF affinity of different TFs, the rs1391720 showed the strongest differential TF
affinity for a nuclear receptor protein, Nr2e3 (an increase from 72.4 to 87.9 in PWM scores;
highlighted by a red arrow in Figure 2.4). These SNPs are located in a gene-sparse region with
multiple long intergenic non-coding RNAs (lincRNAs) within 200kb of distance, and are over
714kb upstream of the T-box 3 gene involved with developmental processes, TBX3. The SNPs
are within a potential cancer-specific enhancer observed to be in open chromatin for multiple
cancer cell lines such as MCF-7, A549 and LNCaP, but not in normal NHLF, HMEC and PrEC
cell lines (Appendix A.9). All three SNPs overlap with binding sites of 9 unique TAFs in MCF-7
cells including Sin3Ak-20, GATA3, Rad21, CTCF, HDAC2, HA-E2F1, NR2F2, ZNF217, and
the enhancer marking p300 [71].
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2.4.6

A case study: functional interpretation of a borderline lung cancer relevant SNP

As we did not find regulatory candidates in the Lung.cancer set, we next applied the
methodology within a specific case study from a meta-analysis of lung cancer GWAS
(Lung.Meta) [105]. We note that the significance threshold (P<8x10-5) applied in the original
publication was less stringent, and the reader should apply discretion in evaluating such
borderline candidates. Through incorporating the regulatory sequence information as well as
differences in TF binding affinity to interpret non-coding SNPs, we identified a specific SNP
with interesting cancer-related characteristics (Appendix A.10 and A.11). The SNP rs12087869
from the Lung.Meta LD80 set was among the highest ranking across all three criteria: regulatory
potential differences, predicted TF binding affinity differences, and overlap with TAF ChIP-seq
binding sites in A549 cells (Figure 2.6). It is located 60kb upstream of a tyrosine-protein kinase
transmembrane receptor gene, ROR1. The SNP lies within a potential cancer-specific enhancer
observed as open chromatin for multiple cancer cell lines such as A549, LNCaP and MCF-7, but
not in normal NHLF and HMEC cell lines (Figure 2.6A; Appendix A.12). Although open
chromatin was detected in the PrEC prostate epithelial cell line, the magnitude was much lower
than those of cancer cells. The H3K4me1 and H3K27ac data from the A549 and NHLF cell lines
further indicate the region to have enhancer potential in lung cancer cells but not in the normal
cells. rs12087869 overlaps with binding sites of eight unique TAFs in A549 cells including cMyc, Max, and the enhancer marking p300 [71]. In comparison to the non-risk allele
rs12087869-T, we found the risk allele rs12087869-C to increase the predicted binding affinity
of TLX1::NFIC, MAX and Myc (i.e. the PWM scores rise from 71.6 to 80.2, 69.6 to 82.2, and
78.1 to 90.5, respectively) (Figure 2.6B; Appendix A.13). The A549 cell line does not contain
the Lung.Meta associated allele, nor does it display elevated ROR1 expression relative to NHLF
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cells (RNA-seq data shown in Appendix A.12). Although ChIP-seq data of Myc and Max is not
available for the NHLF cells, the presence of overlapping c-Myc and Max A549 ChIP-seq peaks
and the predicted increase of binding affinity in the GWAS risk allele are strongly suggestive of
a mechanistic role for the rs12087869 SNP elevating risk for lung cancer.
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Figure 2.6 Annotation features proximal to the rs12087869 SNP location from the Lung.Meta case study.
Part (A) depicts annotation related to genetics, epigenetics, and TAF ChIP-seq peaks in proximity to the rs12087869
SNP in A549 lung cancer, NHLF normal and H1 embryonic stem cell lines using the UCSC Genome Browser. The
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red vertical line highlights the location of the SNP. From the top of the figure, the genetic information includes the
locations of the SNP and proximal genes, and copy number status in A549 cells. The chromatin information shows
the DNase I hypersensitive sites, occupancy sites of active histone modification marks (H3K4me1, H3K4me3,
H3K27ac) in the cell lines. The ChIP-seq section shows the TAF-associated regions in A549 cells where data is
available. Peaks of chromatin information and ChIP-seq sections were reported by the ENCODE project with the
gray scale color reflecting the magnitude of open chromatin and binding. (B) The figure illustrates both strands of
the reference sequence within 15 base pairs of rs12087869, and locations of predicted TF binding sites for the
reference and risk alleles in solid and dotted lines, respectively. The motif logos for the binding properties of
TLX1::NFIC, MAX and Myc are also depicted at rs12087869 risk allele all with increasing binding affinity. The
variant within each binding sequence below each logo is underlined, and the predicted Myc binding locations for the
reference and risk alleles are different, whereas those of TLX1:NFIC and MAX were the same.

2.4.7

Inferring potential targets of a SNP using topological domains

In order to infer potential gene targets of the enhancer containing the SNP, we used Hi-C
chromatin interaction datasets in cells where datasets were available, H1 and IMR90 cells [52].
Enhancers are known that target multiple TSSs, and a recent large-scale enhancer study across
human cell types has shown that 40% of inferred TSS-associated enhancers (computed from
pairwise correlation of FANTOM5 CAGE data) target at least the nearest TSSs [38]. Such
enhancer-TSS interactions vary across cell types, and can be revealed through chromosome
conformation capture techniques. Recent studies have shown that the boundaries of highly
interactive genomic neighbourhoods (topological associating domains; TADs) were highly
consistent across cell types [52, 53], whereas interactions between sub-TADs were cell typespecific [57]. Through examining the topological domains and Hi-C chromatin interaction data
generated by Dixon et al., genes that can potentially be affected by an increase in TF binding
affinity of the rs12087869 risk allele include PGM1, ROR1, Mir-544, BC040909, AK096291 and
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UBE2U (Figure 2.7). Potential targets of the breast cancer susceptibility SNPs that we
highlighted in the previous section (rs1292011, rs1391720 and rs1391721) include multiple
lincRNAs, Metazoa_SRP and TBX3 (Appendix A.14).

Figure 2.7 Chromatin interaction in the neighbourhood of the rs12087869 SNP.
The two dimensional heatmap shows Hi-C chromatin interaction datasets in H1 human ES cells (upper) and IMR90
fibroblast cells (lower panel) obtained from Dixon et al. 2012 in the neighbourhood of the rs12087869 SNP. The
TADs from both cell types were shown to indicate genomic neighbourhood of stronger within-domain interactions.
The heatmap values indicated in a color scale correspond to the number of times that reads in two 20 kb bins were
sequenced as a pair, with the red color indicating stronger interaction and white being little or no interaction. The 85
percentile read counts (29 for H1 and 21 for IMR90 cells) were used as the upper limit for the heatmap to avoid
color domination of extremely interactive regions. This plot was generated using ‘HiTC’ R package, and the dotted
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lines were drawn to aid in visualizing the interactive domain in which the SNP is located. The TAD region (from H1
cells) containing the SNP is highlighted in a light pink box.

2.5

Discussion

Variants in regulatory sequences that affect the transcription rate of target genes can have
substantial impact on phenotype. While the interpretation of protein altering differences has
progressed rapidly, the identification of cis-regulatory modifying mutations remains a challenge.
The substantial challenges in moving from GWAS-mapped loci to specific causal variants may
be in part derived from this limited capacity to identify regulatory SNPs. Using public ENCODE
datasets and reported GWAS SNPs, we have shown that functional annotation of the regions
around non-coding SNPs can contribute to the interpretation of cancer risk alleles arising from
GWAS. We observe that cancer susceptibility SNPs are enriched in regulatory sequences in the
genome, and can be situated in TF binding sites. Integrating genome-scale data sets and TF
binding site analysis into the interpretation process can highlight key SNPs consistent with
regulatory roles. Such analysis was used here to highlight SNPs in ChIP-seq supported binding
sites within cancer-specific enhancers. This work provides a general bioinformatics approach for
the identification of regulatory variants within GWAS identified risk loci.

Previously reported experimentally validated functional SNPs that were evaluated in our study
met one or two of our three criteria: regulatory potential, TF binding affinity and TAF ChIP-seq
binding. We highlighted a group of three highly correlated SNPs, rs1391720, rs1391721 and
rs1292011 in the Breast.cancer set that fit all three criteria. These SNPs are located in a cancerspecific enhancer overlapping 9 MCF-7 TAF ChIP-seq data, and are within the TAD containing
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multiple lincRNAs and TBX3, which is situated 714kb away. Despite the vast distance, a
previous study has suggested rs1292011 to be potentially mediating ER-positive breast cancer
through an effect on TBX3 due to significant elevation of expression in plasma from individuals
with breast cancer [117]. All three SNPs have differential predicted TF binding affinity of
distinct TFs, but rs1391720 shows the strongest significance for an Nr2e3 binding site, which has
been previously reported to be an upstream regulator of ESR1 in breast cancer [118].

As a case study, we also investigated the rs12087869 SNP identified as a borderline candidate in
a meta-analysis of lung cancer GWAS (Lung.Meta) that fit all three criteria. The SNP is located
in a cancer-specific enhancer situated ~60kb upstream of the cancer-associated ROR1 gene,
which is one of the potential target genes located in the TAD containing the candidate SNP.
ROR1 is highly expressed in early embryonic stages and in diverse cancers such as human breast
cancer and B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia [119, 120]. Another potential target gene, Mir544, has been reported to be associated with osteosarcoma, gastric cancer, and nasopharyngeal
carcinoma [121-123]. The enhancer containing the SNP is marked as active by both H3K4me1
and H3K27ac epigenetics data from A549 lung cancer cells, while these marks of activity are
absent in NHLF. The enhancer overlaps ChIP-seq binding peaks of 8 transcription associated
factors in A549 cells, including the enhancer marking p300 co-activator and other TFs such as cMyc, Max, and SP1 which are linked to cancer development and growth [124-126]. Although the
cancer cells profiled in large-scale studies (e.g. A549) do not carry the risk allele, the data from
the cells indicates that the SNP is situated within a region that is open and accessible in multiple
cancer cells (A549, MCF-7, and LNCaP). TLX1::NFIC, MAX and Myc are predicted to have
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stronger binding affinity in those individuals with the risk allele, highlighting the potential
functional role of this SNP in lung cancer.

One of the challenges in the study of regulatory sequences is the relevance of experimental data
collected from diverse cells and tissues to the specific cancer cell type. We observe that cancer
susceptibility GWAS SNPs are significantly over-represented in regulatory sequences from
diverse data sources – the enrichment is not restricted to the specific cancer or normal cell types
underlying each GWAS study. Such a finding is not in conflict with a functional role, as a
regulatory variant could contribute to the creation of an environment in which a cancer is more
likely to form or progress to detectable disease whether it is present in a regulatory sequences of
cancer or normal cells. The presence of the TFBS altering change may impact expression in a
phenotype-altering manner. From the GWAS SNP sets analyzed, the Breast.cancer and
Prostate.cancer LD80 SNP sets showed the highest and most significant enrichment across
regulatory sequences from multiple cell types. The Lung.cancer and Colorectal.cancer SNP sets
had relatively fewer enriched categories of regulatory sequences. As all four cancer types are
heterogeneous, the histological subtypes of the GWAS and the datasets in which regulatory
sequences were annotated can be hidden factors contributing to variability. Some regulatory
variants may be overlooked if they are within regulatory sequences of a specific subtype for
which data is not available. We note that the support for the regulatory roles at the breast cancer
susceptibility SNP rs1391720 and the borderline lung cancer relevant SNP rs12087869 were
provided from cancer-related data collections. Thus, if we had limited the analysis to normal
cells, we would not have detected the functional SNP. It is our interpretation that in the search
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for cancer-related regulatory variants, it is appropriate to consider a range of cell and tissue
sources.

This work fits into a spectrum of informatics efforts to better understand regulatory regions in
the human genome. Building on high-throughput annotation of genome properties such as
epigenetics marks, DNase I hypersensitivity and TF binding, the informatics community has
been rapidly creating innovative methods for discrimination of regulatory regions. At the TF
affinity level, our initial TF affinity study used only the PWMs from JASPAR2010, since then,
JASPAR2014 [127] has been made available. Future studies could evaluate alternative sources
such as HoCoMoCo [128] which aggregates profiles from multiple resources. At the regulatory
sequence level, methods for scoring regulatory potential such as ChromHMM and Segway
incorporate diverse data types in order to predict likely regulatory regions [44, 129, 130].
Recently, three groups have applied informatics methods to predict potential regulatory variants
within risk loci from specific GWAS of asthma, breast cancer and blood traits [95, 96, 103]. Our
work is complementary to these studies, showing that GWAS loci from diverse cancer studies
are enriched for candidate regulatory SNPs and providing a structured procedure for their
identification.

The informatics methods and candidate variants presented here highlight clear opportunities for
further work. For example, the cancer susceptibility regulatory SNPs highlighted in the report
will require experimental investigation. While in vitro binding studies of TFs with differential
binding affinities could be pursued, it has been well established that computational predictions of
binding affinity are highly correlated with experimental measurements [131]. Therefore, we
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think longer-term it will be most appropriate to obtain relevant cancer cells and normal cells with
the specific risk allele and measure TF binding in vivo, expression of potential gene targets
(inferred from the Hi-C interaction data and topological domains), and the small-scale
chromosome conformation capture in the presence or absence of the candidate regulatory
variation. Beyond the specific candidate, a key challenge for the field is the computational
prediction of the relationship between enhancers and specific promoters, which would allow for
targeted experimental approaches.
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Chapter 3: Differential genomic and epigenomic analyses between sexes on
chrX

3.1

Synopsis

Sex differences in susceptibility and progression have been reported in numerous diseases due to
sex chromosomes, sex hormones and environmental factors. Female cells have two copies of the
chrX with X-chromosome inactivation imparting mono-allelic gene silencing for dosage
compensation. However, a subset of genes, named escapees, escape silencing and are transcribed
bi-allelically resulting in sexual dimorphism. While such phenomenon has been reported to occur
at a domain level [86, 132], we conducted analyses of the sexes using human datasets measuring
multiple levels of gene regulation to identify key regulators of escapees.

We first identified transcription start sites of escapees (escTSSs) based on higher transcription
levels in female cells using FANTOM5 Cap Analysis of Gene Expression data [2]. Greater
similarity of DNA methylation levels between the sexes was found to be consistent with biallelic activity at these escTSSs. Reflecting such bi-allelic activity, our comparisons of ENCODE
[4] transcription factor (TF) ChIP-seq peaks between chrX and the autosomes demonstrated an
overall depletion of TF binding for all X-linked genes in males, but not for escTSSs in females.
The significant over-representations of the YY1 JASPAR [127] TF binding motif and ChIP-seq
peaks around escTSSs highlighted its positive association with escapees, which was further
supported by bi-allelic binding at these escTSSs. Lastly, we detected significantly biased YY1
occupancy towards the inactive X chromosome at long non-coding RNA loci frequently
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associated with previously identified superloops [133] specific to the inactive X in female
GM12878 cells. While YY1 has a key role in XIST transcriptional activation [134], our study
suggested the role of YY1 on transcriptional activity on the inactive X in general, and its
association with anchor regions of the chromatin loops specific to the inactive X.

3.2

Background

Sex disparities in disease progression and susceptibility for many diseases have been long
known, and likely result from a combination of the sex chromosomes, sex hormones, and
environmental factors. Due to such sexual dimorphism, there has been a recent push in policy to
balance sex in cell and animal studies by NIH [85]. The key genetic differences between the
sexes are the sex chromosomes, with mammalian females being XX and males XY. With the
exception of the pseudoautosomal regions (PAR) shared with the Y-chromosome, X-linked
genes are present in 2 copies in females and only 1 in males. XCI silences one copy of chrX in
female cells in order to compensate for dosage between the sexes. Up-regulation of XIST, a long
non-coding RNA (lncRNA), is known to be responsible for initiation of XCI, and this process
has been reported to be mediated through recruitment of factors such as Polycomb repressive
complex 2, leading to tri-methylation of histone H3 at lysine 27 (H3K27me3) and silencing of
the inactive X chromosome (Xi) [30]. XCI involves the establishment of a peripheral nuclear
architecture, which includes association with the lncRNA, FIRRE [29], anchoring the Xi near the
nucleolus to preserve H3K27me3 and the silencing state [135]. DNAm is recruited to promoters,
providing maintenance of the inactive state. As a result, the majority of chrX genes outside of
PAR regions is subject to XCI and is transcribed mono-allelically from the active X (Xa) in
female somatic cells.
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A small subset of chrX genes including XIST, known as escapees, escape from XCI and are
transcribed on the Xi. These escapees are therefore bi-allelically transcribed with the exception
of XIST, which is solely transcribed from the Xi. Binding of the Ying-Yang 1 (YY1)
transcription factor to XIST RNA and DNA contributes to XIST transcription [134, 136, 137].
XIST and FIRRE are among the four lncRNAs previously found at frequently interacting regions
of Xi-specific superloops in the GM12878 cell line [133]. Rao et al. reported tandem CTCF
motifs at three (FIRRE, DXZ4, LOC550643) of the four lncRNAs, and suggested a role for
chromatin looping through CTCF and RAD21 in shaping the chromatin structure of Xi. At the
FIRRE locus, Yang et al. showed differential occupancy by CTCF and YY1 using ENCODE
ChIP-seq peaks from male and female cells [135].

Investigation of differences between the sexes has been tackled both through direct comparisons
of male and female data and/or a focused study of XCI. Direct sex comparisons have identified
male:female differences in gene expression, DNAm, accessible chromatin, and TF binding
levels. At the gene expression level, microarray and RNA-seq platforms have been used to
examine differential gene expression between the sexes. The Genotype-Tissue Expression
(GTEx) pilot study reported genes with differential expression between male and female samples
in 43 tissues using RNA-seq data [138]. Hall et al. integrated RNA-seq, DNAm, and microRNA
datasets in islet cells for a sex comparison to identify genes associated with insulin secretion,
revealing the potential molecular mechanism for phenotypic sex differences in this tissue [139].
At the DNAm level, we previously focused on chrX to compare between sexes in 27 tissues
using Illumina 450K arrays, from which we identified escapees and subject genes across cell
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types [140]. A sex comparison on chrX by Qu et al. using ATAC-seq data in T cells revealed the
highest female to male ratio of chromatin accessibility at XIST and FIRRE, followed by escapees
[67].

Allelic expression or allelic binding approaches are powerful in delineating activities from either
Xi or Xa, although they require cells with XCI of one chrX favored over the other (skewed XCI)
as well as the genotype information of the cells. These studies in general are limited by the
availability of known heterozygous sites within the particular cells for allelic comparison.
Experiments using F1 mouse cells containing large numbers of known heterozygous sites have
therefore been favored. In human lymphoblastoid cell lines, allelic expression and histone
modifications, measured using Illumina BeadChip genotyping arrays, showed the majority of
genes to be subject to XCI, and a correspondence between expression and histone modifications
[141]. Allelic RNA-seq and ChIP-seq for RNA polymerase II and various TFs have previously
been conducted on the lymphoblastoid GM12878 cell line known to have skewed XCI [142144]. It was reported that TFs are predominately bound on the Xa in GM12878, and allelic
binding of RNA polymerase II have been found to be non-differential between Xa and Xi at
escapees [144].

The recent generation of high-throughput datasets offers new opportunities to examine X-linked
gene expression. The CAGE datasets generated by the FANTOM5 consortium have facilitated
the identification of TSSs and their levels of transcription in over 800 samples of non-treated
human cells [2]. The strength of CAGE datasets compared to RNA-seq lies in the capability of
pinpointing TSSs of gene promoters as well as enhancers [2, 38]. For the ease of terminology,
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we refer to the reported robust CAGE peaks as TSSs in the rest of the text. In addition, The
Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) offers a rich source of DNAm datasets of both sexes in specific
cancer types from the epigenetic perspective [145], while over 680 TF ChIP-seq datasets
generated by the ENCODE project provide information on TF binding events in multiple cell
types [4].

Here we report a comprehensive investigation of X-chromosome gene activity between the
sexes, focused on escapees through direct sex comparisons of expression, DNAm, and TF
binding levels, further supported with evidence of allelic binding on chrX in the female
GM12878 lymphoblastoid cell line. We reveal the data properties of chrX (Figure 3.1), and
hypothesize that there exists a common regulatory mechanism that facilitates escape from XCI.
To our knowledge, this is the first study conducting large-scale analyses on TF ChIP-seq data
comparing between sexes and between Xi and Xa occupancies to identify potential regulator(s)
associated with escape from XCI. The work is part of the FANTOM5 project [2, 146]. Data
downloads, genomic tools and co-published manuscripts are summarized at
http://fantom.gsc.riken.jp/5/.
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Figure 3.1 Illustrated dataset properties on chrX in both sexes.
Figures (A) and (B) illustrate the theoretical transcription and DNA methylation levels at TSSs of two subject genes
(S), a bi-allelically transcribed escapee (Bi-E) and XIST comparing female and male cells. The bottom track shows
the comparison, with data above or below the horizontal line indicating higher level in male or female, respectively.
In general, ‘Bi-E’ TSSs exhibit higher transcription level in female than male cells, while having similar DNAm
levels between sexes. ‘S’ TSSs share similar transcription levels between sexes, but higher DNAm level in female
cells. The XIST TSS is mainly expressed in female cells, and has higher DNAm level in male cells. Figure (C)
illustrates the ChIP-seq and input reads at TSSs in female and male cells. In general, the overall ChIP-seq read depth
of a positive regulator in female cells is higher at ‘Bi-E’ than ‘S’ TSSs due to its bi-allelic activity. With only one
chrX in male cells, such difference is not expected. Figure D illustrates the compilation of allelic read counts at
where heterozygous sites are present. Xa-biased binding at ‘S’ (H1), relatively balanced binding at ‘Bi-E’ (H2), and
Xi-biased binding at XIST (H3) are expected for a positive regulator. Heterozygous sites (such as H4) not within the
binding peak of the positive regulatory are not informative. Regions without a heterozygous site are missing data.
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3.3
3.3.1

Results
Sex classification of the FANTOM5 samples using CAGE data

To understand how well the transcriptional activity of TSSs can distinguish sexes and to confirm
reliable labeling of male and female samples, we built a sex classifier through a Random Forest
approach [147] using the FANTOM5 CAGE dataset. We trained on 530 samples of known sexes
using the transcriptional levels of 5071 TSSs in the non-pseudoautosomal region of the X (Xnon-PAR) as features. Through performance assessment, the classifier performed better than a
classifier based on TSSs assigned to XIST alone. Namely, the out of bag error rate and balanced
accuracy were 6.51% and 0.908 for the X-non-PAR classifier and 11.55% and 0.825 for the
XIST classifier. Hence, we used results from the X-non-PAR classifier in our following analyses.
The first two dimensions of multi-dimensional scaling of the sample proximity values from the
Random Forest classifier indicated the presence of outlying samples (Figure 3.2A; Appendix
B.1). The XIST TSSs of these outlying samples were differently expressed from their original sex
labels. Of the 26 samples called female but classified male, there were 2 stem cells and 12 cancer
lines, in which the XIST expression were zero to minimal. The latter group is consistent with
reports of some cancer cells losing the Xi [148]. Of the 10 samples labeled male but classified
female, there were 3 testes-related tumor cell lines with strong XIST expression in agreement
with a previous report of testicular germ cell tumors expressing XIST [149]. The remaining
samples could reflect sex chromosome aneuploidy or sample mislabeling. For the latter we noted
at least one case where the labeled sex differed between technical replicates from the same
source. Overall, the results suggested that we can classify sexes accurately using transcriptional
activity of TSSs in X-non-PAR regions. Thus we constructed our sex classifier using X-non-
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PAR TSSs training on all labeled samples, and predicted a total of 352 female and 457 male
samples to be used in the subsequent section (Appendix B.1).

Figure 3.2 Classification and differential expression analysis of sexes using CAGE datasets.
(A) Two dimensional plot showing distance between FANTOM5 CAGE samples in the first 2 dimensions generated
from multi-dimensional scaling of the proximity matrix from the Random Forest sex classifier. Each point
represents a FANTOM5 sample with its labeled sex: male (blue triangle) or female (red circle). (B) Scatter plot with
log2 ratio of the mean expression levels comparing male to female (with a constant of the 5th percentile expression
added to avoid denominators of 0) on the x-axis, and –log10 transformation of raw p-values from the differential
transcription analysis between sexes on the y-axis. Each point represents a TSS in non-PAR region of chrX, and
TSSs with significantly higher expression in female (escTSSs) and male cells are denoted with circles and crosses
(Bonferroni-corrected p-value<=0.05), with small dots for non-differentially transcribed TSSs. The escTSSs nearest
to the XIST gene are denoted using open triangles. The grey-scale gradient represents the average expression across
all samples in quartiles. The vertical dashed line represents a log2 ratio of 0, where there is no difference between
sexes. (C) Venn diagram depicting the overlapping sets of escapees from three published studies with those
identified in this report. The numbers within the Venn diagram represent the overlaps between sets, and the numbers
in bracket under each list name are precision and recall values where genes reported in more than one list are taken
to constitute true escapees.
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3.3.2

TSSs on chrX with higher expression in female reflect escapees

Given that there were disproportionately large numbers of samples of one sex for multiple cell
types, we incorporated cell categories from ontologies to group multiple closely related cell types
to minimize bias from cell-type specific transcription. Using the sex labels from our classifier,
we assessed the differential transcription between sexes using a linear regression model for each
TSS, incorporating the cell categories as covariates (see Methods for details). Parallel analysis
was conducted on both the X-non-PAR region and autosomes (Appendix B.2). Here we focused
on chrX. Of the 94 TSSs on chrX that were significantly differentially transcribed between sexes,
2 of the 5 TSSs assigned to the ARHGAP4 gene had higher expression in male cells, while 92
TSSs (referred to as ‘escTSSs’) corresponded to 31 unique genes with higher expression in
female cells (Figure 3.2B). Forty-eight of the 92 TSSs were associated to the XIST gene.

Given the higher expression in female cells, we expected the majority of our predicted escTSSs
to escape from XCI (Figure 3.1A). We compared the gene name of our escTSSs to previously
identified escapees from the literature, in which different data and techniques were used: RNAseq (‘GTEx’) [138], rodent/human somatic cell hybrids (‘Carrel&Willard’) [150], and Illumina
450k DNAm array (‘Cotton2015’) [140]. For our comparison, the set of escapees identified by at
least two approaches were assumed to be true escapees. Our approach obtained the highest
proportion of overlap with the escapees (precision=0.87), and ranked second after ‘Cotton2015’
for the proportion of the escapees called (recall=0.73; Figure 3.2C). The four genes from our list
that were not captured by previous literature were non-coding RNAs: RP13-348B13.2, U2,
MIR4767, and RNF19BPX. Out of the 10 genes not identified (false negatives), two genes, GYG2
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and STS, were reported in three other approaches. We note a connection between a pair of entries
in the two categories, as the MIR4767 gene TSS overlaps with a STS transcript according to the
UCSC gene annotation of the hg19 assembly. Summarizing the key point, the escTSSs identified
from differential transcription of the sexes predicted escapees with the highest precision.

3.3.3

DNAm similarity between sexes at chrX TSSs reflects bi-allelically transcribed

escapees
We have previously used DNAm data to identify genes that were subject to or escaping from
XCI [140]. Here we used an independent public DNAm dataset from TCGA [59] to examine
whether the differential transcription we identified was reflected at DNAm level between the
sexes. On autosomes, we expected differential DNAm between the sexes to correspond to
differential transcription. On chrX, however, the overall methylation level was reported to be
higher in female than in male due to the nature of the Xi [140], but we expected similar DNAm
levels between sexes at bi-allelically transcribed escTSSs (Figure 3.1B). For ease of reference,
we refer to bi-allelically transcribed escTSSs as ‘bi-escTSSs’ for the rest of the text. DNAm of
probes near TSSs of XIST, ZFX (a bi-allelically transcribed escapee), and UPF3B (a subject
gene) are shown as examples in Figure 3.3A using data in female and male urothelial bladder
cancer samples from TCGA.
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Figure 3.3 DNAm comparison between sexes in urothelial bladder cancer samples.
(A) DNA methylation status for positions (i.e. probes from the Illumina 450k array) near TSSs in both sexes from
urothelial bladder cancer (BLCA) generated by TCGA, where the 𝜷 values (Y-axis) range from 0 (unmethylated) to
1 (fully methylated). The three TSSs are most proximal to the following genes (from top to bottom): XIST, an
escapee (ZFX) and a subject gene (HMGB3). Each square represents a sample for the BLCA dataset. Red or blue
color represents a female or male sample, respectively. Each violin plot in gray lines shows the distributions of beta
values for each sex at each probe. Plots (B) and (C) show MA plots for chrX probes and autosomal probes on chr7
between sexes, respectively. Each dot represents a probe from the array. M (difference) on y-axis is the logged
differential methylation value between sexes, and A (magnitude) on x-axis is the logged average methylation value
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(as indicated in Methods). The fitted robust regression line is represented in gray, with the corresponding function
and correlation reported. Green and red colors in plot (B) represent probes nearest to escapees and subject genes
previously reported in Cotton et al. 2015. Gold and gray colors represent probes nearest to XIST and genes not in
either three categories. (D) Violin plots showing the distributions of DNA methylation similarity scores between
sexes for probes within 50bps of escTSSs and non-differentially transcribed (nonDT) TSSes on chrX. The similarity
score of DNA methylation on y-axis is the residual of M as a function of A on chrX. Only TSSes with at least one
probe within 50bps were plotted, and for those TSSs within 50bps of multiple probes, the average similarity scores
of probes were obtained. The p-value from the Wilcoxon test is reported.

To show the differences in DNAm between sexes on chrX and autosomes, we generated
microarray-inspired MA plots to compare the relationship between log2 ratios of DNAm
between male and female samples (i.e. the difference: M) versus log2 average of DNAm
between the sexes (i.e. the magnitude: A) for probes in chrX and chr7 (Figure 3.3B and 3.3C; see
methods for details). We discovered a drastically stronger linear correlation between difference
and magnitude on chrX (ρ=0.8) but not on autosomes (chr7: ρ=-0.05). On autosomes, probes that
deviate from the zero difference values were differentially methylated between sexes; whereas
on chrX, probes that deviate from the fitted regression line, with the log beta ratio closer to 0,
had similar DNAm levels between sexes. Hence, we identified the chrX probes with similar
DNAm levels between sexes by computing the residual of the regression model as the similarity
score, which gives higher weights to probes with lower DNAm levels. Indeed, the DNAm
similarity scores from probes within 50 base pairs (bps) of TSSs were found to be significantly
higher for bi-escTSSs than non-differentially transcribed TSSs (nonDT; p-value of Wilcoxon
test: 1.295 x10−17; Figure 3.3D). We observed similar results using three other cancer datasets
(Appendix B.3). Taken together, the results showed that higher DNAm similarity between sexes
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on chrX reflected TSSs of escapees, and further supported the bi-allelic activities of the biescTSSs we predicted.

3.3.4

YY1 binding motif over-representation around escTSSs

Given that escTSSs (both bi-escTSSs as well as XIST) are transcribed on the Xi, we began
testing our hypothesis that common regulator(s) and mechanisms exist to facilitate the escape
from XCI. We first probed the regulation of the escTSSs on chrX at the sequence level through
motif enrichment testing using the CAGEd-oPOSSUM web tool [62]. Merged sequences 500 bps
up- and down-stream of escTSSs were compared to two background sets: nonDT and a randomly
selected GC-matched background set (escTSSs_bg). The TF binding motifs associated with YY1
and Foxo1 were found to be over-represented around escTSSs when compared to both
background sets (Figure 3.4; Appendix B.4). The significance of YY1 binding motif was highest
among all motifs, and it was 2.3 and 1.6 times more frequently found in escTSSs than
escTSSs_bg and nonDT sets, respectively. In comparison, Foxo1 motif was 1.3 and 1.2 times
more frequently found in escTSSs than the background sets. The motif over-representation
analyses indicated YY1 as a potential regulator of escapees.
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Figure 3.4 TFBS motif over-representation of escape TSSs.
Barplots showing the proportions of merged TSS regions (x-axis) containing the motifs labeled on the y-axis for
escTSSs (green) and non-differentially transcribed set on X with Bonferroni-corrected p-values equal to 1 (nonDT;
purple). The proportions for %GC composition and length matched background set sampled from the genome for
escTSSs (escTSSs_bg) are shown in shaded green. The top motifs with Fisher scores greater than 95th percentile in
escTSSs compared to either background set (escTSSs_bg and nonDT) are plotted. The top motifs derived with each
background set are marked with asterisks under the background bars with corresponding color. Motifs are presented
in decreasing order of the sum of Fisher scores from both comparisons.
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3.3.5

Over-representation of TF ChIP-seq peaks around bi-escTSSs

To explore the regulation of escapees at the experimental level, we examined TF ChIP-seq data
in male and female cell lines from the ENCODE project to identify over-represented TF binding
at the bi-escTSSs. TF binding on chrX in female cells can be either bi- or mono-allelic, and the
measured binding degree would reflect a mixture of both chrX. Therefore, given a positiveregulating TF, we expect a stronger binding pattern at bi-escTSSs than mono-allelically active
TSSs on chrX in female cells (Figure 3.1C). We refer to this expectation as the bi-allelic effect.
As there is only one copy of the chrX in the male cells, enrichment is not expected.

We tested the over-representation of all 689 uniformly processed ENCODE TF ChIP-seq peak
sets within 500 bps of bi-escTSSs compared to background TSSs on chrX (X_bg) and autosomes
(Auto_bg) with matched average expression (see Methods for details). At the individual ChIPseq dataset level, the over-represented TFs at bi-escTSSs comparing to X_bg in the order of
decreasing significance were MYC, FOXM1, ATF2, TBLR1, CHD1, RNAPII, WHIP, YY1,
KAP1, and POU2F2 (One-sided Fisher’s exact test, Bonferroni-corrected p-values ≤ 0.05;
Appendix B.5; Figure 3.5A). Notably, these significant TF datasets were all generated from
female cells. Although non-significant after Bonferroni correction, YY1 was the highest TF
ranked in multiple male cells. By contrast, when compared to the Auto_bg, none of the TFs were
significantly over-represented (Appendices B.5 and B.6A). Taken together with the result from
the motif over-representation section, the significance of YY1 binding in cellular context further
highlighted the strong potential for a role for YY1 in facilitating the escape from XCI.
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Figure 3.5 Over-representation of TF ChIP-seq peaks at bi-escTSSs and sex differences.
The scatter plots in (A) show the percentages of TSSs that overlap a peak comparing bi-escTSSs (y-axis) to matched
background TSSs on chrX (X_bg; x-axis), and each dot represents a uniformly processed TF ChIP-seq dataset from
ENCODE. Red and blue colors represent female and male cells in all plots, respectively. The dashed gray lines are
the baseline reflecting no differences between counts of escTSSs and X_bg overlapping peaks. Datasets with
significant over-representation of peaks in escTSSs compared to X_bg are displayed as triangles. Significantly overrepresented YY1 datasets are labeled on the figure. The violin plots in (B) show the distributions of log2 ratio of
escTSSs to X_bg in female and male cells. The p-value from comparing the log2 ratios between male and female
cells (one-sided Wilcoxon tests) and the p-values of one-sample Wilcoxon tests for the distributions are shown
above the violin plots.

While the above 10 female ChIP-seq datasets have peaks significantly over-represented at
escTSSs compared to X_bg, many additional sets (186 of 689) were reported non-significantly
due to the conservative Bonferroni correction applied. We observed an overall trend of higher
proportions of escTSSs containing peaks compared to that of X_bg (Figure 3.5A). Indeed, the
distribution of log2 ratios of percent overlaps with TF peaks (escTSSs/X_bg) in both female and
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male cells were significantly greater than 0 (one-sample Wilcoxon test p= 1.8*10-35 and 5.1*10-7,
respectively; Figure 3.5B). In agreement with our expectation, the log2 ratios in female cells
were significantly higher than that observed in male cells (one-sided Wilcoxon test p= 1.7*10-09).
The log2 ratios comparing escTSSs to autosomal background (Auto_bg) was not significantly
different from 0 in female cells (p=0.52; Appendix B.6B), whereas it was significantly lower in
male cells (p=2.9*10-19), due to the single copy of chrX in male cells. The overall higher number
of binding events at escTSSs stressed the importance of taking multiple TF datasets into
consideration when comparing between sexes at escTSSs or between escTSSs and other chrX
TSSs, otherwise the differential occupancy may merely reflect the bi-allelic effect.

3.3.6

ChIP-seq read depth reveals overall reduction of input from heterochromatic Xi

As TF binding peaks do not necessarily reflect linearly the magnitude of TF occupancy, we
further compared the read depth at escTSSs to the same background sets using input and YY1
ChIP-seq data from two female and male cells. Although female cells have two copies of
autosomes and chrX, the read depth for input within ± 50 bps of X_bg was 0.62 fold lower than
that of Auto_bg on average, while the read depth within ± 50 bps of escTSSs was closer to
Auto_bg (0.89 fold; Figure 3.6A). This indicated a discounted number of input fragments
available for capture due to the compactness of Xi around X_bg in female cells. While male cells
have two copies of each autosome, and one of chrX, the input read depths at chrX (escTSSs and
X_bg) and autosomes (Auto_bg) reflected the ratio as expected (0.55 and 0.57 fold, respectively;
Figure 3.6B). Overall, the input reads in female cells reflect bi- and mono-allelic activities at
escTSSs and X_bg, respectively, and despite the mono-allelic activities at X_bg in female cells,
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input reads at X_bg in female cells were higher than those in male cells, reflecting a reduction of
the heterochromatin input.

Figure 3.6 Input and YY1 ChIP-seq read depths around bi-escTSSs.
The read depth plots for ENCODE ChIP-seq input samples in two female (A) and male cell lines (B) within 5kb of
three TSS sets: a subset of bi-escTSSs in green with a filter of unique escTSS per gene symbol, background TSSs on
chrX with matched averaged expression (X_bg) in violet dashed line, and autosomal TSSs with matched averaged
expression (Auto_bg) in gray dashed line. The read depth plots for ENCODE YY1 ChIP-seq data in the same female
(C) and male cells (D). The scales on y-axis of figure A and B are the same, while the scale of C is two times the
scale of D to reflect the expected X-copies in female and male cells. For the ease of visualization, the narrow panel
on the right of each plot displays the read depth within ± 50 bps of the TSSs.
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3.3.7

YY1 binding at escTSSs shown by read depth and allelic analysis

Interestingly, despite slightly lower input levels, YY1 ChIP-seq read depth at escTSSs was twice
that of Auto_bg in female cells (Figure 3.6C). Furthermore, despite the 1 to 2 ratio of input levels
at escTSSs and Auto_bg in male cells, the YY1 read depth at escTSSs and Auto_bg were similar
(1.13 fold; Figure 3.6D). In contrast, the YY1 read depth ratio between X_bg and Auto_bg was
similar to that of input read depth in both female and male cells (Figure 3.6C and 3.6D). Overall
the results showed higher occupancy of YY1 at escTSSs compared to both X_bg and Auto_bg
for both sexes, and thus enhanced YY1 binding may predispose to ongoing transcription from
the inactive X.

Given that YY1 motifs and ChIP-seq peaks were over-represented at escTSSs, we next examined
the allelic binding of YY1 on chrX in the female GM12878 cell line to probe its functional role,
and confirm its bi-allelic binding at bi-escTSSs (see also schematic in Figure 3.1D). We
extracted the YY1 ChIP-seq read counts on Xi and Xa at the 67 heterozygous sites within YY1
ChIP-seq peaks in GM12878 (Appendix B.7). Only two YY1 peaks containing heterozygous
sites were within 500bps to two bi-escTSSs. Indeed, YY1 was bound on both Xa and Xi at both
sites, within exon 1 of SMC1A (7:13, representing counts of Xa:Xi) and exon 1 or exon 2 of JPX
transcripts (12:8), confirming bi-allelic transcription and bi-allelic YY1 binding of the escapees.

Consistent with previous reports of Xa-biased binding of TFs reflecting Xa-biased transcription
in female cells, the majority of heterozygous sites (52 out of 67) had more reads on Xa than Xi,
while 13 heterozygous sites had more reads on Xi. Despite the overall trend of Xa-biased
binding, we found the highest number of allelic YY1 reads on Xi (3:474) within exon 1 of XIST.
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The 2nd highest number of YY1 reads was at 215 bps upstream of UPF3B (140:0), and the Xabiased binding agreed with its subject status reported previously [140]. The site with the 3rd
highest number of YY1 reads overlapped intron 5 of FIRRE and was Xi-biased (4:138).
Interestingly, Xa-biased YY1 was detected at sites 477 bps upstream of FIRRE TSS and in
intron1 (44:5 and 20:0). Such discrepancy was consistent with the previous report of a shorter
alternative FIRRE transcript on Xi [135] and the finding of female-specific enhancers in introns
2-12 from ATAC-seq [67]. As YY1 can be bound specifically on either Xa or Xi, there likely is a
cofactor(s) acting at escapees in collaboration with YY1. Overall, the allelic binding reads of
YY1 indicated a positive association with gene regulation.

3.3.8

Significant Xi-biased YY1 occupancy at superloop-associated lncRNAs

Given the important roles of XIST and FIRRE on XCI and the strong allelic imbalance of YY1
binding at these lncRNAs, log2 ratios of Xa to Xi counts were computed to identify strong allelic
imbalance at all 67 heterozygous sites (see Methods for detail). The significant correlation
between allelic imbalance scores from replicates of YY1 ChIP-seq datasets indicated strong
consistency (ρ=0.87 with p < 2.2e-16; Figure 3.7). Heterozygous sites at exon 1 of XIST and
intron 5 of FIRRE were shown to have the strongest Xi-biased YY1 binding in Figure 3.7. These
sites with YY1 binding were found to be top 5 in significance of allelic imbalance when we
extended the allelic analysis to all available ChIP-seq and DNase I datasets in GM12878 as well
as 1,321 heterozygous sites, and tested each heterozygous site and data pairs for imbalance
significance (see Methods for details; raw reads in Appendix B.8). We identified 389 significant
imbalance site-data pairs comparing to the overall Xa-biased norm using False Discovery Rate
(FDR) correction (Appendix B.9), which corresponded to 178 unique heterozygous sites (FDR
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corrected p-values ≤ 0.05; Additional file 12). Thirty-eight out of 178 sites exhibited imbalance
in more than one dataset within which 16 and 18 sites were biased consistently across data sets
towards Xi and Xa, respectively. Such consistency in allelic imbalance across TFs indicated
broader influence such as open or closed chromatin rather than individual TF binding affinity of
alleles.

Figure 3.7 Allelic imbalance at heterozygous sites within YY1 ChIP-seq peaks on chrX.
Scatterplot showing the allelic imbalance of two replicated YY1 ChIP-seq data sets in the GM12878 cell line (see
Methods). For visualization purposes, allelic imbalance is represented by the log2 ratio of (Xa+1) to (Xi+1). A
positive log2 ratio value indicates more reads on Xa, while a negative value represents more reads on Xi. Each of
the 67 dots represents a heterozygous site within a YY1 peak. The Pearson correlation between allelic imbalance of
the replicated datasets is 0.87. Dotted lines indicate the baselines for balanced allelic binding. Heterozygous sites
within 50 bps of escTSSs are indicated by green circles. The intensity of shading of each dot reflects the total
number of YY1 reads from both replicates at the heterozygous site (where read counts were assigned to five 20
percentile bins).
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Interestingly, the majority of significantly Xi-biased imbalances mapped to the vicinity of the
four lncRNAs associated with Xi-specific superloops (Figure 3.8; Appendix B.10). YY1 binding
at the heterozygous site within XIST was the most significantly Xi-biased across all data sets and
sites (FDR-corrected p-value= 7.12*10-221), while 21 other datasets were also significantly Xibiased at the same site to a lesser degree. The Xi-biased YY1 binding at heterozygous sites
around intron 5 of FIRRE were ranked fourth and fifth in overall significance, whereas RAD21
and CTCF were preferentially Xi-bound with lower ranks. While no heterozygous sites
overlapped DXZ4, significant Xi-biased sites overlapped the DXZ4 associated non-coding
transcript 2, DANT2. Notably, DANT2 is located within the previously reported boundary of two
Xi superdomains, which were not associated with Xa or in male cells [133]. Overall, significant
Xi-biased bindings of YY1 and MYC were found in all four lncRNAs, while RAD21 and CTCF
were found at FIRRE and LOC550643, but not XIST and DANT2. The allelic analysis revealed
Xi binding of YY1 at Xi-transcribed genes in general, including escTSSs and key lncRNAs
involved with XCI, Xi-specific superloops and the superdomain boundary.
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Figure 3.8 Heterozygous sites with significant allelic imbalance towards Xi observed in HTS datasets.
Heatmap of heterozygous sites (rows) significantly Xi-biased in more than one dataset in the GM12878 cell line
(column). Only datasets that are significantly Xi-biased at more than four heterozygous sites are listed. Datasets
(ChIP-seq and DNase hypersensitivity) are denoted by the feature name followed by the ENCODE lab where data
was generated, and heterozygous sites are denoted by the gene name of the nearest TSS followed by the coordinate
of the site. Colors in the heatmap represent log2 odds ratio values reflecting Xa- or Xi-biased binding of the TF with
positive (gold) or negative (brown) values, respectively. The log2 odds ratio distinguishes Xi bias (negative) and Xa
bias (positive). White boxes indicate zero read counts at the corresponding site-data pair. The degrees of
significance estimated by FDR-corrected p-values are indicated on a scale of 1 to 5 asterisks with the corresponding
p-value thresholds shown in the legend. The datasets from left to right are ordered in increasing counts of higher
significance scales denoted by the gray triangle, and the heterozygous sites are ordered using genomic coordinates
on chrX. The four lncRNAs previously reported to be associated with Xi-specific superloops are marked with purple
bars and colored purple.
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3.4

Discussion

Here we analyzed CAGE datasets reporting the transcription levels at chrX TSSs to identify
escTSSs through differential transcription analysis between male and female samples matched
for cell categories. Predicted escTSSs yielded the highest precision and second highest recall for
escapee gene identification compared to three reports using different techniques. Analyses of
experimental data revealed the unique properties of escapees and the resulting bias of bi-allelic
activity in data, and identified the potential involvement of YY1 binding. Allelic binding in
GM12878 cells further suggested a role for YY1 not only at escTSSs but also proximal to
lncRNAs involved with Xi-specific super loops. In aggregate, the analyses indicated that YY1
influences Xi expression of not only XIST but more broadly of escapees.

From a bioinformatics perspective, the analysis of chrX is challenging. In female datasets,
measurements captured are a combination of properties from Xa and Xi. Genes subject to XCI
are under a mixture of positive (Xa) and negative (Xi) regulation, whereas bi-allelically
transcribed escapees are positively regulated on both X chromosomes. Direct use of tools and
approaches designed for autosomes can confound interpretation. Our analyses explored
properties of bi-escTSSs both in DNA methylation and TF binding perspectives. Despite having
higher expression in females, bi-escTSSs have similar total DNAm levels between sexes
consistent with bi-allelic activity in females. In ChIP-seq datasets, there are more bi-escTSSs
with peaks than the mono-allelically active background TSSs on chrX for both sexes (recall
Figure 3.5A). Such over-representation in female datasets resulted from a combination of the biallelic effect, and predispositions of TFs to bind at escapees. Taking all data into consideration,
the ChIP-seq peaks of 10 TFs, including MYC and YY1, which were significantly over78

represented at bi-escTSSs in female cells indicated functional roles at escapees with potential
predisposition beyond the bi-allelic effect. We have revealed properties of escapees by
addressing chrX with targeted analyses of genome-scale data.

The ubiquitous TF YY1 is a transcription initiator with diverse cellular functions [151]. Motif
and ChIP-seq peak enrichment at bi-escTSSs and allelic binding highlighted the role of YY1
binding in positive regulation of genes on Xi. Connections between YY1 and XIST expression
have been previously reported. A study that knocked down 59 TFs and chromatin modifiers in a
HapMap lymphoblastoid cell line ranked YY1 second, after IRF4, in significantly affecting the
expression of XIST [152]. Furthermore, YY1 was reported to support transcription of XIST
through tethering [134, 137], and its capability to bind both DNA (on Xi) and RNA of XIST
made it crucial for XIST localization at the nucleation center and maintenance of XCI [136].
Given the over-representation of YY1 motif and peaks as well as its Xi binding at escapees, it
appears that YY1 plays a broader role in the regulation of escapees.

YY1 has been implicated in controlling long distance DNA interactions, and controlling noncoding antisense RNA transcripts in B cell development [153, 154]. Taken together with the
significant YY1 Xi-biased imbalance at all 4 lncRNA loci where Xi-specific superloops are
highly interactive, the evidence supports a potential role of YY1 for mediating long distance
DNA interactions involving Xi. CTCF and RAD21 have been prominently studied as mediators
of chromatin looping [133]. There may be interplay between YY1 and CTCF on Xi. YY1 and
CTCF co-bound regions are transcriptionally active and highly conserved in primate genomes,
and have been suggested to act together within the chromatin remodeling machinery for
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activation of euchromatin regions [155]. A lack of CTCF motif and peak over-representations at
escTSSs as well as the absence of CTCF-binding tandem repeats at XIST [133] suggest a broader
role of YY1 in looping at both bi-allelic and mono-allelic escapees. As active Xi regions loop
apart from the condensed Xi [156, 157], we postulate that YY1 may be functionally contributing
to this phenomena.

As YY1 is a ubiquitous TF and exhibited Xa-biased binding at genes subject to XCI, it likely
works with other TFs in regulating escapees. Over-representation of MYC ChIP-seq peaks in
proximity to escTSSs as well as allelic imbalance at the superloop-associated lncRNAs
suggested a potential role of MYC in facilitating escape from XCI. MYC is a key regulator of
cell proliferation involved with the release of promoter-proximal pausing of RNAPII [158, 159].
YY1 has been reported to be an active component of the MYC transcription network in mouse
embryonic stem cells [160]. Since the MYC TFBS motif was not over-represented at escTSSs,
the results suggest that YY1 works collaboratively with MYC in regulating escapees through
YY1 sequence specific binding. Lastly, YY1 has been implicated both in repressing or activating
expression of subsets of genes through variant binding motifs and different binding locations
relative to TSSs as well as translational start sites [161]. Further examination of binding location
versus gene expression would be necessary to confirm the regulatory role of YY1.

Overall the results support a model in which YY1 facilitates escape from XCI, but the analyses
are generally limited by the availability of data. At the transcription activity level, our approach
in identifying differentially transcribed TSSs from FANTOM5 CAGE datasets took into account
the cell categories to identify ubiquitous escapees, as there are few matched male and female
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samples. Further investigation of relationships between cell categories and sexes could enable
the identification of cell type-specific escapees, but will require sufficient numbers of samples
from both sexes in the same cell type. At the TF binding level, both the JASPAR profile
collection and the ENCODE ChIP-seq datasets are incomplete, covering only a subset of TFs.
Furthermore, the allelic imbalance analysis in human is particularly constrained to a small set of
heterozygous sites within TF peaks and within the female cell lines that are skewed in XCI.
Lastly, our allelic ChIP-seq analysis on chrX did not take into account the TF binding affinities
towards different alleles, as we intended to capture the epigenetic influence from XCI, which
was supported by the observation of multiple TFs sharing significant Xi-biased binding at
individual sites.

3.5

Methods

All analyses were conducted in R (3.0.2) [106] and Bioconductor (2.13) [162] unless otherwise
stated.

3.5.1

Public datasets

For expression analysis and sex classification, the RLE-normalized expression table of robust
CAGE peaks for human samples was retrieved from the FANTOM5 consortium [2]. For the
DNA methylation analysis, raw data files in idat format from Illumina 450k array generated by
TCGA were retrieved [59], and the following datasets for four cancer types were used: Bladder
Urothelial Cancer (BLCA), Colon Adenocarcinoma (COAD), Head and Neck Squamous Cell
Carcinoma (HNSC) and Lung Adenocarcinoma (LUAD). For the ChIP-seq and DNase I
analysis, uniformly processed ChIP-seq peaks and DNase I peaks were retrieved from the
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ENCODE page on UCSC genome browser [90]. For generating read depth plots, normalized
bigwig files from ENCODE were retrieved from
https://sites.google.com/site/anshulkundaje/projects/wiggler. For allelic binding analysis, a total
of 213 files of ChIP-seq, input and DNase I data from GM12878 cells were retrieved from the
ENCODE page on UCSC genome browser [90].

3.5.2

Classification and differential expression of the sexes using CAGE data

All CAGE TSSs were labeled with the gene name corresponding to the nearest TSSs of Ensembl
transcripts from ENSEMBL GENES 71 [163]. A supervised Random Forest classifier using
randomForest R package [164] was implemented to classify the sexes for the FANTOM5 CAGE
data sets. Data from samples involving treatments of the cells or tissues were excluded, resulting
in a total of 809 datasets. Of these, 296 male and 234 female labeled samples were used as
training data. Two classifiers were constructed, one using 5071 TSSs in the non-PAR portions of
chrX as features, and the other using the 56 XIST-associated TSSs. Performance of the classifier
was assessed using 10-fold cross validation as well as out of bag error estimates. For the selected
5,071 TSS-based classifier, sample outliers were identified based on out-of-bag error estimation.
The classifier was used to predict samples labeled mixed or unknown.

Ontologies associated with the FANTOM5 samples were retrieved from FANTOM5, including
Cell Ontology, Uberon, and Disease Ontology. 164 cell category terms with association to at
least 30 samples were extracted. To take cell categories into account when assessing differential
transcription between sexes, the first 29 principal components of cell categories explaining over
90% variance in addition to sex were used as covariates of the linear regression model:
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𝒚! = 𝑎!" +

!"
!!!(𝑎!" 𝑪! )

+ 𝑎!!" 𝑺, where 𝒚! is the vector of log10 (tags per million counts at

TSS k +5) values in all samples reflecting the level of transcription, 𝑪!   is the vector of rotated
cell category relevance values of each sample for the 𝑡th principal component, and 𝑺  is the vector
of sexes of samples from the sex classifier. The fitted coefficient of the sex variable, 𝑎!!" , and its
p-value were used to assess differential transcription between sexes of TSS k. TSSs with
Bonferroni-corrected p-values less or equal to 0.05, and negative 𝑎!!" values (higher expression
in female samples) were defined as escTSSs. The precision and recall values compared to
escapee lists from the literature were computed using the count of true predicted escapees over
the count of all predicted escapees, and the true escapee count, respectively. Genes reported in
more than one list were taken to constitute true escapees. Figure 3.2C is generated using the
VennDiagram R package [165].

3.5.3

Similarity and differential analysis of DNA methylation between sexes

Due to the complication of XCI in female samples, a basic preprocessing approach using
background subtraction of negative control probes and internal control normalization was
conducted on all Illumina 450k DNA methylation data from TCGA using the Minfi R package
[166]. The beta value, 𝛽! , representing the degree of DNAm was computed for each probe i as
𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ! /(𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ! + 𝑈𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ! + 100) by default. We adopted the analysis of microarray studies by
computing the logged differential methylation value between sexes (M) and the logged average
methylation value (A) for each probe i: 𝑀! = 𝑙𝑜𝑔! 𝛽!" − 𝑙𝑜𝑔! 𝛽!" and 𝐴! = (𝑙𝑜𝑔! 𝛽!" +
𝑙𝑜𝑔! 𝛽!" )/2, where 𝛽!"   and 𝛽!" were the average  𝛽 values of probe i for the male and female
samples, respectively. For probes on chrX, we fitted a linear model, 𝑴 = 𝑑! + 𝑑! 𝑨, by robust
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regression using the estimating function of Tukey’s bisquare, which gave extreme observations
zero weights. We then obtained the residual of each probe to be the DNAm similarity score
between sexes. For assessing the overall correlation between DNAm similarity scores and
differential transcription of CAGE TSSs, we assigned probes within 50bps to each TSS. When
multiple DNAm probes are within 50bps of a TSS, the average of the similarity scores was
computed. For probes on autosomes, differential methylation analysis was performed, including
age and cancer stage as covariates (adapted from the dmpFinder method of Minfi). F statistics
were computed by comparing the goodness of fit of the models using age and cancer stage as
covariates with and without the addition of sex variable. Bonferroni-corrected p-values were
obtained for each autosomal probe.

3.5.4

Motif over-representation tests of escTSSs using CAGEd-oPOSSUM

The escTSSs were subjected to motif over-representation analysis using our CAGEd-oPOSSUM
web tool [62]. A total of 194 JASPAR2014 motifs with a minimum specificity of 8 bits for
vertebrates [127] were used for the prediction of binding sites. The “Use only FANTOM5 CAGE
peaks identified as true TSSs by the TSS classifier” option was selected to filter out CAGE peaks
that were less likely to be TSSs. The remaining CAGE peaks were extended 500 bps up- and
down-stream, and merged. Two tests were conducted differing in background sets: (i) random
CAGE TSSs with %GC composition and length matched to escTSSs sampled by CAGEdoPOSSUM, and (ii) 4,939 non-differentially transcribed chrX TSSs with Bonferroni-corrected pvalues of 1 from the differential transcription analysis. The TFBS score threshold was set to 85%
by default, and the Fisher scores for both tests were retrieved to assess the over-representation
significance of each motif around escTSSs.
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3.5.5

TF ChIP-seq peak over-representation testing and read depth plots

Over-representation testing of TF ChIP-seq peaks within 500bps of bi-escTSSs was conducted
using the one-sided Fisher’s exact test. To avoid double counting, only one TSS with the
strongest differential expression between sexes was selected per escape gene. As a result, we
conducted the analysis on 30 bi-escTSSs, and randomly selected 300 background TSSs from
chromosome X (X_bg) and 3000 from autosomes (Auto_bg) with matched average transcription
levels. An additional criterion of Bonferroni p-value equal to 1 (from differential transcription
analysis) was used for the X_bg set to avoid selecting borderline escapees. We assigned all
CAGE TSSs to 5 equally sized bins according to average expression percentile ranks. The
percentage of bi-escTSSs assigned to each bin was determined and a background set was
selected to match the distribution across bins. We extracted the counts of bi-escTSSs, X_bg and
Auto_bg sets having at least one peak within 500bps for each ChIP-seq data. Given the
overlapping and non-overlapping counts of bi-escTSSs and background TSSs, one-sided Fisher’s
exact tests were conducted to test for positive association between the peaks of each ChIP-seq
data and the bi-escTSSs. The significance was adjusted for multiple testing using Bonferroni
correction. The log2 ratios of bi-escTSSs to each background set with peaks were computed as
log2(% bi-escTSSs with peaks/ % background with peaks). For the read depth plots, Bwtool [66]
was used to extract the YY1 ChIP-seq and input read depth within 5kb of the three TSS sets from
big wig files (bi-escTSSs, X_bg and Auto_bg). Read depth ratio between any two TSS sets were
computed by comparing the average read depths within ±50 bps of the TSSs. The ratios from
cells of the same sex were averaged.
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3.5.6

Allelic ChIP-seq and DNase I data analysis of the female GM12878 cell line

Our in-house allelic binding pipeline was used to extract reads at heterozygous sites from
GM12878 datasets and assess mapability for filtering (Shi et al., in preparation). We obtained the
genotype data of GM12878 from the 1000 Genomes Project [167], and a personalized hg19
genome for GM12878 was built by representing single nucleotide variations as degenerate
IUPAC codes. Raw reads of 214 ChIP-seq, input and DNase I datasets were aligned to this
personalized genome, using Novoalign (version 3.01.00: http://www.novocraft.com) with default
parameters. The phased information of GM12878 was obtained from Illumina
(http://www.illumina.com/platinumgenomes/). As allelic mapping bias may exist at certain
locations within the personalized genome, a set of simulated reads were generated for mapability
assessment. We first merged all GM12878 TF ChIP-seq binding peaks plus 100 bps flanking
regions, and then simulated equal numbers of reads for each allele of the single nucleotide
variants to map to the personalized genome. Only 1,321 out of 1,497 heterozygous sites with
balanced simulated read counts between two alleles, calculated by requiring the read count of
either allele divided by the sum of two alleles to be between 0.6 and 0.4, were kept for further
analysis. As paternal X chromosome corresponds to the Xi in GM12878, we assigned the allelic
read counts to Xi or Xa at each heterozygous site accordingly.

All replicated data sets generated by the same ENCODE lab were merged through summing Xi
and Xa reads separately at each site, resulting in 101 merged data sets. The only exception was
for Figure 6, where replicated YY1 datasets generated by the HudsonAlpha Institute for
Biotechnology lab (Haib) were displayed separately to show the correlation of allelic imbalance
between replicates. For the individual allelic YY1 binding analysis, only 67 heterozygous sites
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within uniformly processed YY1 ChIP-seq peaks were examined to avoid noise from low
occupancy. Allelic imbalance score at site h was computed for visualization purposes using the
log2 ratio of reads at Xa over Xi with a constant of 1 added to avoid zero denominators:
𝑙𝑜𝑔! 𝑅𝑎! + 1 /(𝑅𝑖! + 1) , where  𝑅𝑎! and 𝑅𝑖! represented read counts on Xa and Xi at site h,
respectively.

For the batch analysis of allelic imbalance, all 1321 sites were used. The significance of allelic
imbalance was assessed using Fisher’s exact test comparing the Xa and Xi counts at each
heterozygous site to the total Xa and Xi counts within the corresponding data. For each data g at
site h, the 4 values in 2x2 table were 𝑅𝑎! , 𝑅𝑖! , (

!!!"#!
𝑅𝑎! )
!

− 𝑅𝑎! , (

!!!"#!
𝑅𝑖! )
!

− 𝑅𝑖! ,

where  𝑅𝑎! and 𝑅𝑖! represented read counts on Xa and Xi at site h from data g, respectively. The
significance reflected the extremity of imbalanced site-data pairs compared to the overall Xabiased total read counts. With the 1321 sites and 101 merged data sets, a total of 61,470 site-data
pairs with non-zero read counts from both Xi and Xa were tested. FDR p-value correction was
used here because we expected multiple hits of the same TF to multiple heterozygous sites
overlapping the same gene. The log2 odds ratio was computed to reflect the direction of
imbalance bias with a positive or negative value reflecting bias towards Xa or Xi, respectively:
𝑙𝑜𝑔! (𝑅𝑎! + 1) ∗

!!!"#!
𝑅𝑖!
!

− 𝑅𝑖! /(𝑅𝑖! + 1)/(

!!!"#!
𝑅𝑎!
!

− 𝑅𝑎! ) .  
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Chapter 4: Regulation of gene expression from the perspective of chromatin
interaction (Within TAD)
In the previous two chapters, the investigation of transcriptional regulation mainly focused on the
local/gene level, while results from the last subsections of both chapters suggested connections to
chromatin interaction. Such connections inspired further study of regulation from the perspective
of chromatin interaction. In this mini-chapter, we present a case study on Pax6 gene using
chromatin interaction for linking regulatory regions to the target gene (the work is extracted from
Hickmott et al. Molecular Therapy - Methods & Clinical Development [168]).

4.1

Background

The Hi-C technique is one of the most powerful methods to measure chromatin interaction in a
high-throughput fashion. Dixon et al. applied an HMM segmentation algorithm on their datasets
to identify TADs, which are neighborhoods of highly intra-active DNA (chromatin) segments
[52]. The TAD boundaries tend to be consistent across cell types, and clusters of co-regulated
enhancers and promoters were reported to overlap significantly with TADs [54]. Examples of
distal enhancers and their targeted promoters, such as the Shh and Hoxd genes, have been shown
to be situated within the same TAD [169] indicating the potential utility of TADs boundaries to
inform relationships between regulatory sequences and target promoters.

While TADs constitute regulatory blocks within which several genes are subject to similar
regulatory influences, their role in regulation may contribute more fundamentally to the
specification of cell properties. A general hypothesis has emerged that regulatory properties
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within TADs define the differences in gene expression among cell types and dynamic changes
during development [58]. At the sub-megabase/sub-TAD level, chromatin looping can connect
regulatory regions, to target promoters to confer tissue-specific patterns of gene expression [58,
133]. In a study of distal limbs, there is evidence of tissue-specific sub-TAD interactions linking
target genes and regulatory regions [57]. Here we used publicly available Hi-C datasets to
examine, in the specific context of the Pax6 gene, the link between regulatory regions and their
target gene.

4.2

Results: Highly interactive regulatory domain revealed at the PAX6 locus.

TADs, which are sub-regions of chromosomes defined by an elevated frequency of intra-regional
DNA-DNA interactions in Hi-C experiments, were examined from mESCs, mouse cortex cells,
hESCs, and a human IMR90 fibroblast cell line [52, 54]. All 39 published regulatory regions of
PAX6 (list in Appendix C.1) are situated within the PAX6-containing TAD in all cell types
examined (Figures 4.1 and 4.2). We developed a local clustering approach to search for a highly
interactive domain. This revealed, that within the PAX6-containing TAD, there is a highly
interactive regulatory domain containing all the PAX6 TSSs. Although Pax6 expression is not
high in mouse cortex cells and is suppressed in mESCs [170], this highly interactive regulatory
domain overlapped almost perfectly between the two cell types (Figure 4.2A; mm9 coordinates:
chr2:105495781-105653515 for mouse cortex cells at 99.7 percentile and chr2:105501001105652563 for the mESCs at 99.6 percentile). Lifting over the genomic coordinates of the
regulatory domain from mouse mm9 to the human hg19 genome assembly (Figure 4.2B), it was
revealed that the mouse regulatory domain overlapped with the highly interactive regulatory
domain similarly identified in the human data (overlaps of 98.7 and 100 percent for hESCs and
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the IMR90 fibroblast cell line respectively). Spanning from the 5ʹ′ end of Pax6os1 to the last 4
exons of Elp4 on the 3ʹ′ end, the <160 kb Pax6 highly interactive regulatory domain overlaps
with 33 (85%) previously published regulatory regions. The rest of published regulatory regions
(15%) were located within a weaker interacting region situated between Pax6 and the Rcn1
promoter (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.1 Chromatin interaction and TADs around PAX6 in human and mouse.
Presented are two-dimensional heatmap visualizations of published Hi-C chromatin interaction datasets in mouse
and human cell types: (A) top, J1 mouse embryonic stem cell line; bottom, adult mouse cortex, and (B) top, H1
human embryonic stem cell line; bottom, human fibroblast cell line IMR90. The interaction strength is indicated by
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colour, ranging from red (set as ≥90th percentile of counts) to white (no observed interactions). Gene transcripts are
indicated in blue and black, and the previously published TADs as grey rectangles. The dashed blue boxes highlight
the regions displayed in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2 A PAX6 containing highly interactive domain revealed from Hi-C data sets.
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Presented are two-dimensional heatmap visualizations (zoomed in from Figure 4.1) of previously published Hi-C
datasets in mouse and human cell types: (A) top, J1 mouse embryonic stem cell line; bottom, adult mouse cortex,
and (B) top, H1 human embryonic stem cell line; bottom, human fibroblast cell line IMR90. The interaction strength
is indicated by colour, ranging from red (set as ≥90th percentile of counts) to white (no observed interactions). A
PAX6 containing highly interactive regulatory domain computed from mouse cortex cells is highlighted in orange.
Gene transcripts are indicated in blue and the “Regulatory Regions Published’ displays the curation of all previously
published PAX6 regulatory regions as black rectangles.

4.3

Discussion

Chromatin interaction data has been shown to reflect the degree of interaction between pairs of
fragments in the genome, including that of promoter and regulatory regions [171]. Using public
Hi-C datasets for mouse and human cells, expectedly, all previously published regulatory regions
that drive the endogenous expression of PAX6 are within the PAX6-containing TADs in all four
cell types examined. The identification of the highly interactive regulatory domain encompassing
the PAX6 locus narrowed our focus to a >160kb region that encompassed 85% of the previously
descried PAX6 regulatory regions. The result highlighted a strong association between 3D
proximity and regulatory targets, which further supports the potential application of chromatin
interaction data in guiding the identification of novel regulatory regions of PAX6. The highly
interactive regulatory domain thereby defined the search area of novel key regulatory regions.

4.4
4.4.1

Methods
Chromatin interaction from Hi-C dataset

Publically available datasets for TADs (topologically associating domains) and Hi-C
experiments using the restriction enzyme HindIII in mESC (mouse J1 embryonic stem cells),
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mouse cortex cells from 8-week old male C57BL/6NCrl mice, hESC (human H1 embryonic stem
cells), and human IMR90 fibroblast cells were accessed to explore chromatin interactions at the
PAX6 locus [52, 54]. Summary files from Gene Expression Omnibus (GSE35156), which listed
paired-end reads mapped to mouse mm9 and human hg18 genome assemblies were retrieved.
We mapped the genomic coordinates of TADs and paired-end reads, originally defined on the
hg18 human assembly, onto the hg19 build using the liftOver tool provided by the UCSC
Genome Browser. Reads from duplicated Hi-C datasets of the same cell type were combined.
Numbers of paired-end reads linking each possible pair of 10-kb bins were counted, and each 10kb bin was set to overlap with 6 kb of the bin that came before it. The datasets were plotted as
two-dimensional heat maps using the ‘HiTC’ R package
(www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/HiTC.html, version 1.6.0, R version 3.0.2)
[64].

4.4.2

Local clustering approach to identify highly interactive domains

Highly interactive regions around PAX6 in all cells were identified through a local
neighbourhood clustering approach. A search was initiated from the PAX6 containing TAD of
each corresponding cell type. In a sliding window analysis with each window containing 2n+1 of
the 10-kb bins, where n is the number of bins extended from the center bin of each given window
in both directions, we summed the total interactions for the 2n+1 consecutive bins. We
determined the maximum interaction sum among all analyzed windows containing all PAX6
TSSs (as specified in UCSC Genes annotation), and reported the percentile of this observed sum
relative to the distribution of all sums observed for all windows of the same size within the TAD.
We report this percentile (0 to 100) as the interactive score. The procedure was repeated for n
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from 5 to 45 for each cell type, and the highly interactive neighbourhood was defined as the
window of size 2n+1 with the highest interactive score.
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Chapter 5: Spreading of heterochromatin in X;autosome translocated cells:
Regulation at local and domain levels
Through collaboration, we had the opportunity to investigate the regulation of gene expression of
X;autosomal translocated cell lines at both local/gene and domain levels. We first detect local
features around autosomal genes that are subjected to or escape from the spread of
heterochromatin in X;autosome translocated cells. Furthermore, we broaden the scale of the
investigation, transitioning from local features and within TAD interactions in previous chapters
to examining the association between multiple TADs and the spread of heterochromatin.

5.1

Synopsis

X-chromosome inactivation results in dosage equivalence between the X chromosome in males
and females; however, over 15% of human X-linked genes escape silencing and these genes are
enriched on the evolutionarily younger short arm of the X chromosome. The spread of
inactivation onto translocated autosomal material allows the study of inactivation without the
confounding evolutionary history of the X chromosome. The heterogeneity and reduced extent of
silencing on autosomes are evidence for the importance of DNA elements underlying the spread
of silencing.

We have assessed DNA methylation in six unbalanced X-autosome translocations using the
Illumina Infinium HumanMethylation450 array. Two to 42% of translocated autosomal genes
showed this mark of silencing, with the highest degree of inactivation observed for trisomic
autosomal regions. Generally, the extent of silencing was greatest close to the translocation
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breakpoint; however, silencing was detected well over 100 kb into the autosomal DNA. Alu
elements were found to be enriched at autosomal genes that escaped from inactivation while L1s
were enriched at subject genes. In cells without the translocation, there was enrichment of
heterochromatic features such as EZH2 and H3K27me3 for those genes that become silenced
when translocated, suggesting that underlying chromatin structure predisposes genes towards
silencing. Additionally, the analysis of topological domains indicated physical clustering of
autosomal genes of common inactivation status. Overall, our analysis indicated a complex
interaction between DNA sequence, chromatin features and the three-dimensional structure of
the chromosome.

5.2

Background

XCI occurs early in mammalian development to transcriptionally silence one of the chrX in
females, and generally results in dosage compensation for X-linked genes between XY males
and XX females. However, a surprising 15% of human genes continue to show substantial
expression from Xi and thus are said to escape from XCI [150]. While some of these genes retain
Y homologs and are dosage compensated, the remainder are candidates for sexually dimorphic
phenotypes (reviewed in [172]). In order to understand how genes can escape from the spread of
facultative heterochromatin on the Xi, several groups have undertaken bioinformatic studies of
the DNA sequences surrounding genes that escape from or are subject to XCI [173-176].
However, as the frequency with which genes escape from XCI increases in regions of the X
chromosome that diverged more recently from the Y chromosome or were more recent additions
to the X chromosome [177], evolutionary hitch-hiking may confound the identification of DNA
elements involved in the spread of XCI. Strikingly, Long Interspersed Nuclear Elements 1 (L1)
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elements have been shown to be enriched in regions of genes subject to XCI, and are also
enriched on autosomes which spread XCI effectively when translocated onto the Xi [178], an
approach that minimizes the evolutionary bias.

In individuals with unbalanced X;autosome translocations [t(X;A)]s it is generally the t(X;A)
that is inactivated [179], with inactivation spreading into autosomal material attached to the Xi.
The extent of autosomal silencing is variable, and to a lesser extent than typically observed on
the X chromosome, leading Gartler and Riggs to hypothesize that waystations, which act as
booster elements to propagate the inactivation signal, are more frequent on the X chromosome
than autosomes [180]. Additional DNA elements are likely involved in determining which genes
are subject to, or escape from, XCI. Notably, multiple different single copy X-linked integrations
of a bacterial artificial chromosome containing the mouse escape gene Kdm5c as well as flanking
genes subject to XCI, recapitulated XCI at multiple locations on the X chromosome; suggesting
that escape from XCI is an intrinsic feature of the local DNA sequence [181]. In contrast, studies
examining the frequency of repetitive elements on the X chromosome found that larger windows
of DNA sequence are more accurate at predicting XCI status [174, 176], suggesting that
waystations may act at the level of large domains. Intriguingly a smaller proportion of X-linked
genes escape from XCI in mouse than in humans [182], and in conserved escape regions the
domain is larger in humans possibly due to the loss of the boundary element CTCF [183, 184].
However, a DNA insulator containing CTCF binding sites was unable to protect a transgene
from XCI [185], reinforcing that there is likely interplay amongst a combination of elements that
favour the spread of XCI (waystations), ongoing expression from the Xi (escape elements) and
serve as boundaries to one or both of those elements. In order to identify candidate genomic
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regions for such sequences we have undertaken an examination of the extent of inactivation on
the autosomal portion of unbalanced t(X;A)s.

The spread of inactivation into the autosomal portion of unbalanced t(X;A)s has been shown
functionally [186] and by RT-PCR expression analyses of individual genes [187]. In agreement
with earlier replication-timing based studies, it has been shown that inactivation is not
contiguous across autosomes [188, 189]; however there is not complete concordance between
silencing and detectable late replication-timing [190]. Of the other features of an Xi, a better
correlation with inactivation has been observed for heterochromatic histone modifications [191],
while association of the noncoding XIST RNA, which is essential for establishment, but not
maintenance, of XCI could be lacking from the autosomal portion of the unbalanced t(X;A)
despite silencing and other marks of an Xi [192]. DNAm at a limited number of autosomal genes
showed good agreement with the inactivation status predicted based on expression [191, 193].
Overall, previous studies have in combination demonstrated silencing for approximately twothirds of the ~70 autosomal genes examined (reviewed in [172]). Studies of the spread of
inactivation are further complicated by the selective pressure exerted on cells which contain
t(X;A)s. When the autosomal portion of an unbalanced t(X;A) is disomic, extensive silencing
will result in the under-expression of inactivated genes possibly leading to cell death.
Conversely, when the autosomal portion of an unbalanced t(X;A)s is trisomic, cells are likely to
be selected for when inactivation is more extensive as this will achieve a more typical disomic
expression pattern, potentially minimizing the negative phenotype associated with the trisomy of
that autosome [194]. The discontinuous distribution, and combination of some, but not all, marks
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of XCI in unbalanced t(X;A)s suggests a complicated relationship between the underlying DNA
sequence and the spread of silencing and maintenance of XCI.

Increased DNAm in females relative to males at CpG islands, including both high (HC) and
intermediate (IC) CpG density [195], associated with X-linked genes subject to XCI has been
well-documented for many individual genes, and more recently genomic methodologies to assess
DNAm chromosome-wide have supported the use of DNAm to predict the XCI status of genes
[196-198]. Genes that escape XCI show similarly low levels of DNAm in males and females,
while genes subject to XCI show DNAm levels approaching 50%, presumably reflecting
decreased DNAm on Xa and increased DNAm on the Xi. Genes with CpG island promoters are
often housekeeping genes that are ubiquitously expressed; however the XCI-related DNAm
differences are also observed at CpG-island promoters when a gene is silenced in a tissue [198201]. DNAm is only one of a myriad of epigenetic marks associated with transcriptional
repression or activity, and the ENCODE project has created a catalog of epigenetic marks in a
variety of different cell types [202]. While many of these epigenetic marks, like DNAm,
correlate closely with the transcriptional status of a single promoter, there are also long-range
interactions that impact gene expression. Numerous studies have provided evidence for various
extents of large-scale chromosomal domains and structures [203-205]. The metaphase
chromosome banding patterns reflect domains which are on average several megabases in size
(reviewed in [206]) with G-positive bands being known to have fewer CpG islands than Gnegative bands [207] and to be later-replicating [208]. Analysis of 3D chromatin structure with
Hi-C experiments has identified specific sections of DNA that are consistently in close physical
proximity within the nucleus across different cell types [52]. The formation of facultative
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heterochromatin from one of a pair of essentially identical X chromosomes provides a
fascinating biological process in which to explore the interactions between DNA sequence,
chromatin structure and the resulting 3D structure within the nucleus.

We used the Illumina Infinium HumanMethylation450 array, which has probes for 99% of
RefSeq genes and 96% of CpG islands, to predict XCI for six unbalanced t(X;A)s by DNAm.
We observed variable extents of silencing, ranging from two to 42% of genes silenced, with
silencing being more extensive for trisomic autosomal regions and regions closest to the
translocation breakpoint, although remarkably similar patterns of silencing were observed when
the same chromosome was involved in a different translocation, which underscored the
deterministic nature of the underlying DNA sequences. Repetitive elements and genome-scale
data from the ENCODE project [4] were used to assess DNA sequence and epigenetic markers
for differential association between genes predicted to be subject to inactivation and to escape
from inactivation in the context of t(X;A)s. We found that autosomal genes predicted to be
subject to inactivation were depleted of Alus upstream of and around the TSSs in addition to
within the gene body but that Alus were enriched in the large domains of multiple escape genes.
Genes predicted to escape from inactivation were depleted for L1s within the gene body.
Impressively, genes subject to inactivation were enriched with the heterochromatin marks EZH2,
H2A.Z and H3K27me3 chromatin marks in non-translocated normal autosomes and were
depleted of RNA transcripts and open chromatin marks. Furthermore, analysis of chromatin
structure data revealed consistency of XCI status within the same topological domains observed
on non-translocated autosomes. Studying the role DNA features play in the spread of inactivation
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is valuable to expanding our understanding not only of X-chromosome inactivation but also of
other forms of long-range gene regulation which occur across the genome.

5.3
5.3.1

Results
DNAm spreads into autosomal sequences in unbalanced t(X;A)s

We analyzed DNAm using the Illumina Infinium HumanMethylation450 array on six t(X;A) that
were available as fibroblast cell lines or DNA from fibroblast cell lines from the Coriell Institute
for Medical Research (Camden, NJ, USA) (Appendix D.1). As the karyotypes were unbalanced,
some of the cell lines were disomic and others trisomic for the autosomal region involved in the
translocation, which would be expected to influence the amount of selective pressure favouring
spread of XCI. The translocated portion of four (GM01414, GM00074, GM08134, GM07503)
out of six t(X;A)s were significantly different (p-value<0.01) from the control average DNAm
levels demonstrating that the spread of inactivation into the translocated portions of these
trisomic t(X;A)s resulted in significant changes in DNAm. In the two remaining t(X;A)s
(GM01730, GM05396) the autosome was present in disomy and therefore not anticipated to
show as much silencing as when in trisomy. Using the Illumina Infinium HumanMethylation27
array we had previously shown that probes from both HC and IC density CpG islands (the term
CpG island will now refer to both HCs and ICs) promoters showed hypermethylation in females
(XaXi) relative to males (Xa), while only approximately 10% of non-island containing promoters
showed female-specific hypermethylation [196], and therefore we restricted subsequent analyses
to CpG island probes. To facilitate the identification of candidate sequences containing cis-acting
regulatory elements we wished to analyze the data by gene rather than by individual probe.
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5.3.2

CpG island DNAm changes with distance from TSS

To identify which autosomal genes had become inactivated we needed to know which of the
probes for a gene should be combined into a genic promoter average. The Illumina Infinium
HumanMethylation450 array contains an average of eight probes per gene promoter region, even
when probes overlapping polymorphisms or putative repetitive elements are eliminated [209].
Therefore, in order to determine which probes would consistently detect a DNAm difference due
to XCI, we used previously reported studies of genes that escape XCI to establish two training
sets of X-linked genes. The first, a “subject training set”, was comprised of 173 genes which
were previously found to be subject to XCI in all examined tissues [196] and were also found to
be silenced in at least 78% of of Xi hybrids [150]. The second “escape training set” was
comprised of 32 genes which were previously found to escape from XCI in all examined tissues
[196] and had been demonstrated to escape from XCI in greater than or equal to 78% of Xi
hybrids [150]. We then examined all probes around the CpG island promoters of the genes in
these training sets and plotted the DNAm levels in females. As shown in Figure 5.1A, the subject
training set had a consistent DNAm level of over 30% surrounding the TSS; whereas the escape
training set, which was smaller and showed more fluctuation, exhibited lower DNAm levels
between 400 bp upstream and 1301 bp downstream of the TSS. Therefore, we used an average of
the probes located from 400 bp upstream to 1300 bp downstream of the TSS (shaded grey box in
Figure 5.1A) to create a single DNAm value for each CpG island promoter. Such genic averages
clearly distinguished the subject and escape training sets (Figure 5.1B), allowing us to establish
criteria for calling an autosomal gene as subject to or escaping from inactivation. Any CpG
island probe which showed greater than 20% DNAm on the non-translocated chromosome was
excluded from further analysis, and then a genic inactivation status was predicted. Briefly, a gene
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was called subject to inactivation when the genic CpG island promoter average showed DNAm
greater than 25% when translocated, and a DNAm delta (translocated - control) between 22%
and 60%. Genes were classified as escaping from inactivation when DNAm was less than 25%
when translocated and the DNAm delta (translocated – control) was between -10% and 20%.
Additionally, an inactivation status was only predicted when at least two CpG island probes were
between 400 bp upstream and 1300 bp downstream of the TSS. This is a stringent criteria and
might miss some genes, in particular those on a trisomic t(X;A) where only one of the three
copies of an autosomal gene subject to inactivation is expected to gain DNAm. Therefore we
created a second, less restrictive category to identify another group of subject genes. In group 2
subject genes, DNAm was required to meet only two of the three criteria (control DNAm,
translocated DNA and DNAm delta) previously used to define group 1 subject genes so long as
DNA methylation was not within the escape range. Genes predicted by DNAm to be subject to
XCI, both group 1 and group 2, will henceforth be termed “subjects” while genes predicted by
DNAm to escape from XCI will be referred to as “escapes”.
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Figure 5.1 X-linked CpG island promoter DNAm is influenced by distance from the TSS.
(A) The DNAm of normal female fibroblasts were used to compare the DNAm for two training sets of genes; those
X-linked genes known to be subject to XCI (dashed line) and those X-linked genes which escape from XCI (solid
line). Bins of 100 bp were created surrounding the TSS for all X-linked genes in the training sets and the DNAm of
all probes located within that bin averaged for each training set. Grey shading highlights probes which most
accurately predict XCI. Error bars represent one standard error of the mean. (B) There is a significant (Mann
Whitney test, p-value<0.0001) difference in the average genic DNAm (only using probes between 400 bp upstream
of the TSS and 1300 bp downstream) between genes in the escape and subject training sets. Each dot represents a
single gene from the training set, the thick black line is the average and the error bars, one standard deviation. The
levels of DNAm required to called a gene as subject (group 1 subjects) to XCI (middle graph) or as escaping from
XCI are diagramed (right graph). There were three levels of DNAm examined, the control DNAm, the translocated
DNAm and the translocated-control DNAm. For group 2 subject genes one of those may fall outside of the subject
range but not within the escape range.

5.3.3

DNAm analysis predicts varied degrees of inactivation spread between t(X;A)s

We generated a DNAm heat map for each t(X;A), which compared the average genic DNAm
levels per CpG island gene promoter in controls (all fibroblast lines in which the chromosome
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was not translocated) to the average genic DNAm levels on the translocated chromosome which
was then used to assign an inactivation status (Figure 5.2). For each gene within the autosomal
portion of the t(X;A), an average DNAm was calculated for all samples with a normal autosome
and for the sample carrying the t(X;A). The false discovery rate for each autosome was
calculated by dividing the false positives by total number of genes (false positives plus true
positives). False positives were autosomal subject genes despite not being on the autosome
involved in the t(X;A). True positives were autosomal escape that were not on the autosome
involved in the t(X;A). The average false discovery was 0.003 with a maximum false discovery
rate of 0.014 which was on chr21 in GM01414. The autosomal portion of each t(X;A) was
broken into quartiles and the percentage of genes subject to XCI determined (Appendix D.2). A
chi-square test of each t(X;A) revealed that the distribution of genes subject to inactivation was
significantly different (p-value <0.05) than expected by chance with an over representation of
subject genes in the quartile closest to the breakpoint. The four samples (GM07503, GM01414,
GM00074 and GM08134) in which the autosomal portion of the t(X;A) translocation was
trisomic showed a higher percentage of subjects than the samples in which the autosomal portion
of the t(X;A) was disomic (GM01730 and GM05396) however there was considerable variability
in the extent of predicted silencing between the different t(X;A).
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Figure 5.2 Autosomal CpG island promoter DNAm suggests different degrees of spread of inactivation.
For each autosome involved in an t(X;A) the normal genic average DNAm is shown to the left and the average genic
DNAm of the t(X;A) in the middle. The inactivation status for each gene is shown to the right with the number of
genes subject to inactivation (group 1: red, group 2: orange), escaping from inactivation (green) and uncallable
(grey) given below each sample. Average genic DNAm levels are shown in the order found on the chromosome but
the distance between genes is not to scale. On the far right of set section is a scale with the distance from the
breakpoint. DNAm is shown on a colour scale from 0% (yellow) to 50% (green) to 100% (blue).

GM05396 (t(X;22) Figure 5.2F) showed the lowest number and percentage of subjects (2%),
consistent with selection against inactivating the disomic chromosome 22, and the reported late
replication of only the X chromosomal portion of the translocation, although dysmorphic
features were reported for the female (Coriell Institute for Medical Research (Camden, NJ,
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USA)). GM07503 (t(X;2) Figure 5.2A) also showed minimal silencing (5%) which was
predominantly close to the translocation breakpoint. This limited silencing could be consistent
with the mental retardation and dysmorphic features seen in the proband. Over 24% silencing
was observed for the other four translocations (Figure 5.2B-E). GM01414 and GM00074 (t(X;9)
and t(X;14) respectively) have been previously extensively examined [192, 210, 211]. The
individuals from which the samples were collected lack substantial clinical features of autosomal
trisomy and the t(X;A)s are predominantly late replicating or hypoacetylated, and show only
partial spread of the XIST RNA along the chromosome [192].

The remaining two cell lines (GM08134 and GM01730) both had t(X;21)s, involving the
majority of chromosome 21; however for the former, chromosome 21 was essentially trisomic,
while in the latter, chromosome 21 was disomic. Surprisingly, there was quite a similar pattern of
silencing along chromosome 21, consistent with GM01830 being reported to have late
replication of both the X and autosomal portion of the translocation in the majority of cells and
phenotypic similarities to 21 deletion syndrome [212]. 17% of genes classified as subjects in one
t(X;21) were classified as escapes in the other t(X;21). The average difference in DNAm
between the discordant chr21 genes was 17% compared to 1% difference in DNAm in the 83%
of concordant genes, supporting that the discordant genes truly had a different XCI status
between the two different chr21 XAs. The genic DNAm average for CpG-island promoters on
the chromosome 21 portions of the t(X;21)s with escapes and subjects, based on the criteria
outlined in Figure 5.1B, are shown in Figure 5.3. In addition to an overall similarity in the
patterns of DNAm, the conservation of the sharp boundary between escapes and subjects (dashed
line) suggested conservation of a putative boundary defining sequence within a ~300Kb region.
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By expanding our analysis beyond only CpG islands associated with TSSs to non-promoter CpG
islands such as the unmethylated, and therefore escaping, CpG island located between C21orf82
and KCNE2 (Figure 5.3) we were able to refine the region in which the putative boundary
defining sequence might be located to ~175kb.

Figure 5.3 t(X;21)s show conservation of subject and escape domains.
(A) The genic methylation for all CpG island promoters on chr21 is shown as a line graph with each dot
representing a single CpG island promoter. The dot signifies the predicted XCI status (subject: light grey squares,
escape: dark grey circles, uncallable: white triangles) based on the level of methylation on the translocated
chromosome, the average control methylation and the delta between the two (criteria explained in Figure 5.1B).
Above each line graph the range and size of the subject (light grey) and escape (dark grey) domains is denoted by
thick bars. The vertical hashed line marks the potential conserved boundary element located between
SLC5A3/MRPS6 and FAM165B. (B) DNAm in the chr21 boundary region marked in (A). SLC5A3/MRPS6 is
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predicted to escape from inactivation while FAM165B is predicted to be subject to inactivation. The gene and CpG
density associated with each probe is shown below.

5.3.4

DNA sequence features differ around subject and escape genes

The similarities between the inactivation statuses in the two t(X:21)s suggested that DNA
sequences and/or features of chromatin structure might play a substantial role in the
determination of inactivation status. We investigated the potential features associated with the
spread of heterochromatin on the autosomal portion of the t(X;A)s by calculating a significance
score and visualized DNA features as anchored coverage plots to compare subjects and escapes.
For each feature three genomic sections were examined: the promoter section (+/-5kb around the
TSS); the genic section (entire length of transcription); and the upstream section (the 15kb region
upstream of the TSS). As described in the Methods section, the enrichment significance score
reflects the enrichment of the indicated feature within either subjects or escapes. Appendix D.3
includes the mean coverage of each feature and the percentage of the defined regions that
contained each feature, while Appendix D.4 includes the anchored density plots for all features.
Table 5.1 lists the top ten DNA sequence features that differed between the promoters of subjects
and escapes. Of the 67 DNA sequence features examined, Alus were most (1.44 fold)
significantly depleted in the promoters of subjects compared to escapes and were also
significantly depleted in the upstream section (1.44 fold) and gene body (1.36 fold) of subjects.
L1s were significantly enriched in the genic section of subjects compared to escapes (Figure
5.4A). While the DNA sequence features are static, chromatin properties can vary between cells
and we next examined high-throughput chromatin data to compare between subjects and escapes.
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DNA Sequence
Features

Promoter
Genomic Section
q-value

SINE

4.26E-12

Alu

1.23E-11

IC

8.65E-06

HC

0.0001908

repeatAll

0.0002767

Satellite

0.0009831

cpgs

0.001308

LTR

0.008435

hAT-Blackjack

0.01463

L2

0.0361

Mean
enrichment

S: 0.1495
E: 0.2129
S: 0.1164
E: 0.1758
S: 0.2820
E: 0.3146
S: 0.1661
E: 0.1393
S: 0.3448
E: 0.3883
S: 7.00E04
E: 0.0000
S: 0.1209
E: 0.1018
S: 0.0575
E: 0.0431
S: 1.00E04
E: 7.00E04
S: 0.0337
E: 0.0385

Genic
Genomic Section
q-value

2.20E-05
0.0002736
4.26E-12
0.207
0.2408
0.09876
0.2887
2.55E-08
0.0001908
0.004727

Mean
enrichment

S: 0.1474
E: 0.1924
S: 0.1157
E: 0.1571
S: 0.2085
E: 0.2775
S: 0.1091
E: 0.1135
S: 0.3789
E: 0.3683
S: 0.0000
E: 0.0000
S: 0.0889
E: 0.0907
S: 0.0483
E: 0.0301
S: 6.00E04
E: 6.00E04
S: 0.0337
E: 0.0311

Upstream
Genomic Section
Mean
q-value
enrichment

4.26E-12
1.23E-11
3.20E-13
0.3131
0.2019
0.1729
0.2212
7.17E-05
0.1995
0.09344

S: 0.1841
E: 0.2516
S: 0.1530
E: 0.2196
S: 0.1688
E: 0.2302
S: 0.0653
E: 0.0647
S: 0.4973
E: 0.5033
S: 1.00E04
E: 1.00E04
S: 0.0459
E: 0.0476
S: 0.1038
E: 0.0758
S: 5.00E04
E: 7.00E04
S: 0.0402
E: 0.0373

Table 5.1 DNA sequence features with the ten most significant q-values in the promoter genomic section.
Underlined q-values are statistically significant (q<=0.01) and mean enrichment is given for subject (S) and escape
(E) genes and the enriched category highlighted in boldface type. All examined features are listed in Appendix D.3.
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Figure 5.4 Average density plots of DNA sequence and epigenetic features around subjects and escapes after G-banding separation.
Anchored density plots around the TSSs for DNA sequence features (A) and chromatin features (B and C). The x-axis corresponds to the distance in base pairs
upstream (negative) or downstream (positive) of the TSS, whereas the y-axis shows the average density of each feature at the location relative to TSSs within the
group (subjects: red line and escapes: green line). The dashed grey line in the plots represents 5000 randomly selected autosome genes with intermediate or high
CpG density regions at the TSSs. All lines are plotted using the locally weighted scatterplot smoothing approach. The cell type in which chromatin features were
examined is given in brackets after that feature title. Subjects and escapes were compared for three genomic sections: the promoter (P) section (+/-5kb around the
TSS); the genic (G) section (entire length of transcription); and the upstream (U) section (the 15kb region upstream of the TSS). Statistical significance
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comparing subjects and escapes is shown for each feature in which a test was performed. (C) Density plots further segregated into G-band negative (orange/light
green) and G-band positive (dark red/dark green).
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5.3.5

Heterochromatic marks are enriched at subjects in non-translocated cells

Given the detected differences in DNA sequence features, we were interested if differences in
chromatin features could also be detected between subjects and escapes. One would anticipate
changes in chromatin marks in the t(X;A) cells themselves; however, separating cause and effect
would not be possible in our cell lines. Therefore, the question we examined was whether there
were predisposing chromatin marks identifiable through the ENCODE data which captures these
properties in a variety of normal fibroblast cell lines, not the t(X;A) cells. As with the DNA
sequence features, significance scores and anchored coverage plots were generated for chromatin
features from the ENCODE project datasets [90, 213]. In the promoter and upstream genomic
sections used above, EZH2 was the feature with the most significant difference between subjects
and escapes while in the genic section, nucleus_longPolyA was the most significantly different
(Table 5.2). EZH2, H3K27me3, H2A.Z, and nuclear longPolyA, reflecting nuclear transcription
levels, were found to be significantly different between subjects and escapes across all three
examined genomic sections. As might be anticipated the heterochromatic marks EZH2,
H3K27me3 and H3K9me3 were enriched in subjects compared to escapes whereas nuclear
longPolyA was depleted in subjects compared to escapes (Figure 5.4B). While escapes showed
expression levels similar to the genome average, subjects were expressed at a significantly lower
level. Interestingly, the differences between transcription levels around subjects and escapes was
strongest when transcripts from the nucleus compartment were used in comparison to cytosolic
or whole cell fractions, potentially emphasizing a negative influence of nuclear transcripts both
up and downstream on the spread of heterochromatin. Some chromatin features, such as
H3K9me3, were only significantly different at the genic section (Appendix D.3). We did not,
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however, find significant difference in transcriptional associated markers, RNA polymerase II
nor H3K4me3 (Appendix D.3), within any genomic sections between subject and escapes.

Chromatin Features
(cell type)

EZH2_(39875)
(NHDF-Ad)

nucleus_longPolyA
(IMR90)

H2A.Z
(NHDF-Ad)

cell_longPolyA
(IMR90)

H3K27me3
(NHDF-Ad)

cytosol_longPolyA
(IMR90)

CTCF_(SC-15914)
(IMR90)

H3K9ac
(NHDF-Ad)

COREST_(sc30189)

Promoter
Genomic Section
q-value
4.07E-08
4.55E-06
8.65E-06
0.0001188
0.0001456
0.03067
0.03814
0.04083

(IMR90)

S: 0.5261
E: 0.3433
S: 0.3743
E: 0.4783
S: 0.5946
E: 0.4641
S: 0.2219
E: 0.2929
S: 0.4523
E: 0.3312
S: 0.1192
E: 0.1445
S: 0.0385
E: 0.0321
S: 0.5433
E: 0.4819

q-value
7.64E-09
1.54E-06
0.002435
5.78E-05
0.0005403
0.001652
0.06623
0.07869

Mean
enrichment

S: 0.3719
E: 0.261
S: 0.4796
E: 0.6049
S: 0.4477
E: 0.3464
S: 0.3316
E: 0.439
S: 0.3077
E: 0.2372
S: 0.1415
E: 0.1918
S: 0.0226
E: 0.0261
S: 0.4682
E: 0.4145

Upstream
Genomic Section
Mean
q-value
enrichment
4.88E-07
2.72E-07
0.0001149
2.54E-05
5.06E-05
0.0001698
0.1975
0.02219

S: 0.4403
E: 0.2882
S: 0.2125
E: 0.3422
S: 0.4728
E: 0.3287
S: 0.0819
E: 0.1506
S: 0.4901
E: 0.3575
S: 0.0585
E: 0.0934
S: 0.0244
E: 0.0211
S: 0.4075
E: 0.3061

0.05147

S: 0.0215
E: 0.0212

0.2408

S: 0.0164
E: 0.0172

0.1729

S: 0.0131
E: 0.0154

0.0647

S: 0.3924
E: 0.4256

0.09316

S: 0.517
E: 0.5611

0.0008847

S: 0.1979
E: 0.2642

(IMR90)

cell_total

Mean
enrichment

Genic
Genomic Section

Table 5.2 Chromatin features with the ten most significant q-values in the promoter genomic section.
Underlined q-values are statistically significant (q<=0.01) and mean enrichment is given for subject (S) and escape
(E) genes and the enriched category highlighted in boldface type. All examined features are listed in Appendix D.3.

Thus we observed both DNA sequence and epigenomic differences correlated with the extent of
silencing on the autosomal portion of t(X;A)s. The significant association of some chromatin
features in normal somatic cells with the ability of a translocated gene to be silenced might
reflect the known interplay between DNA sequence and chromatin features, which characterizes
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heterochromatic G-positive regions. Our analysis predicted inactivation based on CpG island
DNAm and over 66% of genes analyzed were located within G-negative regions; however only
46% of subject genes were in G-negative bands, so we further subdivided our examination of
chromatin features by G-band. Some features showed little difference between G-positive and Gnegative bands (e.g. EZH2 and nuclear longPolyA) while in others (e.g. H3K9me3), separation
based on G-banding could explain much of the observed differences in subjects and escapes
(Figure 5.4C; Appendix D.5). For H2A.Z G-banding constituted much, but not all of the
differential feature densities. Thus, there is enrichment of subjects in G-positive and H3K9me3enriched chromatin, but an additional predisposition to silencing for both G-positive or Gnegative regions that are enriched in the ability to bind EZH2 and thus recruit H3K27me3.

5.3.6

Genes segregate into topological domains based on inactivation status

The conclusion that the presence of heterochromatin is directly related to the physical
compartments of the DNA within the nucleus led us to investigate the features of larger domains
of subjects and escapes, which might be physically separated in the nucleus [52]. To study
whether the spread of heterochromatin on t(X;A) was influenced by higher order chromatin
organization, we assessed the consistency of X-inactivation status within topological domains.
These domains are megabase-sized local chromatin interaction zones obtained from Hi-C
analysis, of the IMR90 and human ES cell lines [52]. By computing the entropy of
subject/escape groups within each domain, we hypothesized that if there existed an influence of
the topological domains, from a non-translocated context, on XCI, we would observe high
consistency of either subject or escape groups within each domain exhibiting low entropy. We
investigated 195 topological domains defined in IMR90 cells that contained more than one
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subject or escape gene. A stringent entropy measure of 0 was observed for 67% (n=130) of
domains, indicating a strong tendency for subject and escape to segregate (p-value= 1.9031x1018

). Similar segregation was observed for domains in human ES cells (p-value=2.6264x10-14).

These findings highlight the role that higher structure may play in determining the spread of
inactivation along the chromosome.

5.4

Discussion

The considerable extent of DNAm of CpG island promoters observed on the t(X;A)s suggests
that DNAm profiling can be used as a means to detect the spread of silencing from the X
chromosome to the autosome; thereby providing a means to identify candidate DNA elements
involved in the spread of inactivation or escape from inactivation. The CpG island promoters of
autosomal genes typically show extremely low DNAm [214], therefore, an increase in DNAm at
the CpG island promoter of an autosomal gene in a t(X;A) suggests that the gene has become
silenced due to the spread of inactivation. Previous analysis of t(X;A)s has demonstrated that the
DNAm status of autosomal genes shows good agreement with inactivation status [191, 193]. By
using the Illumina Infinium HumanMethylation450 platform we were able to use DNAm to
predict the spread of inactivation across the autosomal portion of six t(X;A)s. Overall our
DNAm-based assignment of inactivation status resulted in a lower frequency of XCI than seen
with previous assessments of individual genes. There could be several reasons for this
discrepancy. Importantly, while the gain of DNAm gives us confidence that a gene has been
influenced by the spread of silencing, a gain of DNAm may not always be present or retained
when genes are silenced. Second, there might be a bias in genes that were chosen for assessment
in previous studies, although they were not particularly enriched at the breakpoints where we did
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observe greater XCI (reviewed in [172]). It is also possible that genes lacking CpG island
promoters, which we did not address with DNAm, may be more prone to silencing. However, at
least some of the difference is likely attributable to the stringency at which we set our thresholds
for DNAm. Heterogeneity and partial expression have previously been reported for silencing in
t(X;A) and this would reduce the level of DNAm [215]. If some autosomal genes are subject to
inactivation in only a subset of cells then the average DNAm might not be high enough to be
predicted as subject to inactivation. Genes with average DNAm in the uncallable range could be
variably inactivated genes that are only inactivated in a subset of cells. Samples where the
autosomal portion of the t(X;A) was trisomic would also be expected to have lower DNAm than
when the autosomal portion was disomic, since only one of the three autosome would gain
DNAm. We have included a less stringent group of subject genes, to allow for genes with
slightly lower DNAm to be classified as subject however it is possible that some escape genes
may be subject to inactivation in a small proportion of cells.

There were two main classes of features, DNA sequence and chromatin, that we wished to
compare with inactivation status. Studies examining the DNA sequence of regions on the X
chromosome which are subject to XCI compared to regions which escape from XCI are
confounded by the evolutionary pressures which the X chromosome has undergone. Examination
of the DNA sequence for domains subject to inactivation compared to domains which escape
from inactivation on the autosomal portion of t(X;A)s disentangles the complex evolutionarily
history of the X-chromosome and thus provides a complementary system in which to study the
role that sequence composition plays in determining XCI status. Chromatin features, such as
those associated with silent heterochromatin, may further influence the formation of larger
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nuclear compartments and/or interactions between different regions of DNA [52]. We observed
differential enrichment of repetitive elements between subjects and escapes at both the domain
and individual gene level. Differences in DNA sequence are thought to allow domains which
escape from XCI to loop out of the Xi domain [157] while domains rich in repetitive elements
come together to form the dense heterochromatic core of the Xi which can be visualized as a
‘CoT1 hole’ [216]. Thus regions with high LINE frequency may form the Barr body while the
regions with low LINE frequency would be capable of looping outside of the silent Xi domain
[157]. The similarities in the patterns of inactivation between the two t(X;A) involving
chromosome 21 (GM01730 and GM08134) strongly support the role of DNA sequence in
determining inactivation status. In particular a transition between escape and subject domains
was observed to lie in the same ~175 kb region and this region contained ENCODE defined
insulator elements which are known to play a role in genome organization (reviewed in [205]).
L1 enrichment was seen at subjects but the striking depletion of Alus at subjects was even more
dramatic and Alus were also seen to be over-represented in escapes at the domain levels. The
relationship between DNA sequence and chromatin is complex and determining the exact
interplay between the two will require further studies. We observed some chromatin marks
(notably H3K9me3) that reflected the propensity of G-positive regions to undergo silencing;
however other marks, such as EZH2, were not reflective of G-banding consistent with other
studies which have shown a physical separation of H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 dense region on
the X chromosome [217] and thus enrichments observed may be aggregates of significant
chromatin neighborhoods.
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Polycomb protein recruitment, and histone modifications such as the accumulation of
H3K27me3 and the decrease in H3K4me3 have been associated with XCI in two large-scale
allelic analyses of ChIP-chip or ChIP-seq experiments in mouse [218, 219]. These studies
suggest that XCI spreads initially to a small number of Polycomb stations and from there to more
frequent but weaker locations along the chromosome to complete the spread of XCI. In this study
we observed that genes subject to inactivation were enriched for EZH2, a Polycomb group
protein, and H3K27me3 in cells not containing a t(X;A). The enrichment of HZH2 and
H3K27me3 supports a model in which Polycomb recruitment sites predispose DNA to allow the
spread of heterochromatin. Our findings of overrepresentation of RNA transcripts and DNase I
hypersensitive sites at escape TSSs suggest that genes originally highly transcribed or in open
chromatin domains are more inclined to escape from heterochromatin spreading. The
observations suggest a potential relationship between autosomal properties profiled by ENCODE
in normal cells and the observed subject/escape patterning in the translocated chromosomes.
Exactly how chromatin features influence the 3D structure of the chromosome within the nucleus
is unknown; however, transcriptional silencing likely occurs through various pathways. The Xi
has previously been shown to have features of heterochromatin which appear to form topically
distinct domains [217, 220]. Topological domains, as defined by Hi-C, have been found to be
stable across cell types and during development in human and mouse cells, and a model has been
proposed that regions within domains can be dynamic to take part in cell type-specific regulatory
events [52, 53]. Interestingly, we found that the potential for heterochromatin spread tended to be
consistent within topological domains of non-translocated autosomes, observed as statistically
significant segregation of inactivation status. This indicates a further influence of topological
domains on XCI in addition to the sequence and epigenetic properties.
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The spread of XCI in t(X;A)s provides a means to identify elements involved in the spread of
heterochromatin by removing the complex evolutionary history of the X chromosome, and we
report the use of DNAm to assess XCI in six t(X;A). However, there are multiple additional
considerations regarding why a particular region of genes might be subject to or escape from
XCI. A major confounding factor which will influence the degree to which inactivation is
observed to have spread on the autosomal portion of a t(X;A) is secondary selection. In order to
maintain the most normal expression pattern, when the autosomal portion of the t(X;A) is
disomic there may be selection against cells in which extensive silencing occurs. Conversely,
when the autosomal portion of the X;autosome translocation is trisomic, selection may work
against cells in which minimal silencing occurs. Indeed, since most autosomal trisomies are not
viable, the ability of t(X;A)s to exist with trisomic autosomal portions speaks to the ability of
inactivation to achieve a more normal expression pattern and minimize the negative phenotype
[194], and we observed greater silencing in t(X;A) which were trisomic. However, spread of
inactivation may have been more extensive at the time of silencing and reactivation may have
occurred subsequently; and indeed selection continues as cell lines are cultured. We restricted
our analysis to fibroblast lines after preliminary analysis of a lymphoblast line (GM10006)
showed poor correlation of DNAm patterns on the X chromosomal portion with the Xi in female
fibroblasts, beyond that attributable to normal tissue-specific differences in DNAm and escape
from XCI (e.g. [196, 221]). In a previous analysis of GM01414 and GM00074 the XIST RNA
was localized to only ~ 50% of the autosomal chromatin despite hypoacetylation or latereplication of a larger portion of the autosome, leading to the suggestion that at an earlier time
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there may have been more extensive spread of XIST RNA [192]; and there may also have been
more extensive DNAm prior to culture of these cells.

Another consideration is the distance over which silencing would need to spread, both from the
X inactivation center on the X chromosome, and across autosomal material. Previous analysis of
a proband with a t(X;A) with a high frequency of LINEs at the breakpoint and a minimal
phenotype led to the suggestion that the repetitive element content surrounding the breakpoint
influenced the degree to which inactivation spreads [194]. We did not observe a clear
relationship between the spread of inactivation and the repetitive element content at the
breakpoints we examined; however, GM05396, which showed the lowest degree of genes subject
to inactivation, did have the lowest L1 and the highest Alu content of all the t(X;A)s studied. We
observed significantly more silencing close to the X chromosome (Appendix D.2), raising the
question of whether the silencing observed is a compendium of both XCI and position-effect
variegation. GM07503 showed limited silencing which extended nearly 55Mb from the
breakpoint. However, the silencing was enriched close to the breakpoint which may reflect
position effect variegation. Overall, no general correlation between distance of the breakpoint
from the XIST locus and ability to silence was observed, and clearly inactivation is able to spread
a considerable distance into an autosome; with silencing in GM01414 spreading over 140 Mb
from the XIST locus to the farthest autosomal gene predicted to be subject to XCI. Additionally,
the ability of XCI to spread across a centromere may be more limited than the ability to spread
through euchromatic sequences. In the mouse, Xist RNA does not bind to the centromere [222];
and the majority of human genes which escape from XCI are located on the other side of the
centromere from the XIST locus [223] leading to the suggestion that the centromere may act as
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barrier to the spread of inactivation on the X chromosome. Therefore, it is interesting to note that
GM05396, which showed the lowest degree of inactivation, is a dicentric chromosome.

Through the study of DNA methylation in t(X;A) we identified 332 autosomal genes that were
subject to the spread of XCI, and another 1219 that potentially escaped silencing. In addition to
the impact of selection and distance from the breakpoint, we observed a substantial effect of
DNA sequence, in particular repetitive elements, on the ability of genes to be impacted by XCI.
As previously reported, L1 elements were enriched around genes subject to inactivation, but
intriguingly we also observed that other elements, notably Alus, were found to be enriched at
genes which escape from inactivation. Enrichments of DNA sequences were observed across
larger domains of genes, and assessment of topologically associated domains showed highly
significant clustering of escapes and subjects within such domains. In support of the spread of
XCI through pre-existing chromatin structures, we observed the enrichment of heterochomatic
marks and proteins in normal cells for genes that were subject to silencing in the translocations,
suggesting that these regions may be predisposed to allow the spread of inactivation. The
substantial enrichment of H3K27me3 and Polycomb group proteins was independent of
underlying G-banding relationships, supporting the recent suggestion that spread of XCI may act
through Polycomb stations. Overall, identifying the DNA features enabling spread or escape
from inactivation will be an important contribution to understanding long-range gene regulation.
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5.5
5.5.1

Methods
Sample preparation and bisulfite conversion

DNA was extracted using a standard extraction protocol with a Qiagen RNA/DNA Allprep kit.
750 ng of DNA was bisulfite converted using the EZ DNA methylation kit (Zymo Research)
with the alternative incubation conditions (replace steps 4 & 5 of standard incubation with [95°C
(30 seconds), 50°C (60 minutes)] for 16 cycles) outlined for use with the Illumina Infinium
HumanMethylation450 array. DNA was obtained from GM07503; GM01414; GM00074;
GM01730; GM08134; GM05396 and GM08399 (46,XX) [224]. Karyograms for each t(X;A)
were created using the Karyogram drawing tool at http://www.cydas.org/index.html. Only the
autosome involved in the t(X;A) as well as the X and Y chromosomes were shown. Karyotypes
and clinical data as reported by Coriell Institute for Medical Research (Camden, NJ, USA) are as
follows: GM07503 - 46,X,der(X)t(X;2)(q27;p16)mat.arr Xq27.3q28(143412907154887040)x1,2p25.3p16.1(2771-55375877)x3- mental retardation and dysmorphic features.
GM01414 46,X,-X,+der(9)t(X;9)(q11.1;q32)mat.arr Xp22.33q11.1(10846462265547)x1,4q31.22(145136590-145239234)x1,8p23.1(7237777-7825360)x3,9p24.3q32(1905115498428)x3 - Turner syndrome. GM00074 47,Y,t(X;14)(q13.2;q32.2),+der(14)t(X;14)(q13.2;q32.2)mat.arr Xq13.2q28(72438336154887040)x2,14q11.1q32.2(18072111-96533541)x3 - Klinefelter syndrome. GM01730 46,XX,der(21)(21qter>21p11::Xq11>Xqter)mat - mental retardation and multiple anomalies
with phenotypic similarities to 21-deletion syndrome (42). GM08134 46,X,der(X)t(X;21)(q22.3;q11.2)mat.arr Xq22.3q28(109833598154887040)x1,21q11.2q22.3(13286389-46921373)x3 - hypotonia and dysmorphic features
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including epicanthal folds. GM05396 - 45,X,der(22)t(X;22)(Xqter> Xp11::22p12>22qter) –
hypotonia and pixie-like appearance.

5.5.2

CpG density definitions

The program CpGIE [225] was used to locate three CpG density classifications (High: HC,
Intermediate: IC & Low: LC) based on those used by Weber et al. (24) on chr2, chr9, chr14,
chr21, chr22 and chrX using the hg18 genome build. The criteria for each CpG density were as
outlined below. HCs, GC content greater than 55%, an ObservedCpG/ExpectedCpG greater than
0.75 and at least 500 bp (base pairs) in length. ICs, GC content greater than 50%, an
ObservedCpG/ExpectedCpG greater than 0.48 and at least 200 bp in length. LCs were all those
regions which were not HC or IC. Both HC and IC were considered to be CpG islands and both
are therefore included in any “CpG island” category discussed. The “non-CpG island” category
is composed only of LCs.

5.5.3

Illumina Infinium HumanMethylation450 array

All samples were run on the Illumina Infinium HumanMethylation450 array. Briefly, 160 ng of
bisulfite converted DNA was whole genome amplified, fragmented and hybridized to the
Illumina Infinium HumanMethylation450 array following a standard protocol as outlined in the
user guide. Arrays were scanned on the Illumina iScan system and imported into GenomeStudio
for further analysis (2010.2). Results were subjected to a background normalization using
BeadStudio (versions 3.1.3.0 Illumina, Inc) and probes with p-values greater than 0.05 or no beta
value were removed. Quantile normalization was performed in R 2.11.0 using the limma package
[226]. Before any DNAm analysis was performed, four categories of probes were removed from
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the Illumina Infinium HumanMethylation 450 array. First, all “ch.” probes were removed as
these probes represent non-CpG DNAm and were therefore not of interest in this paper. Second,
all chr2, chr9, chr14, chr21, chr22 and chrX genes were compared against a list of cancer-testis
family genes found at the CTdatabase [227] and all cancer-testis family genes removed from
further analysis as they are typically hypermethylated regardless of CpG density [228]. All
probes in which the target CpG overlapped a repetitive element, contained a SNP or cross
hybridized to another chromosome were removed from further analysis [209].

5.5.4

External data sets

Sequence features as well as processed high-throughput sequencing datasets generated by the
ENCODE project were downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser (using hg19 build) [213,
229]. Data sets were obtained for repetitive sequences, G-banding, CpG islands, conserved
regions, and large-scale experimental data. The term “G-band negative” refers to those bands
classified as “gneg” in the file annotation while “G-band positive” refers to “gpos75” and
“gpos100” bands. The large-scale data includes selected ChIP-Seq, DNaseI hypersensitivity
profiles, RNA-Seq expression profiles; each class was restricted to data derived from normal
fibroblast cells, IMR90 and NHDF-Ad cells. The individual data sets are presented in Appendix
D.3.

5.5.5

Definition and annotation of subject and escape genes

All analyses were conducted using custom scripts in R (version 2.15.2) and Bioconductor
packages (version 2.12) unless otherwise stated. To assign CpG segments with subject or escape
status to genes, we first obtained TSS information in hg19 built from the EnsEMBL Genes 69
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database through biomaRt [230], and assigned the CpG segments to the genes of the most
proximal TSSs irrespective of the strands. 230 and 1126 CpG segments categorized as subjects
and escapes were assigned to the nearest TSSs of genes, and were further narrowed down into
212 and 993 unique TSSs, respectively.

5.5.6

Assessing the significant association of features

The test of significance was determined with a Wilcoxon rank sum test of fragment densities
between subject and escape genes for each feature. Feature fragment density for each TSS is
computed as the number of nucleotides with feature over the total number of nucleotides tested.
The tests were performed on three genomic sections: 15kb regions upstream of the annotated
proximal TSS (spanning -15kb to -1) and on 10kb regions corresponding to segments spanning
+/-5kb from the TSS, and on the genic regions from +1 to the end of the terminal exon. P-values
of tests on features at three genomic sections were adjusted altogether for multiple hypothesis
testing using the qvalues package [110]. A composite score was calculated across the three
segments as the sum of -1* log10(q values) for each feature. Features with a low percentage of
the defined regions containing such feature (<10) in both subject and escapes at all three sections
were excluded.

5.5.7

Analysis of topological domains

Topological domains from IMR90 and human ES (H1) cells in hg18 build were downloaded
from the Hi-C project website of the Ren lab [52]. The liftOver tool was used to convert domains
to hg19 build and only complete domains were retained for subsequent analysis [113]. We first
assigned TSSs of subject and escape genes to the domains in which they are located, and focused
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on topological domains with more than one subject or escape gene. Within each domain, an
entropy value was computed from counts of subject and escape genes. We then tested the
association by comparing the proportion of domains with entropy=0 to that of 10000 randomized
subject and escape assignments within each domain with respect to the overall subject and
escape percentages. The overall p-value is estimated to be the probability of the true proportion
from the null normal distribution estimated from randomization.
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Chapter 6: Inter-TAD network: co-regulation and co-localization
As presented in previous chapters, both local features and chromatin domains influence
regulation of gene expression. The heterochromatin potentially spreads outward from the
inactive X chromosome into translocated autosomes in units consistent with TADs. Hence, we
were inspired to investigate TADs as the genomic unit instead of genes, evaluating the
relationships between TADs in terms of transcriptional activity and chromatin properties.

6.1

Synopsis

Associations between co-regulation and co-localization in the nucleus have been reported at the
gene level, perhaps best exemplified by the transcription factories model previously introduced.
The model is consistent at the regulatory level with cases in which enhancers act to regulate
promoters. Exploring a model in which TADs are the building blocks of genome organization,
we hypothesize that such co-regulation and co-localization also exists at the level of these
megabase-sized domains, where sets of TADs may be interacting and such interactions are
concurrent with similar epigenetic properties and gene expression patterns.

FANTOM5 CAGE data was integrated across each TAD to produce TAD transcriptional
activities, for which correlation analysis identified clusters of TADs, termed TAD modules.
Through a weighted correlation network analysis, we identified modules of TADs that shared
similar transcriptional activities across hundreds of cell types. We found TAD modules to be
significantly active in subsets of cell types (i.e. genes contained within the TAD were found to be
expressed in those cells), enriched with relevant Gene Ontology functions and DNase I open
chromatin peaks. Furthermore, a subset of TAD modules significantly co-localized selectively in
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their active cell types (e.g. fibroblast or hematopoietic cells). While a module featuring elevated
expression in brain was enriched for inter-TAD interactions in multiple cell and tissue types, but
was specifically associated to lamina-associated domains previously detected in fibroblasts. Such
domains are known to be repressive of expression, suggesting a model for how regulation within
TAD modules may be achieved.

Here we showed co-localization of module TADs that were positively or negatively co-regulated
in selective cell types. Extending from previous reports of co-regulation and co-localization at
the gene level, our findings suggest that chromatin organization is linked to transcriptional
activity at multiple genomic resolutions.

6.2

Background

Gene co-expression and co-localization has been recurrently observed, such as reported in
explorations of transcription factory models [47, 231-233]. Complementary approaches have
similarly highlighted co-localization of functionally related genes and groups of regulatory
sequences directing similar patterns of expression. While it has been known that functionally
related genes within the same chromosome tend to be grouped within the chromosome [234,
235], studies have similarly found that functionally related genes on distinct chromosomes tend
to localize in the nucleus [87]. Prediction of co-expression between pairs of genes in the mouse
cortex was improved using chromatin interaction at resolutions of 40kb to 200kb, i.e. both in
local interactions and across larger domains [88]. For regulatory sequences, extensive interchromosomal interactions of olfactory receptor enhancers have been observed, with the
transcription factor Bptf potentially acting as a mediating component [236]. These examples
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showed different levels of co-regulation and co-localization in the nucleus, reflecting the
associating between chromatin organization and transcriptional regulation at a gene level.

Gene transcription is a complex process controlled by multiple layers of regulation, including
cis-acting regulatory elements, TF binding and epigenetic state-controlled chromatin
accessibility and three-dimensional proximity in the nucleus. Large-scale high-throughput
sequencing datasets generated by the FANTOM5 and ENCODE consortiums provide a robust
capacity to explore hypotheses about gene regulation. The FANTOM5 consortium generated
CAGE (Cap Analysis of Gene Expression) data for over 800 samples covering hundreds of cell
types [2]. The CAGE technology identifies gene transcription start sites (TSSs) and their activity,
producing quantitative measures of promoter activity across the genome. For transcriptional
regulation, ChIP-seq and DNase data for open chromatin regions generated by the ENCODE
consortium reveal transcription factor (TF) binding and epigenetic states within targeted cells
[4]. These public data resources enabled in-depth investigation on the regulation of gene
expression.

While the aforementioned data provide rich annotation of properties along each chromosome,
high-throughput chromosome conformation capture, such as Hi-C, quantifies non-linear
association (i.e. the 3D spatial proximity) between genomic regions within the three-dimensional
nucleus [51, 52, 133, 237]. Advances in Hi-C technology have led to the identification of
computationally determined megabase-sized genomic regions within which intra-regional
interactions are more frequent than inter-regional ones. These regions, known as TADs, tend to
be consistently observed across diverse cell types, indicating a framework of chromatin structure
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[52, 53]. We have previously observed that the spreading of heterochromatin in an X;autosome
translocation study was largely in concordance with TAD as an unit [86]. Together the studies
suggest TADs to be an organizational unit influencing gene regulation.

Given the multiple layers of regulation and scales of genome organization, we hypothesized that,
for a particular cell/tissue, TADs would be co-regulated and co-localized in the nucleus (Figure
6.1). To test the hypothesis, we examine TAD co-activity network in place of gene coexpression network. Specifically, while past research has attributed tissue-specific expression to
sub-TAD regulation, here we investigate the inter-relation of potential cell type-specific TADs
with shared expression patterns from co-regulation and co-localization perspectives. We relied
on published TADs in human embryonic stem cells, and first summarized transcription activity
within each TAD from FANTOM5 CAGE data across hundreds of cell types. TADs with similar
transcriptional activity across cells were identified as TAD modules using an unsupervised
clustering approach WGCNA [238] under the assumption that TAD networks are scale-free. The
functional and cell type-specific properties of each TAD module were then examined using Gene
Ontology and ChIP-seq datasets for TF binding, active histone marks and open chromatin.
Finally, we assessed co-localization of TADs within each module using available Hi-C data to
identify co-regulation and co-localization at megabase-scale level.

Figure 6.1 Hypothesis: Co-localization and co-expression at the TAD level.
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The illustration shows a population of cells from cell type A, within which TADs co-expressed in the cells are colocalized in the nucleus.

6.3
6.3.1

Results
Identification of TAD modules with tissue-specific transcriptional activities

In this study, we focused on CAGE data from 808 untreated samples (corresponding to over 100
cell types) generated by the FANTOM consortium, which reflect the transcriptional levels at
TSSs [2]. Using TADs defined in human embryonic stem cells [52], we integrated the CAGE
TSS activities across each TAD to generate a summarized TAD activity profile (detailed in
Methods; workflow in Figure 6.2).

Figure 6.2 The workflow for identification of TAD modules.
The workflow illustrates the approach in identifying TADs with similar pattern of transcription level across cell
types. This process involves summarization of TAD activity from FANTOM5 CAGE datasets, and subsequently,
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TADs are grouped according to its activity across cell types into TAD modules using a weighted co-expression
network analysis [238].

To assess how summarized TAD activities vary among samples and the corresponding cell types,
a principal component analysis was conducted, and revealed clustering of samples consistent
with cell types (see Figure 6.3). Samples related to a subset of cell types, which are focused on in
later sections, were colored. Samples from hematopoietic- and leukocyte-related cells clustered
independently from other cell types, as do brain- and central nervous system-related samples. In
contrast, there was greater overlap of fibroblast and epithelial samples. The results indicated that
hematopoietic and brain cells were more distinct from other cell types in terms of TAD activity
levels.

Figure 6.3 Samples of the same cell type cluster according to summarized TAD activity.
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Biplot (the first and second principal components) exhibiting the similarity of TAD transcriptional activity among
samples of the same cell type. The colors of the cell types were chosen in accordance to the colors of TAD modules
that we identified in the subsequent section.

Protein-protein interaction and gene co-expression networks have been noted to be scale-free,
meaning the connection (edge) counts between proteins/genes (nodes) follow a power law
distribution [239]. Under the assumption that TAD co-activity networks are similarly scale-free,
we conducted a weighted correlation network analysis using WGCNA [238] to cluster TAD
modules with similar transcriptional activities across samples. An advantage of WGCNA is that,
for each pair of TADs (nodes), it considers the overlap of neighbouring TADs in addition to pairwise correlation. We obtained three distinct modules, each containing between 91 and 280
TADs, and an additional module (grey) that included the remaining unclassified TADs
(Appendix E.1). Each module was assigned a color label for ease of reference.

Using the transcriptional activity levels associated to the TADs, for each module, we extracted
the first principal component (i.e. eigenTAD) to represent its transcriptional activity across the
samples. As shown in Figure 6.4A, each eigenTAD (representing a module of TADs) uniquely
highlights a pattern of expression, and explains more than 47% of overall variability in the
modules, except for the grey module (16%). We quantitatively annotated each eigenTAD to cell
ontology of samples using Pearson correlation (detailed in Methods; highlighted terms are shown
in Figure 6.4B). A significant positive correlation indicates active transcription of a particular
TAD module in samples associated with the term, while a significant negative value indicates
inactivity. For instance, the turquoise module is significantly correlated to the central nervous
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system and brain (ρ=0.66 and 0.62, respectively). For TADs that were not clustered by WGCNA
(the grey unclassified module), there was also a positive correlation with the central nervous
system and brain (ρ=0.46 and 0.43, respectively), albeit less so than the turquoise model. The
blue module correlated with leukocytes and hematopoietic cells (ρ=0.54 and 0.45), while the
brown module correlated with connective tissue cells and fibroblast (ρ=0.49 and 0.34). The
brown (fibroblast-associated) module was also strongly negatively correlated with hematopoietic
cells and didn’t correlate with brain cells. Consistent with Figure 6.4A, the identified modules
exhibited cell type-specific transcriptional activity.

A

B

Figure 6.4 Cell-type specific transcriptional activity of TAD modules.
(A) Heatmap showing the first principal component of each TAD module (eigenTAD) representing the activity of
the TADs across samples. Each row represents a module, and each column represents a sample with the color
corresponding to its cell category term from ontologies detailed in Methods. Higher and lower transcriptional
activities are shown in yellow and red, respectively. The proportion of variance explained by each eigenTAD is
shown on the right. (B) Heatmap for correlation between TAD modules and cell category terms. Each row is a TAD
module with the represented colors, and each column is a cell category term with a subset highlighted here. The total
number of TADs within each module is labeled beside the module color, and the total number of samples associated
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with each ontology term is shown beside the term. Terms in positive correlation to TAD module expression activity
are in red, while terms in negative correlation are in blue. Bonferroni-corrected p-values for the correlation tests are
listed, below the correlation value, to account for multiple hypothesis testing.

6.3.2

Functional enrichment of TAD modules is consistent with active cell types

To probe into the biological functions of each module, we first performed a Gene Ontology
functional enrichment of the genes within each TAD module using the GOstats R package [240].
Consistent with the observed correlations in the previous section, we identified enrichment in
functions relevant to the cell types in which the TAD modules were active (Table 6.1; full result
in Appendix E.2). For example, the brown module, active in muscle/fibroblast cells, was
enriched with extracellular matrix related genes (Bonferroni-corrected p-value = 1.19*10-12), and
the blue modules, active in hematopoietic cells, were associated with immune response and
MHC protein complex genes (Bonferroni-corrected p-value = 7.56*10-11 and 1.36*10-12,
respectively). On the other hand, the turquoise module, active in brain, was moderately enriched
in homophilic and calcium-dependent cell-cell adhesion (Bonferroni-corrected p-value =
8.43*10-06 and 2.29*10-04, respectively). This enrichment is consistent with the abundance of
cadherin genes in the module, as these key adhesion genes are known to be expressed in brain.
While the grey unclassified module appeared to be active in brain cells, the functional
enrichment of the genes was not relevant, likely due to the TADs being unclassifiable.
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Biological Process

Cellular Compartment

Molecular Function

Turquoise/

Homophilic cell and

T-tubule, microtubule

Ion/cation/metal ion

Brain

calcium-dependent cell-cell

cytoskeleton

binding

adhesion
Blue/

Immune response,

MHC protein complex,

MHC class II receptor

Hematopoietic

regulation of transposition,

ER to Golgi transport

activity

immune effector process,

vesicle membrane

leukocyte activation, etc.
Brown/

Extracellular matrix and

Extracellular matrix,

Extracellular matrix

Fibroblast

structure organization,

collagen, etc.

structural constituent,

Grey

collagen catabolic and

growth factor binding,

metabolic processes, etc.

collagen binding, etc.

Metabolic and biosynthetic

Membrane-bounded

Cyclic compound and

processes

organelle, nucleus,

DNA binding

intracellular part
Table 6.1 Functional enrichment of each module is consistent with its active cell type.
The top Gene Ontology terms associated with each module are listed (Bonferroni-corrected p-values ≤0.05).

Since the genes within the TAD modules exhibited specific functions associated with the cells in
which the modules were active, we further examined the modules for over-represented open
chromatin regions by comparing one against the others. One-sided Wilcoxon tests were used to
assess for higher degree of open chromatin, and the Bonferroni-corrected p-values are listed in
Appendix E.3. Consistent with the activity in brain- and central nervous system-related cells, the
turquoise TAD module was significantly enriched with open chromatin regions in human
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retinoblastoma (WERI−Rb−1) and neuroblastoma (SK−N−SH RA) cell lines (Bonferronicorrected p-values = 3.7*10-11, 3.5*10-06, respectively; Figure 6.5). Unexpectedly, enrichment
was also observed in embryonic stem (H9ES) (Bonferroni-corrected p-values=5.4*10-06). The
blue/hematopoietic module was enriched with open chromatin regions in relevant cells such as
monocytes, T helper 2 (Th2), GM12864 and GM06990 lymphoblastoid cell lines (Bonferronicorrected p-values <10-24), while the brown/fibroblast module was enriched with open chromatin
regions in AG10803, HFF, AG09319 fibroblast cell lines (Bonferroni-corrected p-values <10-16).
Overall, the functional and regulatory properties enriched in the TAD modules correspond with
the cell types in which they are active.

Figure 6.5 TAD modules are enriched with open chromatin regions in active cell types.
Heatmap representing the significance in peak enrichment of each module. Rows represent the modules in color, and
columns represent the high-throughput sequencing datasets extracted from the ENCODE project. The p-values were
computed from one-sided Wilcoxon tests comparing the number of peaks from each data within each TAD module
to that of the rest of modules, and corrected with Bonferroni adjustment. Each entry shows the -log10 of the
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corrected p-values with a color indication of red, white and blue in the order of decreasing significance in
enrichment. Entries with a corrected p-value under 0.05 are marked with an asterisk, and only data with Bonferroni
corrected p-values under 10-5 are shown in the figure. Dashed lines separate significant cell lines in the modules for
visualization purposes.

6.3.3

Cell type-selective co-localization and co-expression of TAD modules

As TAD modules are enriched for multiple properties relevant to cells in which they are active,
we next used publically available Hi-C datasets [51, 52] to investigate if co-expressed TADs
within each module spatially co-localize in the nucleus. Although our analyses rely on reported
TADs from human embryonic stem cells, the associations between them (i.e. TAD modules)
were identified based on CAGE expression data. Therefore, the original use of Hi-C data to
define TADs should not impact the assessment of co-localization. We first tested if co-expressed
or co-regulated TADs cluster spatially by determining if there are more frequent interactions
between TADs of the same module compared to interactions between random TADs of matched
properties (detailed in Methods). It is important to recognize that not all TADs in a module can
be physically in proximity, but there may be sufficient interactions to detect over background for
a TAD module. We found significant spatial proximity among TADs within the brown/fibroblast
module and within the blue/hematopoietic module in their relevant active cell types (Bonferronicorrected p-values of 4.5*10-6 and 1.5*10-127, respectively; Figure 6.6A). Furthermore, results
were the most significant for Hi-C data derived from cells related to the annotated module
properties, indicating cell type-selective co-localization of co-regulated TAD modules in the
active cells.
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6.3.4

TAD module active in brain co-localized at the nuclear lamina of fibroblasts

The turquoise/brain module was most significantly co-localized in embryonic stem cells, while
also being strongly co-localized in fibroblast cells (Bonferroni-corrected p-values of 1.7*10-302
and 1.5*10-131, respectively; Figure 6.6A). As the results were unexpected, we considered
potential models to explain the findings. The nuclear lamina has been implicated in anchoring
chromosomal domains, and constitutes a repressive environment [241, 242]. Lamina-associated
domains (LADs) have been reported to have a strong correlation with TADs [241, 243]. To gain
further perspective on where the TAD modules are located with respect to the nuclear lamina, we
examined the overlap of TADs with LADs reported in human fibroblasts [242]. As a control, we
compared two overall sets of TADs: TADs with low transcriptional activity across samples (as
described in methods, these TADs had been excluded from the TAD module analysis; labeled as
‘Non-module’) and the set of TADs from the modules (labeled as ‘Module’). Consistent with the
link between LADs and repressed transcription, there was a significantly greater overlap between
LADs with non-module TADs compared to module TADs (two-sided Fisher’s exact tests;
p=3.6*10-36; Figure 6.6B). We then compared between TAD modules. Expectedly, the brown
module, which is actively transcribed in fibroblasts, had the lowest percentage of overlap with
the fibroblast-derived LADs. Interestingly, we found the turquoise/brain module significantly
over-represented in LADs, while the gray module was under-represented (p=0.00092 and 0.011,
respectively; Figure 6.6B). These findings indicated that TADs in the turquoise module, which
are active in brain and inactive in fibroblasts, co-localized at the nuclear periphery in fibroblast
cells.
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A

B

Figure 6.6 Significant co-localization of each TAD module in relevant cell types.
(A) The heatmap shows the Bonferroni-corrected p-values of spatial proximity of TADs within each module (row)
according to Hi-C data from the corresponding cell line (column). The significance was computed using one-sided
Wilcoxon test comparing to a set of background TADs with matching GC, width, and chromosome. The yellow to
red color spectrum reflects a continuous scale of –log10 (Bonferroni p-value) indicating strong to lack of
significance in co-localization of TADs within a module. (B) Barplot showing the proportion of TADs from each
module that overlapped with LADs from the human fibroblast cell line.

6.4

Discussion

Two meters of chromatin is compacted in the nucleus in a highly structured manner.
Developments in the study of chromatin structure have highlighted TADs as a key organizational
unit. Combined with past observation that functionally associated genes can be found in close
spatial proximity, we investigated co-regulation and co-localization at the TAD level. We have
identified modules of TADs with similar transcriptional activity, as determined using CAGE data
spanning diverse cell types, using an unsupervised clustering approach [238]. We found
functional and cell type-specific properties for TAD modules based on over-representation of
GO terms and open chromatin dataset. Furthermore, we observed a subset of TAD modules with
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cell type-selective co-localization within the cell types in which the module was actively
transcribed, and a TAD module that co-localizes at the nuclear lamina/periphery of a cell type in
which the genes were inactive. Our findings suggest a hierarchical level of transcriptional
regulation based on cell type-specific regulation interplay and spatial proximity at the TAD level.

While we observed selective co-localization of the blue/hematopoietic and brown/fibroblast
module in their corresponding active cell types, it is important to note that co-localization can be
detected for active as well as inactive TADs in the cells of interest. For example, although TADs
in the turquoise/brain module were significantly co-localized in fibroblast cells, they are
relatively transcriptionally inactive in fibroblasts. Moreover, we observe a significant overrepresentation of the turquoise module in LADs. As most genes associated with LADs are
transcriptionally inactive, our findings suggest that the turquoise TADs are inactive and colocalized at the nuclear lamina in fibroblast cells. Hence, the results support a nuclear
organization model in which TADs specifically active in different developmental stages would
co-localize at the nuclear lamina of the cell types in which they are inactive. On the flip side,
TADs co-expressed in specific cell types co-localize in that cell type selectively, and likely away
from the nuclear lamina (i.e. lower degree of overlap with LADs).

Based on co-expression analysis of human promoters from CAGE data, the FANTOM5
consortium has previously observed clustering of samples, such as those associated with the
central nervous system or hematopoietic cells [2]. In discussing their results, they noted “a large
fraction of the genome is dedicated to immune and nervous system specific functions”. At the
TAD activity level, our results similarly exhibit distinct clusters for these two cell types, and
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further reveals strong separation of each from other cell types. Interestingly, such outlying
patterns of brain (central nervous system) and blood (hematopoietic) cells have been observed in
a multidimensional scaling analysis based on H3K4me1 signals, an enhancer marker [244].
Multiple studies have reported that TAD boundaries delineate enhancer to promoter associations
[54, 55]. The report of maintained 3D proximity between target gene and enhancers after
suppressing transcriptional activity of enhancers further suggests that chromatin architecture
defines the functional landscape of enhancers [57]. All together, this might explain the detection
of stronger distinction of both brain and hematopoietic cells from other cell types at TAD and
enhancer levels.

While cell type-specific intra-TAD interactions have been well explored [57, 58], our study
focused on examining transcriptional regulation and co-localization between TADs in different
cell types. It complemented the past work, as intra-TAD regulation can occur concurrently. Our
findings extended co-regulation and co-localization in a cell type-selective pattern from the gene
level to megabase-sized domain level highlighting the hierarchical nature of chromatin
organization and its influence on transcriptional regulation. Given the dynamic chromatin
organization across cell types at a megabase domain level, disorganization of interaction between
TADs and their location in the nucleus will result in misregulation of gene expression. The
findings stress multiple levels of transcriptional regulation, and call for a more comprehensive
and integrated perspective on regulation of gene expression across dimensions of space and
biological context.
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6.5

Methods

Datasets, analyses and results were based on the human hg19 build. Analyses were conducted
using R version 3.0.2 and Bioconductor 2.13.

6.5.1

FANTOM5 CAGE dataset selection and pre-processing

The RLE normalized activity table of robust CAGE peaks, reflecting the degree of transcription
of the genome in 889 samples, was retrieved from the FANTOM5 consortium [2]. Treated
samples, experimental replicates and biological replicates from the same individuals
(“donations”) were excluded from the analysis. CAGE peaks with 0 values in the remaining 808
untreated samples were also excluded, with 178,996 autosomal peaks remained.

6.5.2

TAD activity summarization and module identification

Previously reported TADs in human embryonic stem cells were retrieved and lifted to the hg19
build [52]. TAD activity levels across samples for each TAD were summarized from the activity
of CAGE peaks within the TAD. The TAD activity in each sample was summarized as the
percentage of CAGE peaks within the TAD having an activity higher than the 75th percentile of
CAGE activity within each TAD across samples. If the 75th percentile value was equal to 0, the
TAD was excluded, leaving 1,681 autosomal TADs for further analysis.

TAD modules were identified using WGCNA, a weighted correlation network analysis approach
originally proposed for identifying gene expression networks in microarray studies [238]. Under
the assumption that TAD networks follow a scale-free topology, an optimal soft power of 18 was
selected so that the fraction of nodes with corresponding connections would follow a power law
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distribution. TAD modules were identified using unsupervised clustering and Dynamic Tree Cut
algorithm with the default minimum module size of 30. The first principal component of each
module was computed as eigenTAD, and any modules with a cut height of 0.25 were merged.
Hubs were defined as the TADs with the highest intramodular connectivity.

6.5.3

Ontologies of the samples

Sample ontology (FF), Cell Ontology (CL), Human disease ontology (DOID) and Uber anatomy
ontology (UBERON) were retrieved from the FANTOM5 consortium [3, 61]. Ontology terms
were pooled, and only terms having association with >50 samples were retained to avoid
excessive testing. Across all samples, a vector was constructed corresponding to each term,
where each binary entry is assigned to be 1 if the sample and the term are associated and 0
otherwise. The correlation between each ontology-related binary vector and the eigenTAD of
each TAD module is defined as the relative activity (positive or negative) of each TAD module
in the samples associated with the term. Bonferroni-corrected p-values for the correlation tests
were reported to adjust for multiple hypothesis testing.

6.5.4

Gene Ontology enrichment testing

Functions of genes within each TAD module were examined through Gene Ontology (GO)
enrichment. To avoid double counting of multiple transcripts belonging to the same gene, only
unique gene names within TADs were extracted and tested. The set of genes from each module
was compared against a background composed of all genes using a hypergeometric test from the
GOstats R package [240]. Bonferroni correction of p-values was applied to each module and GO
category.
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6.5.5

Peak enrichment of ENCODE ChIP-seq and DNase-seq in TADs

Peaks from DNase-seq (wgEncodeAwgDnaseUniform) ENCODE datasets [4] were retrieved
from the UCSC genome browser [90]. For each TAD, the degree of open chromatin was
summarized as the normalized peak count within the TAD for each data. As TADs vary in sizes,
the peak counts were divided by the total peak count within the TAD across data and multiplied
by the mean for normalization. The enrichment of peaks was tested using a Wilcoxon one-sided
test through comparing the peak counts in one TAD module to that of other modules. We report
the Bonferroni-corrected p-values for the Wilcoxon tests to adjust for multiple hypothesis
testing.

6.5.6

Degree of interaction between TADs and the test of 3D proximity

Publicly available datasets for Hi-C experiments in human H1 embryonic stem, IMR90
fibroblast, K562 leukemia, GM06990 lymphoblastoid cell lines were retrieved [51, 52, 237].
Summary files from Gene Expression Omnibus (GSE18199 and GSE35156) listing paired-end
reads mapped to human hg18 genome assemblies were used to reflect the degree of interactions
between chromosomal regions. Genomic coordinates of paired-end reads, originally defined on
the hg18 human assembly, were mapped onto the hg19 build using the liftOver tool from the
UCSC Genome Browser.

For each retrieved Hi-C data, the number of shared reads between any pair of TADs was
compiled to reflect their degree of interaction. Data from the same cell types were combined
through summing the read counts. In order to test for the significance of 3D proximity within
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each TAD module, we randomly selected 300 TADs with three matching TAD properties as a
background module: GC content, width, and chromosome location. The p-value of each module
was obtained using a one-sided Wilcoxon test from comparing the degree of interaction between
the TADs within a module to the interaction distribution of the matched background module. We
report the Bonferroni-corrected p-values for the test of 3D proximity for each module in each
dataset to adjust for multiple hypothesis testing.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and discussion
Transcription is a complex mechanism controlled by multiple layers of regulation ranging in
complexity from short cis-acting DNA sequence features (~10 bp) [10] to large structural
domains (up to ~106 bp) [245]. Disruptions at any of these layers may result in over- or underexpression of the regulated genes, potentially leading to phenotypic disorders. Recent advances
in high-throughput technologies and large-scale studies have enabled the identification of
phenotypic-associated variants and regulatory regions in the human genome. This information
sheds light on the transcriptional regulatory mechanism, and empowers the identification of
functional variants potentially for improving diagnosis, understanding and treatment of human
diseases.

This thesis benefits from diverse high-throughput sequencing data and describes computational
approaches for investigating the regulation of gene expression through perspectives spanning
local regulatory elements, epigenetics and chromatin interactions. A summary of the
hypothesis/objective (Table 1.3) addressed in each chapter is illustrated in Figure 7.1. While the
chapter topics are shaped by collaborations, an arc is traced from regulation in the vicinity of
individual genes to regulation involving large domains within the nucleus. The hypotheses of the
latter chapters are shaped by the results from the earlier ones. In an era of rapid technological
advances in transcriptional regulatory research, the period and contents of this thesis parallel the
dynamic technical developments. It examines computationally the regulation of transcription
under varying contexts, with a special emphasis on the regulatory complexity from linear to
three-dimensional spaces. The computational approaches and results included in this thesis
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provide insights into the regulatory regions in the human genome, and lay the foundation for the
identification and interpretation of functional genetic variants.

Figure 7.1 Graphical summaries/models of thesis chapters.
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The nucleus icons on the left demonstrate the foci of the chapters, and the progression with an increase in
complexity. The summary model(s) of each chapter is illustrated on the right. Ch. 2: A model for ROR1 regulation
in a cell with the reference allele (from a normal individual) and a cell with the risk allele (from a cancer patient).
Ch. 3: Two mechanistic models by which YY1 facilitates the escape of genes from X-chromosome inactivation. Ch.
4: A model of Pax6 and its regulatory regions co-localized within the nucleus. Ch. 5: A model by which the
heterochromatin spreads into an autosome in the unit of TADs within an X;autosome translocated cell. Ch. 6: A
model where co-regulated TADs are co-localized within a specific cell type. TADs active in the specific cell type
are displayed in thicker lines.

7.1

Functional variant identification through regulatory region annotation and

chromatin interaction
With over 80% of GWAS SNPs found outside of protein-coding regions, the objective of
Chapter 2 was to identify regulatory variants and interpret the mechanism by which their
disruption could lead to elevated cancer susceptibility [80]. The analysis of differential TF
binding affinity between the normal and risk alleles revealed functional SNPs with the potential
to alter (disrupt or enhance) TF binding. Four candidate regulatory SNPs were identified within
cancer-specific enhancers bound by multiple TFs, and had a significant higher predicted TF
binding affinity for Nr2e3 and Myc with the risk alleles: three with significant breast cancer
susceptibility and one with lung cancer susceptibility. The regulatory SNP from the lung cancer
GWAS was located >60kb upstream of the cancer-associated gene ROR1, which is frequently
specifically expressed in multiple cancer but not in normal adult cells. The result suggests a
model by which the risk allele would create a high affinity binding site for the Myc TF that may
activate the transcription of ROR1 within cells from individuals with lung cancer. The developed
methods in this chapter constitute a framework to interpret the functionality of GWAS candidate
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regulatory SNPs based on epigenetics, regulatory potential and TF binding affinity properties.
The framework could be extended to interpret single nucleotide variants and small-sized
insertions and deletions.

With predicted functional variants frequently situated in gene deserts, linking the regulatory
regions containing the variants to gene targets is a challenging task. While gene targets of
enhancers have been reported to be mainly located within the same TAD, Chapter 4 reports a
case study to assess how chromatin interactions may be used to link regulatory regions to their
gene targets [168]. For which, a methodology to identify the highly interactive region from Hi-C
datasets around an anchoring gene of interest was devised, and applied to the well-studied Pax6
gene to identify a ~150 kb region within the Pax6-containing TAD. This highly interactive
region encompassed over 85% of previously reported Pax6 regulatory regions. For the remaining
15%, a subset of regions exhibited potential interactions with Pax6 individually outside of the
highly interactive region. Cell type-specific sub-TADs had been reported for regulatory
specialization [58]. Although Pax6 is specifically expressed in eyes and brain, our findings,
based on multiple Hi-C datasets, revealed presence of the highly interactive region for Pax6
across multiple cell types. Such discrepancy could reflect a predisposition of the chromatin
structure at the region or limited resolution of the available Hi-C data. In the future, higher
resolution could be obtained by increasing the sequencing depth [133] or new techniques such as
Capture Hi-C, which focus on interactions to promoters [246]. In summary, chromatin
interaction data serves as an important bridge to link distal regulatory regions to their target
genes, and has been applied to identify target genes of regulatory variants [76, 247].
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7.2

Local and domain level regulation pertaining to X-chromosome inactivation

Through 3D chromatin interactions, transcriptional regulation of XCI, both at local and domain
complexity levels, is addressed in Chapters 3 and 5. Chapter 3 hypothesizes that there is a
common regulator for genes that escape from XCI. The observed over-representation of both the
YY1 motif and YY1 ChIP-seq peaks around the TSSs of escapees extends the current knowledge
about YY1’s positive regulatory role for XIST to escapees in general. While YY1 has been
reported to bind XIST DNA and RNA, a recent report on its increased DNA binding affinity as a
result of trapping/interaction with RNA in proximity provides a model for the facilitation of
escape by YY1 [248]. Furthermore, YY1 was significantly Xi-biasedly bound at key lncRNAs
frequently involved with Xi-specific superloop anchors, which ranged between 5 to 74
megabases apart from each other. Such finding suggests YY1 mediates long-range distal
chromatin interactions, looping escapees and these lncRNAs out from the condensed inactivated
region and allowing them escape from XCI. Overall, these results suggest two potential nonexclusive mechanistic models of YY1’s role in transcriptional activity on the inactive X: 1) RNA
tethering of YY1 resulting in stronger YY1 binding at escapees; and 2) mediation of long range
chromatin loops (we explore ways to address this in the Future directions section). While the
initial analysis in this chapter focused on local aspects of gene regulation, YY1’s association to
superloop anchors highlighted the association between 3D organization of chromatin and
regulation of gene expression.

Similarly, Chapter 5 aims to study the spread of heterochromatin from the inactive X
chromosome to an autosome through the study of cells with X;autosome translocations [86]. At
the local level, over-representation of features associated with genes subject to or escape from
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the spread of heterochromatin in translocated autosomes was identified, and was consistent with
previous mouse studies [245]. Since TADs have been proposed as potential genomic scaffolds of
chromatin organization [52, 53], Chapter 5 hypothesizes that there exists regulation of gene
expression at the chromatin domain level. Inactivation status consistency within TADs along the
translocated autosomes was assessed using an entropy measure. Significantly lower entropy
values were observed when compared to randomly assigned status by matching overall
proportions. While there are influences from local features, these results suggest the
heterochromatin spreads into the translocated portion of autosomes in a unit of TADs. An
independent study has recently shown that escape regions on the X chromosome coincide with
TADs [132], validating our results.

7.3

Co-expressed megabase-sized domains co-localize cell type-selectively

Inspired by the finding in the previous chapter, Chapter 6 explores TADs as a transcriptional
unit. Building on previous reports of co-expressed genes spatially co-localized in the nucleus,
Chapter 6 hypothesizes that such co-expression and co-localization occur at the TAD level. A set
of co-regulated TAD modules was first identified using an unsupervised weighted network
analysis. Each module contained TADs co-expressed in a specific cell type. Moreover, for each
TAD module, the functional enrichment of Gene Ontology terms and the active chromatin
features corresponded with the cell type in which the module was actively transcribed.
Consistent with the hypothesis, cell type-selective co-localization and co-expression of TADs
within the modules active in either hematopoietic or fibroblast cells was observed when the
TADs in each module were tested for spatial proximity using Hi-C data compared to matched
random TADs. In addition, the TAD module active in the brain further showed co-repressed
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TADs co-localization at the nuclear periphery in an inactive cell type (fibroblasts). The
megabase-sized domain network analysis highlighted a large-scale chromatin organization
influence on the regulation of gene expression, and extended the hierarchical gene regulation
from the local and within-TAD levels to the inter-TAD level. The cell-selective co-localization
of co-expressed TADs away from the nuclear periphery, and co-localization of co-repressed
TADs at the nuclear periphery suggest a highly organized yet dynamic chromatin structure
across cell types. These findings are consistent with a recent report of TAD-TAD contact
hierarchies, and complement their report of hierarchical rearrangement linked to transcriptional
state changes during differentiation [249].

7.4

Future directions

The identification and interpretation of functional variants not only has the potential to inform
diagnosis, but also reveals disruptions in biological mechanisms. With the continuous decline of
whole genome sequencing costs and generation of large-scale public datasets of genomic
annotation, the accumulating biological data and computational analyses using such data
catalyzes insights particularly into regulatory mechanisms. In moving forward, I highlight a few
key lessons from the thesis study: hidden data bias that may lead to misinterpretation,
complementary usage of publicly available datasets and cyclic interaction for experimental
validation. Lastly, I discuss how this understanding of gene regulation may be applied to the
study of individual genomes.

One of the challenges in this study, and in essentially all genome-scale studies of gene
regulation, is the identification and resolution of hidden biases in the data. For example we can
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consider the genomic data from sex chromosomes. With differing copy number between male
and female cells, analysis and processing of data for the X chromosome requires specialized
approaches compared to autosomes (as do Y chromosome studies). The unique phenomenon of
XCI in female cells results in differential transcription status between the two X chromosomes
for genes subject to XCI, which complicates data analyses of the X. Genes subject to XCI in
female cells showed reduced yield of ChIP-seq input, and furthermore, a reduced number of
ChIP-seq peaks. In order to fully address genomic differences and better understand the disease
and phenotype differences between the sexes, these underlying data properties of the X
chromosome, and ultimately both sex chromosomes, must be considered. The challenge is not
restricted to these examples, as imprinting and other processes can create hidden bias in data.

In this era of exploding biological data and information, large data collections can be tapped to
address hypotheses or questions. An integral part of the thesis exploits existing data to identify
regulatory variants (Chapter 2) and address the biological hypotheses of interest (Chapters 3-6).
These studies were empowered by the massive large-scale datasets generated by international
consortiums, and yet limited by the availability of data for relevant cell types. For instance, in
addition to data generated by our collaborator in the X;autosome translocation study, the publicly
available datasets and TAD information from non-translocated cells were incorporated for
feature detection and TAD analyses. While the findings are consistent with and add to existing
literature, it is important to acknowledge that the studied conditions may differ. Ultimately,
datasets generated by independent labs and consortiums can complement each other, extending
the knowledge to the specific condition of study.
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While much of this thesis focused on the computational aspects of analyzing gene regulation, the
results present several opportunities for future laboratory research. One example is the
mechanistic models of YY1 facilitating genes to escape from XCI in Chapter 3. Validation of the
TF trap model could be pursued by examining RNA tethering of YY1 at escapees via crosslinking immunoprecipitation experiments. For the chromatin looping model, validation could be
achieved by examining the change in chromatin interaction of the inactive X after YY1
knockdown or YY1 TFBS disruptions at superloop anchors. Similarly, to validate cell typeselective co-regulation and co-localization of TADs in Chapter 6, top TADs exhibiting the
pattern within a module could be examined using fluorescence in situ hybridization experiments
comparing relevant cells to other cell types. With cyclical interactions between computational
and experimental biology, we have the greatest potential to accelerate our understanding of gene
regulation.

The application of regulatory variant interpretation is not limited to single sites, but can be
extended to the study of all regulatory variants within a genome. Understanding the variant
repertoire within an individual (all variants in one’s genome) will be a key step toward
personalized health. A recent study demonstrated how genetic variation integrated across the
regulatory repertoire obtained from whole genome sequencing matched to personal medical
phenotypes for five individuals [250]. Briefly, for each individual, the non-coding variants that
disrupted conserved TF binding sites were found to be enriched for proximity to genes within
biological pathways relevant to key phenotypes for each person. While GWAS identify specific
variants across many individuals for a phenotype, the new approach identifies specific
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phenotypes across the genome of an individual. Thus, the research within this thesis has the
potential to be extended into personalized medicine in exciting ways.

While the application of biological knowledge and computational analyses to identify genetic
dispositions has been highlighted, it is important to remember that through epigenetics the same
genome can have multiple interpretations, i.e. different transcriptional outputs. This epigenetic
influence is present not only for different cell types, but also for cells under different stimuli. For
instance, environmental stimuli can activate latent enhancers, which are unbound and unmarked
in differentiated cells, through the recruitment of TF binding and histone marks in macrophages
[251]. Such enhancers can persist as an epigenetic memory for faster responses to future
stimulation. In addition, stress is reported to induce functional epigenetic changes and alter gene
expression of stress-response genes in the brain [252], and the vitamin folate has been reported to
affect DNA methylation status [253]. While the impact on epigenetics is expected to vary
depending on the stimuli and their interactions with variants, they provide an additional layer of
regulation of gene expression and plasticity. As knowledge about the interplay between
genomics, environmental stimuli, nutrition and epigenomics accumulates, there may be
opportunities to incorporate lifestyle, nutrition and other actions into health practice to optimize
genomic interpretation and maximize well-being.

Recently, the New England Journal of Medicine featured an editorial in which the editor
expressed frustration with data re-analysis.
“a new class of research person will emerge — people who had nothing to do with the
design and execution of the study but use another group’s data for their own ends,
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possibly stealing from the research productivity planned by the data gatherers, or even
use the data to try to disprove what the original investigators had posited. There is
concern among some front-line researchers that the system will be taken over by what
some researchers have characterized as ‘research parasites’.”
The bioinformatics community has soundly refuted this perspective. Parasites or not, this thesis
was only possible with data recycling. We now have a greater understanding of transcription
regulation within the nucleus, and this work will ultimately contribute to improved health.
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A.1

Sources of GWAS SNP lists used.

GWAS SNP
list

Cancer
type

Breast

Breast

Lung

Lung

Colorectal

Colorectal

Prostate

Prostate

A.2

Sources (PubMed ID)
23544013, 23535733, 23535729,
23001122, 22976474, 22037553,
21263130, 21060860, 20872241

List retrieved from

19654303, 19836008

UCSC gwasCatalog
table/NHGRI

20972440, 21761138, 22634755,
23266556, 23300701
23535732, 23065704, 21743467,
21743057, 19767753

HTS data from ENCODE used to indicate regulatory functions.

Please refer to ubc_2016_november_chen_chihyu_data_A.xlsx.
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A.3

An overview of the data depicting the percentages of overlapping regions between

regulatory sequences among cell lines.
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A.4

Enrichment of GWAS SNPs in all HTS data surveyed.
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A.5
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A.6

Results for functional prioritization of LD80 SNP sets.

Please refer to ubc_2016_november_chen_chihyu_data_A.xlsx.

A.7

SNP prioritizing plots of Prostate.cancer and Colorectal.cancer LD80 SNPs.
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A.8

Comparison to previously reviewed functional genetic variants and target genes.

* HTS data were not available in normal colorectal cells, the regulatory potential (Ratio) column was computed from two colorectal
cell lines.
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A.9

Annotation features proximal to the rs1391720 SNP location from Breast.cancer

LD80 set.
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A.10

SNP prioritizing plots of Lung.Meta LD80 SNPs from the case study.
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A.11

Results for functional prioritization of Lung.Meta LD80 SNP set.

Please refer to ubc_2016_november_chen_chihyu_data_A.xlsx.

A.12

Additional open chromatin features and expression data around rs12087869.

A.13

Full list of differences in TF binding affinity for Lung.Meta LD80 SNPs.

Please refer to ubc_2016_november_chen_chihyu_data_A.xlsx.
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A.14

Two-dimensional heatmap of chromatin interaction in the neighbourhood of the

rs1391720 SNP.
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Appendix B Supplementary material for Chapter 3

B.1

Sex labeling from the Random forest classification and the list of outliers.

Please refer to ubc_2016_november_chen_chihyu_data_B.xlsx.

B.2

Differential transcription analyses of TSSs between sexes using CAGE data.

Please refer to ubc_2016_november_chen_chihyu_data_B.xlsx.

B.3

DNAm comparison between sexes in samples from three other cancers.

The figures provide the same plot as Figure 3.3 for the three additional cancer types, in the order
of Colon adenocarcinoma (COAD), Head and Neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSC), Lung
adenocarcinoma (LUAD).
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B.4

Motif over-representation around escTSSs reported by CAGEdoPOSSUM.

Please refer to ubc_2016_november_chen_chihyu_data_B.xlsx. B.4A and B.4B list all 194
motifs for vertebrates from JASPAR 2014 with the corresponding Fisher scores per motif
compared to two background sets, respectively: escTSSs_bg and nonDT.X.

B.5

TF ChIP-seq peak over-representation testing around escTSSs.

Please refer to ubc_2016_november_chen_chihyu_data_B.xlsx. The table lists the significance
of over-representation for each ChIP-seq data compared to both X_bg and Auto_bg
backgrounds. The table is ordered according to the significance compared to X_bg.

B.6

Over-representation of ENCODE TF ChIP-seq at bi-escTSSs compared to matched

autosomal background TSSs.
The figure provides a parallel plot of Figure 4, comparing to matched autosomal instead of chrX
background TSSs. The scatter plots in (A) show the percentages of TSSs that overlap a peak
comparing bi-escTSSs (y-axis) to matched background TSSs on autosomes (Auto_bg; x-axis),
and each dot represents a uniformly processed TF ChIP-seq dataset from ENCODE. Red and
blue colors represent female and male cells in all plots, respectively. The dashed gray lines are
the baseline reflecting no differences between counts of escTSSs and Auto_bg overlapping
peaks. The violin plots in (B) show the distributions of log2 ratio of escTSSs to Auto_bg in
female and male cells. The p-value from comparing the log2 ratios between male and female
cells (one-sided Wilcoxon tests) and the p-values of one-sample Wilcoxon tests for the
distributions are shown above the violin plots.
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B.7

Allelic reads in YY1 ChIP-seq on Xi and Xa at heterozygous sites within YY1 peaks

in the GM12878 cell line.
Please refer to ubc_2016_november_chen_chihyu_data_B.xlsx. The table listed 67 heterozygous
sites in GM12878 that were within uniformly processed YY1 ChIP-seq peaks from UCSC.
Allelic read counts reported were sum of reads from the duplicated data generated by
HudsonAlpha Institute for Biotechnology.

B.8

Allelic reads at heterozygous sites within merged TF peaks in all ChIP-seq data

available in the GM12878 cell line.
Please refer to ubc_2016_november_chen_chihyu_data_B.xlsx.
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B.9

Combined allelic imbalance of all 1321 heterozygous sites within merged TF peaks

on chrX in GM12878.
Scatter plot showing the log2 ratios of total number of reads on Xa relative to Xi at 1321
heterozygous sites within merged TF peaks from a total of 101 ChIP-seq and DNase I data sets
generated by the ENCODE consortium from the GM12878 cell line. Where replicates were
provided, reads at Xi and Xa were summed separately. Datasets, represented as squares, are
arranged in increasing order of log2 ratio. The dashed line displays the baseline where there is no
overall allelic imbalance. The names of outlying data sets, those exceeding ±2 standard
deviations from the mean, are labeled. Each square/data is colored in quartiles of the total read
counts at all 1321 heterozygous sites.
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B.10

Significance of allelic imbalance from Fisher’s exact test and FDR correction.

Please refer to ubc_2016_november_chen_chihyu_data_B.xlsx. The table lists pairs of
heterozygous sites and datasets with significant allelic imbalance. Positive or negative log2Odds
values indicate Xa- or Xi- biased occupancy of the data at the corresponding heterozygous site,
respectively.
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Appendix C Supplementary material for Chapter 4

C.1

Literature reported regulatory regions of the Pax6 gene.
Regulatory
Element

Minimal Promoter
B
5' silencer
ele4H
E1E
EI-Z
HS234Z
C1170 Box 123
C1170 Box 3
E60UCS
E60A
HS5+
HS6
Lens element
PA regulatory
region
Minimal promoter
A
PB regulatory
region
PC enhancer
Pancreatic element
Lens + cornea
enhancer
CNS element

Human Coordinate
(hg19)
chr11:3183284531832936
chr11:3183592531836179
chr11:3182569131825906
chr11:3183270931832766
chr11:3168483131687351
chr11:3167405531678633
chr11:3173247631735426
chr11:3173247631733484
chr11:3178529631786850
chr11:3178456431785301
chr11:3166979931673207
chr11:3166707131668901
chr11:3184309831843647
chr11:3184149431841956
chr11:3183937631839573
chr11:3183581831836000
chr11:3182546731826057
chr11:3184367131844794
chr11:3184337631843482
chr11:3183294931837828

Human
Reference
(PMID)
9013587
9013587
9883578
11574690
11590122
11590122
11850181
11850181
22220192
22220192
22220192
22220192
9622640
extrapolated
extrapolated
extrapolated
extrapolated
9882499
9882499
extrapolated

Mouse Coordinate
(mm9)
chr2:105515533105515624
chr2:105512321105512568
chr2:105522382105522597
chr2:105515703105515760
chr2:105618148105620703
chr2:105626356105630425
chr2:105592960105596039
chr2:105594824105596039
chr2:105559288105560894
chr2:105560889105561625
chr2:105630963105634137
chr2:105635110105636838
chr2:105505089105505615
chr2:105506703105507152
chr2:105508989105509187
chr2:105512491105512690
chr2:105522236105522823
chr2:105503943105505052
chr2:105505255105505361
chr2:105510756105515520

Mouse
Reference
(PMID)
extrapolated
extrapolated
9883578
extrapolated
extrapolated
extrapolated
extrapolated
extrapolated
extrapolated
extrapolated
extrapolated
extrapolated
9622640
9847251
9847251
9847251
9847251
9882499
9882499
9882499
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Regulatory
Element
PC promoter
Neural Retina
enhancer
LE9
Pancreatic element
CE1
CE2
CE3
Repressor element
Pancreatic
enhancer
agCNE1
E-200
agCNE3
agCNE4
Id855
agCNE6
agCNE9
agCNE11
E+120

Human Coordinate
(hg19)
chr11:3182551231826596
chr11:3182551731826060
chr11:3184343231843483
chr11:3184370031843932
chr11:3182085931822104
chr11:3181938431819939
chr11:3181693931818323
chr11:3184065031840723
chr11:3184147131841707
chr11:3206288232063230
chr11:3205262432053243
chr11:3202481032024977
chr11:3201645532017112
chr11:3198945531989799
chr11:3189872831898965
chr11:3184785031848450
chr11:3184533131846404
chr11:3171267931713314

Human
Reference
(PMID)
extrapolated
extrapolated
extrapolated
extrapolated
extrapolated
14732405
extrapolated
extrapolated
extrapolated
24440152
23359656
24440152
24440152
24440152
24440152
24440152
24440152
24440152

Mouse Coordinate
(mm9)
chr2:105521708105522777
chr2:105522233105522772
chr2:105505254105505305
chr2:105504812105505044
chr2:105526194105527351
chr2:105528253105528826
chr2:105529847105531139
chr2:105507850105507927
chr2:105506938105507175
chr2:105275465105276184
chr2:105287545105288424
chr2:105312585105312984
chr2:105322025105322904
chr2:105355146105356745
chr2:105451143105451622
chr2:105500292105500851
chr2:105502612105503171
chr2:105609739105610383

Mouse
Reference
(PMID)
9882499
9882499
12710953
12962539
14732405
14732405
14732405
16723452
17049510
24440152
23359656
24440152
24440152
24440152
24440152
24440152
24440152
24440152
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Appendix D Supplementary material for Chapter 5

D.1

DNAm differs on the translocated portion of t(X;A)s.
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D.2

The percentage of genes subject to inactivation is highest near the breakpoint.

D.3

Feature enrichment associated with subject or escapee genes.

Please refer to ubc_2016_november_chen_chihyu_data_D.xlsx.
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D.4

Average density plots of DNA sequence and epigenetic features around subjects and

escapes.
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D.5

Average density plots of DNA sequence and epigenetic features around subjects and

escapes after G-banding separation.
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Appendix E Supplementary material for Chapter 6

E.1

TAD module assignment

Please refer to ubc_2016_november_chen_chihyu_data_E.xlsx. The table lists the module and
connectivity information of the autosomal TADs examined.

E.2

Gene Ontology functional enrichment of TAD modules

Please refer to ubc_2016_november_chen_chihyu_data_E.xlsx. GO functional terms for
biological processes (BP), cellular compartment (CC) and molecular function (MF) were
examined for enrichment in each TAD module, and only those with a Bonferroni-corrected pvalue <=0.05 are listed.

E.3

Open chromatin enrichment of TAD modules

Please refer to ubc_2016_november_chen_chihyu_data_E.xlsx. The table lists the Bonferonnicorrected p-values of open chromatin enrichment tests per TAD module per data.
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